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TOWN and SCHOOL REPORTS
The pen and ink illustration of Town Hall was drawn by Lenni
Peterson of Worcester, Ma. This is one of two illustrations created by M
Peterson which were awarded the first place purchase prize by th
Wilton Art and Film Committee for the year 1998.
Lennie Peterson is a prolific artist who has his own comic stri
syndicated by Universal Press going into national release. He has
companion book due in the spring of 1999 published by Andrews an
McMeel Publishing.
Additionally, he has created illustrations for book and recor
companies and Children's Television Workshop, and receive!
numerous awards at art shows and galleries nationwide. Mr. Peterso
has graciously allowed the Town of Wilton to reproduce this illustratio
for the cover of this year's annual report as well as to use it in an
capacity which will help the Town of Wilton.
Inside photographs contributed by Louise Greene.
Photograph of Guy Franklin contributed by his family.
DEDICATED TO
GUY WILLIAM FRANKLIN, JR.
1936 - 1998
Guy Franklin served as Wilton's Chief of Police from 1966 to 1971
and in 1969 he was chosen as runner up by the New Hampshire
Municipal Association in a competition to select the state's most
outstanding department head.
After leaving Wilton for health reasons, Guy worked at the Milford
Area Communications Center as a dispatcher and later as head of
Communications. He later volunteered as a Desk Sergeant for the
Milford Police Department.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wilton in the County of Hillsborough and the State of
New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to appear at the Wilton Town Hall in said Wilton on Tuesday, the
9
th
day of March AD 1999 at 10 A.M to ballot for necessary Town Officers and other
action required to be inserted on said official ballot.
(POLLS ARE TO REMAIN OPEN UNTIL 7:00 P.M.)
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuring. (By ballot)
2. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 1 to the existing Wilton Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town as follows:
Amend Section 3.0 DEFINITIONS to include a definition in Section
3. 1.2 for Aircraft and add
Section 4.8 Private Aircraft Landings and Takeoffs to prohibit the
use of all lands for private aircraft landing and take-off.
3. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 2 to the existing Wilton Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town as follows:
Under Section 6.0 GENERAL RESIDENCE AND AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICT, 6.2 Lot Requirements, amend 6.2.1(c) to replace all
references to the High Intensity Soil (HIS) Map with Site Specific Soil
Map to institute the use of science-based soils information and
methods to determine soil potential ratings in regards to septic
system siting requirements.
4. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 3 to the existing Wilton Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town as follows:
Amend Section 11.0 WETLANDS CONSERVATION DISTRICT, 11.4(b.)
and 11.4(c) Special Exceptions and Section 6.0 GENERAL RESIDENCE
AND AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS, 6.2. l(e.) Lot Requirements to replace
references to the Hillsborough County Conservation Districts
(hereafter HCCD) with analysis conducted by a wetland or soil
scientist certified by the New Hampshire Board of Natural Scientists.
The substitution will enable the Planning Board to obtain a wetlands
review by a certified wetland or soil scientist in order to replace a
service that is no longer provided free of charge by the HCCD.
5. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 4 to the existing Wilton Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town as follows:
Amend Section 8.0 INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT, Section 8.0. l(b.) to remove
a reference to Lot F- 160 West of the Souhegan River. Said portion of
Lot F-160 has been consolidated into an adjoining lot and
renumbered.
6. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 5 to the existing Wilton Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town as follows:
Amend existing Section 9.0, Office Park District, generally to
delete Section 9.2 Prohibited Uses; Section 9.4, Maximum Park
Development; and 9.5 Special Exceptions; and add new Sections:
9.1 District Location; Section 9.3.2 Frontage; Section 9.4
Architectural Design; and Section 9.5 Open Space Design; and to
renumber Section 9.1, Permitted Uses, to Section 9.2. The lot
requirements for frontage in the district is proposed as two hundred
(200) feet on a Class V or better road. Architectural design requires
approval of exterior architectural design as a condition of final site
plan approval. And Open Space Design is intended to encourage
open space development in a manner that is flexible in regards to
parking, and side and rear setbacks, while also promoting retention
of area rural character.
7. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 6 to the existing Wilton Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town as follows:
Amend existing Section 4. 7 Temporary Placement of Manufactured
Homes by recodifying it in two subsections, one of which (Section
4.7.2) shall contain the current ordinance for the temporary
placement of manufactured homes as dwellings, and the second
(Section 4. 7.2 Temporary Placement of Office Facilities) which shall
constitute an ordinance for the temporary placement of office
facilities while a permanent structure is reconstructed after
damage by fire or other natural cause, and which requires a site
plan review for the permanent replacement of damaged office
facilities.
You are further notified to appear at the Florence Rideout Elementary
School Auditorium in said Wilton, Thursday the 11 th day of March AD
at 8:00 P.M. to act upon the following:
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) to be added to the Fire Department
Pumper Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to
take any other action relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends
this article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be added to the Emergency
Services Building Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to take
any other action relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this
article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the Ambulance Vehicle Capital
Reserve Fund previously established or to take any other action relating
thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article - Selectmen
recommend this article.)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be place in the Bridge
Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to take any other action
relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000) for the purchase of a new highway truck
and new garage doors for the Highway Department building. The
monies are to be raised from general taxation or to take any other action
relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Six Thousand Dollars ($26,000) for the purchase of new Police
Department computers or to take any other action relating thereto.
(Budget Committee recommends this article - Selectmen recommend this
article.)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Two Thousand Nine Hundred Twenty Two Dollars ($22,922) for
the purchase of a new police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of
Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000) from the Police Cruiser Capital
Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance of Ten Thousand,
Nine Hundred Twenty Two Dollars ($10,922) is to come from general
taxation or to take any other action relating thereto. (Budget Committee
recommends this article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Million, Ninety Thousand Two Hundred Seventy Three Dollars
($2,090,273) which represents the operating budget for 1999. Said sum
is exclusive of all Special Articles and Individuals Articles addressed.
The grand total of the operating budget and all Special Articles is Two
Million, Two Hundred, Seventy Four Thousand One Hundred Ninety Five
Thousand ($2,274,195). (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
16. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue Mansur Road as a Class
V road maintained by the Town between NH Route 101 and Isaac Frye
Highway (approximately 680 feet), and direct the Selectmen to sell the
real property constituting Mansur Road to the abutting property owner,
Monadnock Mountain Spring Water, Inc., for a price to be determined by
an independent appraisal of said real property. (By petition)
17. To hear the report of Agents, Auditors and Committees or Officers
heretofore chosen to pass any vote relating thereto.
18. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.




Selectmen of Wilton, New Hampshire
A true copy of Warrant attest:
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named to
meet at the time and place for the purpose within named, by posting an
attested copy of the within warrant at the place of meeting within
named, at the Wilton Town Offices, and a like copy of the within warrant
attested at the Wilton Post Office, being public places; in said town, on




Selectmen of Wilton, New Hampshire
JANE K. FARRELL
Justice of the Peace
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
A busy and productive year, 1998 brought many challenges to
the Selectmen and the Town of Wilton. The regular Monday night
meetings were filled with residents and their various requests. The
usual business of running the Town is quite often augmented with legal
and financial issues.
We are proud of the work done by so many residents to have
our Town accepted into the NH Main Street Program. The Main Street
Committee has done a wonderful job and we look forward to working
together on future plans. We appreciate also the work done to improve
Memorial Park and thank the New Hampshire Landscape Association.
The Town Hall has undergone major renovations in 1998 with a
new handicapped entrance, new windows, paint inside and out, and
offices for the Town Clerk, Deputy, and Town Secretary. It has been
difficult for our staff and we appreciate everyone's patience in dealing
with the inconveniences. The design work for the new Keyes Hill Road
bridge has been completed and approved by the State of NH. We
expect the construction to be completed during the summer of 1999.
We congratulate those who worked to make our Fifth Annual
Arts and Film Festival successful. It takes special effort and dedication
to bring it all together.
We thank all the Department Heads and Committees who work
to keep things running smoothly. And a special thank you to Jane and
Kyra and Peggy for all the work they do for Wilton, in and out of the
Town Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
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We. found Aome improved n.econd keeping, which made, oun
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Due to Local School 1,673,656
Due to Regional School 1,879,771











Total Property Taxes Assessed






Total Property Tax Commitment 4.651,825
PROOF OF TAX RATE





MUNICIPAL TAX RATE BREAKDOWN
Net Less Approved Tax Rate Prior Years
Approved BPT Taxes to Tax Rates
Appro. Be Raised 1998 1997 1996
Town 809,814 22,041 831,855 8.47 6.54 6.08
County 363,958 7,163 356,795 3.64 3.78 4.00
School 3,553,427 81,002 3,472,425 35.39 33.68 34.42
4,252,360 47.50 44.00 44.50




















NET VALUATION AFTER EXEMPTIONS:
98,127,900
















SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
MAP NO. LOCATION / DESCRIPTION VALUATION
B-007 475 Forest Road - Goss Park 41 ,000
B-016 Dale Street - Land 400
B-023 Perham Corner - Land 18,400
C-080 Wilton Center - Town Pound 4,000
D-007 Sand Hill Road - Reservoir 17,700
D-0 1
3
Isaac Frye Hwy. - Vale End Cemetery 6, 1 00
D-01
5
Isaac Frye Hwy. - Old Reservoir 500
D-033 Holt Road - Water Pump House 1 ,600
D-077 Burns Hill Road - Town Forest 24,700
D-088 Whiting Hill Road - Carnival Hill 31 ,900
D-091 89 Whiting Hill Road - Town Barn 90,000
D-098 Gibbons Highway - Land 800
D- 102-01 Intervale Road - Water Pump 200
D-103 Gibbons Highway - Land 23,100
D-104 291 Gibbons Hwy. - Recycling Center 310,000
E-015 Gibbons Hwy. - Scott Land 4,400
E-023 Webb Road & Route 101 - Land 536
F-004 Isaac Frye Hwy. - South Yard Cemetery 5,200
F-081 -01 Abbot Hill Road - Water Tower 1 67,000
F-089X McGettigan Road - Dog Pound 700
F-1 57 Route 31 - Everett Well Site 1 4,800
F-1 58 Route 31 - Abbot Well 55,000
G-021 Route 31 & King Brook Road - Town Forest 1 0,900
H-122 Potter Road - Land 25,300
J-041 42 Main Street - Town Hall 259,400
J-042 Main & Park Street - Banking 8,200
J-061 Main Street - Parking Lot 25,600
J-068 7 Forest Road - Library 398, 1 00
J-102 Forest & Main Street - Veteran's Park 3,600
K-014 37 Park Street - Elementary School 825,400
K-062 102 Main Street - Fire Station 172,000
K-064-01 120 Main Street - Land & Building 38,500
K-136 Main Street - Land 200
K-1 39 Main Street & Pine Valley Street - Land 1 00
K-1 47 Main Street & Pine Valley St. - Land 1 00
L-025-01 Intervale Road - Land 2,700
L-025-02 Intervale Road - Land 2,700
L-040 Gibbons Hwy. & Island St. - Sewer Pump Station 1 ,300
L-047 Abbot Hill Road - Laurel Hill Cemetery 22,500






















RESIDENCE PRIOR YEARS $570.00
LIENS $200,811.47
YIELD TAX $1,065.29




DUE FROM QUINN BROTHERS $1,444.07

















TOWN HALL EXP TRUST $2,263.34
WATER LAND AQUISITION $27,500.45








































FUND BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1997






WILTON TOWN BUDGET 1999
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
BUD 98 ACT 98 REQ99 BUD 99 |Not Approved
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
l
Town Officers Salaries 5900
i
5900 5900 59001
Elections & Registrations 3400! 1873 3000 3000 !
Town Office Expense 131178 126697 141599 141599!
Legal Expense 100001 16411 10000 10000
|
FICA/Retirement/Pension 31300^ 26917 31000 31000
Planning Board 9137 8299 9541 9541,
Zoning Board 1950 1376 1750 1750
General Gov't Bldg 35689 31204 41320 41320
i
Cemeteries 24720 20566 22370 22370
DES River Project 01 10000 10000
Benefit Package 42259 42369 44450 44450
1
Unemployment Comp 1909 1953 1700 1700'
Workers Comp 8063 6692 21000 21000
Insurance-Liability 38000 34939 37000 37000
Contingency Fund 5000 5000 5000
TOTAL 348505 325196 385630 385630
PUBLIC SAFETY |
Police Department 212856 204382 222100 216249 5851
W-L Ambulance 21561 21780 01
Fire Department 64455 57620 68848 68848
Building Inspection 15200 13525 15875 15735 140
Emergency Management 250 250 250
Communications 35062 34565 44801 44801
Hydrant Rental 10000 9900 19800 19800
TOTAL 359384 341772 371674 365683 5991
HIGHWAYS, STR, BRIDGES
Highway Maintenance 266920 235171 275220 275220
Resurfacing 101300 101300 100000 100000
Street Lighting 25000 22755 25000 25000
Bridge Maintenance 400000 76484 30000 30000
TOTAL 793220 435710 430220 430220
i
SANITATION
Recycling Center 287442 257865 314671 283408 31263
Municipal Sewer Dept 209116 210203 199898 1998981
TOTAL 496558 468068 514569 483306i 31263
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WILTON TOWN BUDGET 1999
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
BUD 98 ACT 98 REQ99 BUD 99 Not Approved
HEALTH
Health Dept/Office 525 360 590 525 65
Animal Control 1450 851 1450 1450
Neighborhood Health Center 1000 1000 1000 1000
Home Health Care 7000 7000 7000 7000
Mental Health 3155 3155 3155 3155
Milford Mediation Program 500 500 500 500
Milford Regional Counseling 1000 1000 1000 1000
Souhegan Nursing 7000 7000 7000 7000
Rape & Assault Support 500 500 500 500
TOTAL 22130 21366 22195 22130 65
WELFARE
Aid to Disabled St. Joseph's 780 780 975 975
General Assistance 14000 6628 14000 14000
TOTAL 14780 7408 14975 14975
CULTURE & RECREATION
Parks & Playgrounds 1300 905 1300 1300
Library 77700 78029 108257 100257 8000
Patriotic Purposes 750 750 750 750
W-L Youth Center/Goss Park 8084 8084 8327 8327
Conservation Commission 2885 2927 1585 1215 370
TOTAL 90719 90695 120219 111849 8370
DEBT SERVICE
Princ of L. Term Bonds/Notes 12500 12500 12500 12500
Local Share Sewer Principal 19680 19680 19680 19680
Interest Expense Bonds/Notes 18000 18000 18000 18000
Interest Tax Anticipation 35000 36100 38000 38000
TOTAL 85180 86280 88180 88180
WILTONTOWN BUDGET 1999
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
BUD 98 ACT 98 REQ99 BUD 99 Not Approved
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Recycling Center 7000 5630
Library Computer 9700 8058
Water Holes Fire Dept 4300 5000 5000
Fire Dept Equipment 30250 25614 28300 28300
Police Cruiser 22922 22922
Police Dept Computer Systems 26000 26000
Cooley Park
Town Hall Improvement 200000 200000
Highway Cap Equipment 35000 35000 50000 50000
Land Acquisition 6000 5971
TOTAL 292250 280273 132222 132222
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
Police Cruiser 12000 12000
Ambulance 5000 5000 5000 5000
Emergency Services Building 25000 25000 25000 25000
Fire Pumper 30000 30000 30000 30000
Expendable Trust Town Hall
Bridges 25000 25000
TOTAL 72000 72000 85000 85000
Municipal Water Dept 169315 150595 170329 155000 15329
TOTAL 169315 150595 170329 155000 15329
GRAND TOTAL 2744041 2279363 2335213 2274195 61018
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WILTON TOWN BUDGET 1999
SOURCES OF REVENUE
EST 98 ACT 98 BUD 99
1
TAXES
Residence Tax 25000 25860 24000
Interest & Penalties Del Tax 20000 63979 40000
Yield Tax 5000 22198 10000
Interest & Penalties Res Tax
Land Use Change 5000 61250 10000
Tax Posting Fees
Inventory Penalties 8022
Payment in Lieu of Tax 1500 1430 1200
TOTAL 56500 182739 85200
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE STATE
Shared Revenue 180000 197947 198000
Highway Subsidy 84930 84930 85000
Reimbursement Forest 550
RR Tax State 150 168 150
TOTAL 265630 283045 283150
LICENSES & PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permits 325000 369789 325000
Dog Licenses 2200 3625 2500
Town Office Reimbursement 12011 4000
Marriage/Death Certificates 140
UCC Certificates 1500 1932 1500
Certified Copies 676
Title Fees 1200 1280 1200
Building Permits 8000 13308 9000
Filing Fees Town Offices 12
TOTAL 337900 402773 343200
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
State Housing Rehab 6204
Income From Departments 32800 55499 46100
Recycling Other Towns 172085 194728 148881
Recycling Income 25000 41833 25000




EST 98 ACT 98 BUD 99
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE
Sale of Town Property
Interest on Deposits 35000 66236 40000
Rental Town Property 3000 2500 2000
Property Liability Refund 3624
TOTAL 38000 72360 42000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Income From Water Dept 169315 234557 155000
Income From Sewer Dept 209116 216265 199898
Withdraw From Capital Reserve 130000 130000 12000
Income From Trust Fund 10000 13674 10000
Workmans Comp Refund 3846
Withdrawal Cooley Fund
Lyndeborough Share Amb. Purch
TOTAL 518431 598342 376898
TOTAL REVENUE 1446346 1837523 1350429
Total Appropriations 2274195
Estimated Revenue 1350429
Amount of Taxes To Be Raised 923766
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TOWN OF WILTON


















PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES
OTHER TAXES






C. OTHER FEDERAL GRANTS
d . TOTAL











SHARED REVENUE BLOCK GRA
MEALS AND ROOM DISTRIBUT
HIGHWAY BLOCK
WATER POLLUTION
HOUSING AND COMM DEVEL
STATE FOREST LAND RE 1MB
OTHER
TOTAL
5. REVENUE FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
J. REVENUE CHARGES FOR SERVICES
a. INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
b. WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM CHAR
C. SEWER USE CHARGES











2. TOTAL REVENUES FOR EDUCAT PURP
3. a. LICENSES & PERMITS & BUS 3210
b. MOTOR VEHICLES 3220
c. BUILDING PERMITS 3230

















































8. REVENUES MISC SOURCES
a. SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
b. SALES MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
c. INTEREST INVESTMENTS
d. RENTS ON PROPERTY
e. FINES & FORFEITS
f. INSURANCE DIVIDEND




a. TRANS SPECIAL REVENUE 3912
b. TRANS CAPITAL PROJECTS 3913
C. TRANS PROPRIETARY 3914
d. TRANS CAPITAL RESERVE 3915 $130,000.00
e. TANSFERS TRUST AGENCY 3916 $13,673.74
f. TOTAL $143,673.74
10OTHER FINANCIAL SOURCES
a. PROCEEDS LONG TERM 3934
b. PROCEEDS ALL OTHER BONDS 3935 $1,600,000.00
c. OTHER LONG TERM 3939
d. TOTAL $1,600,000.00
11TOTAL REVENUE FROM ALL SOURCES $7,994,575.38
12FUND EQUITY JANUARY 1, 1998 $687,009.52
13TOTAL LINES 11 &12 $8,681,584.90
B. EXPENDITURES ACCT#
1. GENERAL GOVERNMENT
a. EXECUTIVE 4130 $132,597.36
b. ELECTION REGISTRATIONS 4140 $1,872.53
c. FINANCIAL ADM 4150
d. REVALUATION 4152
e. LEGAL 4153 $16,410.57
f. PERSONNEL ADM 4155
g- PLANNING & ZONING 4191 $9,674.93
h. GENERAL GOV BLDG 4194 $31,204.12
i. CEMETERIES 4195 $20,565.74
J- INSURANCE 4196 $110,917.11
k. ADV & REGIONAL 4197





































4210 $204, 381 .65
4215 $21, 780 00
4220 $67, 520 .48
4240 $13, 524 97
4290





b. HIGHWAYS AND STREETS 4312 $336,470 .84
c. BRIDGES 4313 $76,484 .14







b. SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 4323
c. SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL 4324 $257,865 39
d. SOLID WASTE CLEANUP 4325






















a. ADMINISTRATION 4411 $360.00
b. PEST CONTROL 4414 $851.23
c. HEALTH AGENCIES/HOSPITAL 4415 $20,935.00
d. OTHER 4419
e. TOTAL $22,146.23





























































a. PRINCIPAL LONG TERM













a. LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS 4901











a. TRANSFER TO SPECIAL REVE 4912
b. TRANSFER TO CAPITAL PROJ 4913
C. TRANSFER TO PROPRIETARY 4914
d. TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESE 4915

















20TOTAL FUND EQUITY 12/31/98






























































a. RESERVE FOR ENCUMBRANCES
b. RESERVE FOR CONTIN APPRO






3. TOTAL LIABILITES & EQUITY





































DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
APPROPRIATION $131,178.00
Salary - Appraiser $ 10,580.00
Salary - Secretary 25,092.00
Salary - Town Clerk/Tax Collector 31,770.00







Dues - Subscriptions 720.87
Equipment - New 5,794.05
















Treasurer - Barry Greene $ 500.00
Overseer of Welfare - Charles McGettigarl 300.00
Trustee of Trust Funds - John Hutchinson 300.00
Selectmen - Jerry W. Greene, Chairman 1,800.00
Selectmen - Stuart S. Draper 1,500.00
Selectmen - David W Glines 1,500.00
TOTAL $5,900.00
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
APPROPRIATION $3,400.00
Moderator $ 97.13
Supervisors - Checklist 148.50



















Labor - Highway $ 238.33
Labor - Holiday 173.38
Labor - Laurel Hill 7,047.05
Labor - Mt. Calvary 2,633.86
Labor - South Yard 1 ,366.74
Labor - Vale End 2,394.21























TOWN HALL BUILDING EXPENSES
APPROPRIATION $35,689.00
Labor - Part Time $ 26.25
Labor - Highway 382.31








Repairs - Building 12,759.70
Repairs - Equipment 1 ,01 5.50














EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY
APPROPRIATION $31,300.00
FICA $20,458.61















Short Term Disability 2,037.41





Labor - Secretary $ 10,320.00
Salary - Chief 40,780.00
27
Salary - Regular Officers 1 1 9,587.90
Labor - Specials 5, 1 58.02
Labor - Private Duty 2,454.52
Labor - Training 1,014.40
Labor - Court Duty 2,468.25
Labor - Holiday Pay 4,642.00
Ammunition 472.00
Breathalyzer Test 72.35
1995 Chevy Cruiser 354.77
1 997 Ford Cruiser 1 ,332.30
Dare Program 349.05
Equipment - New 941.53


























Labor - Clerical $ 664.51
Labor - Janitorial 3,000.00
Labor - Forest Fires 973.06
Labor - Spec. Detail 164.82


























Repairs - Building 528.04




























Labor - Part Time $ 17,346.05
Labor - Highway 93,531.47
Labor - Supervisor 4,729.83
Labor - Vacation Pay 9,156.97
Labor - Holiday Pay 4,764.93
Labor - Sick Pay 3,400.10
Advertising 12.75




Culvert - Pipe 8,542.55
Diesel Fuel 4,411.63
Dues & Subscriptions 210.00
Electricity 647.99
Equipment - New 6,963.79
Equipment - Rental 9,332.40
Gasoline 340.45




Motor Oil & Grease 1,161.18
Printing 20.00
Rental 750.00
Repairs - Parts 6,747.59
Repairs - Equipment 4,356.36
Salt 14,431.38















Contracted Services $ 68,947 .01
Patch -Hot Top 31,530.27
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Contracted Services $ 76,484.14




Labor - Full Time $50,652.30
Labor - Part Time 19,352.83
Labor - Highway 4,891.45
Labor - Supervisor 26,032.03











Fees - State 85.00
Food 270.71
Heating Fuel 12,041.15
Hot Top -Patch 56.84
Insurance 450.00
Landfill Closure 825.00
Motor Oils & Grease 505.17
Recording Fee 20.32
Repair Parts 26.12
Repair - Building 309.74
Repairs - Equipment 1,612.78
Repairs - Incinerator 6,616.69
Repairs - 88 Bobcat 4,463.86








Toxic Material Removal 8,913.05
Travel 78.10
Water Service 220.00




Short Term Disability 346.02








Labor - Part Time $ 1 8.50
Labor - Highway 1,377.31
Labor - Pump Station 4,105.55






Equipment - New 1,058.66




Repairs - Parts 184.50
Repairs - Equipment 2,738.05





Labor - Part Time $ 3,246.50
Labor - Highway 5,624.57
Labor - Pump Station 1,813.14










Dues & Subscriptions 100.00
Electricity 13,861.51
Equipment - New 3,667.94
Equipment - Rental 700.00
Heating Fuel 432.99
Hot Top Patch 183.96













Health Officer $ 350.00
Dues & Subscriptions 10.00
TOTAL $ 360.00












ST. JOSEPH'S SERVICES - HOMEBOUND
APPROPRIATION $780.00


















































Labor - Part Time $ 268.20






Labor - Part Time $444.75
Labor - Highway 428.37
Communications 24.00












Dues, Subscriptions $ 175.00







PRINCIPAL - RECYCLING CENTER BOND
APPROPRIATION $12,500.00
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture $12,500.00
TOTAL $12,500.00
PRINCIPAL - SEWER BOND - LOCAL
APPROPRIATION $19,680.00
Connecticut National Bank $19,680.00
TOTAL $19,680.00
INTEREST - RECYCLING CENTER BOND
APPROPRIATION $18,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund $10,625.00
Interest Expense 7,375.00
TOTAL $18,000.00





RECYCLING CENTER CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
APPROPRIATION $7,000.00
Equipment - new $4,907.50







FIRE DEPARTMENT CAPITAL OUTLAY
APPROPRIATION $30,250.00
New Equipment $ 3,574.73




Capital Reserve Fund $ 195.00
Computer Service 974.25






FIRE DEPARTMENT TANKER EQUIPMENT CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND
APPROPRIATION $30,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund $30,000.00
TOTAL $30,000.00
POLICE CRUISER CAPITAL RESERVE
APPROPRIATION $12,000.00



















CAPITAL RESERVE EMERGENCY SERVICES BUILDING
APPROPRIATION $25,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund $25,000.00
TOTAL $25,000.00
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WILTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DECEMBER 31, 1998




Common Fund (51 1 Cemetery Lots) 105,693.92 0.00 105,693.92
Bearisto Fund 80.00 0.00 80.00
Capital Reserve Funds:
Ambulance 0.00 1,398.51 1,398.51
Bridges 40,000.00 18,273.71 58,273.71
Cooley Park Improvement Project 52,534.00 7,555.59 60,089.59
Emergency Services Building 55,000.00 1,800.60 56,800.60
Fire Dept., Pumper Equipment 75,000.00 3,601.31 78,601.31
Highway Equipment 45,258.24 31,739.33 76,997.57
Land Acquisition, Conservation Purposes 25,000.00 7,213.94 32,213.94
Police Equipment 0.00 315.71 315.71
Recycling Center 83,000.00 22,737.22 105,737.22
Town Hall Repair Project 35,000.00 2,352.19 37,352.19
Wilton-Lyndeboro Co-Op Bldg. & Equip. 2,000.00 18,807.92 20,807.92
Wilton School Dist. ADA Bldg. Modifications 10,000.00 126.86 10,126.86
Wilton Water Commission, Water Meters 23,882.27 3,984.90 27,867.17
School Funds:
Isaac Spalding Fund 10,260.00 0.00 10,260.00
Hattie Livesey Fund 8,139.03 0.00 8,139.03
Hannah Howard Fund 1,430.00 0.00 1,430.00
S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund 1,000.00 28.20 1,028.20
Roland R. Cooley Fund 10,000.00 27,495.40 37,495.40
C.R. Myer, Jr.-J.K.Whiting, Jr. Memorial Fund 6.000.00 2.244.62 8,244.62
589,277.46 149,676.01 738,953.47
RECEIPTS, January 1, 1998 through December 31, 1998
Principal
Cemetery Lots:
Steven Maynard & Joan Weddle 750.00
Robin Ross Schoen 150.00
Charlotte & Franklin Gage 300.00
Caroline J. Schneeman 300.00
Linda D. Barry 300.00
Corinne F. Blagbrough 600.00
Ronald & Marylou Tuttle 300.00
Ray & Sally Stockwell 450.00
Donald Magnuson 300.00 3,450.00
Capital Reserve Funds:
Ambulance 5,000.00
Emergency Services Building 25,000.00
Fire Dept., Pumper Equipment 30,000.00
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WILTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DECEMBER 31, 1998












Cooley Park Improvement Project
Emergency Services Building
Fire Dept., Pumper Equipment
Highway Equipment
Land Acquisition, Conservation Purposes
Police Equipment
Recycling Center
Town Hall Repair Project
Wilton-Lyndeboro Co-Op., Bldg. & Equip.
Wilton School Dist., ADA Bldg. Modifications





S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund
Roland R. Cooley Fund
























DISBURSEMENTS, January 1, 1998 through December 31 1998
Cemetery Funds:
Safe Deposit Box Rent 40.50
Rodney C. Woodman, Inc. 46.50




Town Hall Repair Project 37,000.00
Wilton Water Comm., Water Meters 1,767.30 131,767.30
School Funds:
Wilton School District 3,693.74
S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund 48.09 149,019.87
BALANCE, December 31, 1998 725.612.11
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TOWN OF WILTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DECEMBER 31, 1998
FUND BALANCES, December 31. 1998
Cemetery Funds:





Cooley Park Improvement Project
Emergency Services Building
Fire Dept.. Pumper Equipment
Highway Equipment
Land Acquisition. Conservation Purposes
Police Equipment
Recycling Center
Town Hall Repair Project
Wilton-Lyndeboro Co-Op.. Bldg. & Equip.
Wilton School DisL, ADA Bldg. Modifications





S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund
Roland R. Cooley Fund
C.R. Myer, Jr.-J.K. Whiting. Jr. Memorial Fund
BALANCE, December 31. 1998
STATEMENT OF INVESTMENTS




S.A. Smith Prize Fund
Cemetery Funds:
Common Fund
NH Public Deposit Investment Pool (NHPDIP)
$5,000 U.S. Government "H" Bond
13,522.771 Shares-The Alliance Fund
1,388.267 Shares-Eaton Vance Traditional Investors Fund
11,437.045 Shares-Fidelity Puritan Fund


































REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WILTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DECEMBER 31, 1998
Dora B. Bearisto Fund
8 Shares-New England Electric System 80.00
Capital Reserve Funds:
Ambulance, NH Public Dep. Investment Pool (NHPDIP) 6,501.09
Bridges, NHPDIP 3,255.13
Cooley Park Improvement Project, NHPDIP 63,241.93
Emergency Services Building, NHPDIP 84,927.22
Fire Dept, Pumper Equipment, NHPDIP 1 12,901 .00
Highway Equipment, NHPDIP 45,991.27
Land Acquisition, Conservation Purposes, NHPDIP 33,903.95
Police Equipment, NHPDIP 12,403.40
Recycling Center, NHPDIP 121,921.72
Town Hall Repair Project, NHPDIP 2,263.34
Wilton-Lyndeboro Co-Op. Bldg. & Equip., NHPDIP 21,899.59
Wilton School Dist, ADA Bldg. Modifications, NHPDIP 10,658.04
Wilton Water Commission, Water Meters, NHPDIP 27,500.45
School Funds:
Certificate of Deposit, Fleet Bank-NH-I. Spalding Fund 8,700.00
Certificate of Deposit, Fleet Bank-NH-H. Livesey Fund 2,949.00
318 Shares-American Tel. & Tel. Co.-Common 1 ,492.33
204 Shares-Lucent Technologies, Inc.-Common 609.12
484 Shares-U.S.West Media Group-Common 1 ,203.31
19.875 Shares-NCR Corp.-Common 74.76
1,500 Shares-SBC Communications, Inc.-Common 2,995.56
495 Shares-U.S.West Communications Group-Common 1 ,804.95
S.Archibald Smith Prize Fund for Excellence in English
Certificate of Deposit, Fleet Bank-NH 1 ,000.00
Roland R. Cooley Fund
Certificate of Deposit, Fleet Bank-NH 1 1 ,949.25
NHPDIP 27,536.18
C.R. Myer, Jr.-J.K. Whiting, Jr. Memorial Fund
NHPDIP 8,677.11









JANUARY 1, 1998 TO DECEMBER 31, 1998














TOWN CLERK & OTHER SOURCES
TAX COLLECTOR
TAX ANTIC. NOTES
RENTAL & DIVIDEND INCOME
FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS




TOTAL CASH BEFORE PAYMENTS
LESS: PAYMENTS PER ORDER OF SELECTMEN
TOTAL PAYMENTS




















TOTAL CASH ON HAND 12\31\98
TOWN ACCOUNTS:
TOWN ACCOUNTS INVESTED;
NH PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVESTMENT POOL
GENERAL FUND FLEET BANK
TOTAL TOWN ACCOUNTS
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,











WILTON TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS





Property Taxes - 452,314.54
Resident Taxes-1997 3,990.00
Resident Taxes-1996 - 400.00
Resident Taxes- 1995 - 100.00
Resident Taxes-1993 & 1994 - 60.00
Land Use Change Tax - 5,085.07
Yield Tax - 7,718.16
Sewer Tax - 26,143.86
Water - 503.00
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes 4,649,321.00 -
Inventory Penalties 8,012.00 -
Resident Taxes 24,770.00 -
Land Use Change Tax 61,250.00 -
Yield Taxes 22,197.67 -
Sewer Taxes 211,500.00 -
Water 228,247.00 -
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 1,472.00 -
Property Taxes - Penalty 10.00 -
Sewer Taxes 667.00 -
Resident Taxes 1,090.00 -
Water 660.00 -
Overpayments/Refunds:
Property Taxes 5,819.06 1,236.99
Resident Taxes 70.00 -
Sewer Taxes - 17.76
Water - -
Water Shut Off Fees & Penalties 1,320.00 -
Interest Collected on:
Delinquent Property Taxes 1,152.32 15,198.12
Sewer Taxes 165.69 1,570.92
Yield Taxes 151.04 154.41






Resident Taxes 50.00 222.00
Resident Taxes-1996 - 4.00
Resident Taxes- 1995 - -
Resident Taxes-1993 &1994 - -
Property Taxes - 1,826.86
Tax Sale Costs - 2,125.00
Sewer Taxes 300.00 140.00
Yield Taxes - 15.00






Property Taxes 4,222,712.06 452,891.53
Interest 1,152.32 15,198.12
Inventory Penalties 6,519.00 1,826.86
Resident Taxes 20,300.00 1,800.00
Penalties 50.00 222.00
Resident Taxes-1996 - 40.00
Penalties - 4.00
Resident Taxes-1995 - -
Penalties - -
Resident Taxes-1993 & 1994 - -
Penalties - -
Land Use Change Tax 48,690.00 5,046.60
Interest 68.63 138.26
Yield Taxes 21,132.38 6,943.80
Interest & Cost 151.04 169.41




Shut Off Fees & Penalties 1,290.00 -
Tax Sale Costs - 2,125.00
Abatements Allowed:
Property Taxes 7,172.00 660.00
Resident Taxes 840.00 1 ,730.00
Resident Taxes-1996 - 300.00
Resident Taxes-1995 - 70.00
Resident Taxes- 1994 40.00
Sewer Taxes 1,160.50 820.46
Water 10,120.00 -
Yield Taxes - 774.36





Uncollected Taxes End of
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 426,844.00 0.00
Inventory Penalties 1,387.00 0.00
Resident Taxes 4,790.00 460.00
Resident Taxes- 1996 - 60.00
Resident Taxes- 1995 - 30.00
Resident Taxes-1993 & 1994 - 20.00
Land Use Change Tax 960.00 -
Yield Taxes 1,065.29 -
Sewer Taxes 23,036.01 -
Water 2,293.06 125.00
Water Penalties 30.00 -
Total Credits 5,218,293.41 518,963.95
Debit
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of.
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year:



















Tax Deeded to Town




















JANUARY 1, 1998 - DECEMBER 31, 1998
Motor Vehicle Account: # of Vehicles: Fees Paid:
January - December 4561
Remitted to Treasurer, Town of Wilton: $369,789.00
Uniform Commercial Code Filings,
Searches & Copies
Remitted to Treasurer, Town of Wilton: $1,935.25
Certified Copies of Marriage, Birth &
Death Records
Remitted to Treasurer, Town of Wilton: $576.00
Paid to Treasurer, State of NH: $372.00
Marriage License Account:
20 Marriage Licenses Issued at $45.00 each
Remitted to Treasurer, Town of Wilton: $900.00
Paid to Treasurer, State of NH: $760.00
Dog License Account:
627 Total Licenses Issued
Remitted to Treasurer, Town of Wilton: $4,219.00
Animal Population Control Program Fee: $588.00
Paid to Treasurer, State of NH: $315.50
Refunded $6.50
Respectfully submitted,








































































































































WILTON PUBLIC AND GREGG FREE LIBRARY
1998 TREASURER'S REPORT
Receipts
Opening Balance January 1, 1998 2,657.89
Gifts 1,590.00
Keyes Fund (For Books) 200.00
Interest 166.85



























Town of Wilton Appropriation 77,700.00









Books, Magazines, Audio Visual 15,303.81
Children's Programs 0.00
Supplies & Bindings 1 ,879. 1
9
Equipment / Equip Rental 1 ,847.73
Postage 105.00
Dues 20.00
Land & Building 473.96
Bank Fees & Misc. 1 37.37
Insurance (Bldg., Contents, Liab.) 2,055.00
Fuel (Heating) 2,074.47







Closing Bal. 12/31/98 1 1 1 .22 Fines Account
1 2095. 1 2 Main Checking Account 12,206.34
112,086.74
Capital Expenditures









1998 REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
New Construction Est . Costs: Tax Map: Units/Type
Edward & Paula Marks 170,000 H-089-04 1
Donald & Sheila Nourse 120,000 M-034 1
Kevin & Jacqueline Baillargeon 100,000 F- 123-02 1
Karen Edmunds 62,200 C-015-01 1
Cory & Debra Maxwell 111,000 E-001 1
Nelson & Jacqueline Klose 260,000 A-047-02 1
J. T. Koehler, Inc. 95,000 H-042-22 1
Robert & Rosalind Durkee 130,000 B- 140-08 1
Theodore & Robin Waterman 140,000 B-125 1
Peter Graves 160,000 D-060 1
Walters. Frye Trust 200,000 F-1 37-03 1
Mark & Elizabeth Stevens 68,800 D-082-04 1
Pratt Family Homes 186,000 H-057 1
Ronald Shattuck 100,000 M-012-06 1
Peter & Deborah Goodwin 70,000 C-002 1
J. T. Koehler, Inc. 75,000 H-042-24 1
J. T. Koehler, Inc. 80,000 M-060 1
Shawn & Staci Walsh 120,000 H-057-01 1
Kevin & Susan Deny 140,000 H-079-01 1
Additions & Alterations
John Coleman
& Jayne Persch-Coleman 6,000 J-133 Alt.
Leonard & Judith Peterson 35,000 C-079 Alt.
Sheila & Anthony Barnett 20,000 K-008 Alt.
Leo & Kathleen J. Page 10,000 B-067 Alt.
Curtis & Linda Schnare 1,100 L-015 Alt.
Mark & Danielle Thompson 1,500 A-058-05 Alt.
Paul & Donna Poisson 4,000 C-022-03 Addit.
Brian & D. Jean McGuigan 3,000 H-062 Alt.
John & Holly Scripter 700 M-048 Alt.
Harwoods / Kathryn Rockwood 500 J-059 Alt.
Jennifer S. Beck 70,000 A-011 Addit.
James Lilley 8,000 C-121-01 Addit.
Kirk & Marion Boudreau 2,000 H-042-24 Alt.
Jerry W. Greene 125,000 B-102 Addit.
Barns, Garages, Decks, Sheds, Pools, Etc.
Becky Lorette & Linda Rohrback 500 D-082-02 Deck
Theodore & Olga Brigham 100 H-035 Deck
Paul & Martha Brochu 3,500 D-109 Deck
Carl Boutwell 1,200 M-094 Pool Deck
William & Marguerite Theil 1,300 D-095-27X Deck
Scott & Carrie Morneau 30,000 D-148 Garage/porch
& breezeway
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3arns, Garages, Decks, Sheds, Pools, Etc., Continued
rjlames Wier & Sheryl Gregory 1,300 D-048 Barn 52.80
pludith Brightman Revocable Trustl 6,500 C-022-01 Garage 74.88
Almond J. Cote 12,000 C-056 Garage 312.00
l/lichael & Dorothea Fong 2,200 B-114 Deck 22.66
Leslie Wharton 3,000 D- 158-02 Porch 15.84
|Mlliam & Patricia Poison 2,575 M-084 Deck 18.48
David LaPonsee 4,800 J-095 Screen porch 21.27
1. Kenton & Winifred Blanchard 7,500 D-133 Horse barn 118.50
fetuart & Suzanne Steele 22,500 C-066 Screen porch
& garage 131.12
Gary & Nancy Newsted 2,000 H-057-02 Shed 36.96
Robert & Rosiland Durkee 1,800 B-1 40-08 Shed 15.00
pradlee & Betty Cleveland 1,500 B-099 Three Season
Porch 15.00
[Bruce & Loretta Henry 5,000 A-042 Barn 33.00
Christopher & Susanne Egan 12,000 F-159 Garage 73.92
Keith & Sandra Knight 11,000 B-039 Garage 63.36
Todd & Mary Leadbeater 5,000 F-151-01 Shed 52.80
Lawrence & Janet Brown 12,000 M-031 Garage/shed 53.68
Frank & Ivy Millward 4,000 B-115 Garage 48.40
Shannon Chamberlin 5,000 H-042-04 Boot room. 15.00
MISC.
PVA-EPVA Rented B-110 Port trailers 337.92
Penelope Sanders 556,600 F-168 Self storage ;3,822.00
Swift Water Girl Scout Coucil 21,000 F-002 Latrines 39.60
Paula Wilkinson 2,500 A-004-02 Generator
enclosure 17.05
First Unitarian Cong. Church 1,200 C-075 Oil tank
enclosure 15.00
Signs
Anderson, Worcester & Cullinan J-051 15.00
Douglas Nelson J-051 15.00
Margaret Robbins B-101 15.00
Penelope Sanders F-168 15.00
Permit Renewals
John & Elizabeth Skelly L-023 20.00
Elmer S. Bergin Jr., K-081 10.00
Diane Bolton F-085 10.00
Andrew & Kim Fairbank D-080 10.00
Stanley Young B-1 24 10.00
Michael Jacques E-011-02 10.00
Almond J. Cote C-056 10.00
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Electrical & Plumbing
Francis & Gertrude Ducharme C-01
1
15.00
Sheila & Anthony Barnett K-008 30.00
Anderson, Worcester & Cullinan J-051 15.00
Fleet Bank J-056 15.00
Helena VanderHeyden Revocable Trust A-043 15.00
Janet Martin Revocable Trust H-01
8
1 5.00
Joseph & Elizabeth Laughlin C-088-01 15.00
Robert & Cheryl Vanderspurt B-150 15.00
Charles Crawford G-026 15.00
Ruth & Kenneth Wilson, Jr. H-068 1 5.00
Dawn Beyer K-031 15.00
Peter & Margaret Bluhm F-150 15.00
Elizabeth Puddington D-136 15.00
Munzing Corp. - power pole electric permit 15.00
Inspections
Fleet Bank J-056 15.00
Total Fees Paid - All Permits $1 3,323. 1
9
1998 was another busy year for single family homes with nineteen
new construction permits issued by the building department. In addition
there were numerous permits issued for alterations, additions, decks,
garages etc. as shown in the text above.
The building department is still experiencing problems with non-
licensed individuals performing electrical and plumbing work on
properties. Per R.S.A. 319.C. Electrical and R.S.A. 54-a Plumbing rules,
only licensed individuals are allowed to perform electrical and plumbing
work on structures that are not their own residences. Qualified private
homeowners can do their own electrical and plumbing work on their
single family home. Permits are required for all work. The cost is $15 per
permit.
I would like to thank the residents of Wilton and our local contractors
for their continued support and good quality work which improves the







There were 25 storms in 1998, including three ice storms, with 41.5
! inches of snow. We used 450 tons of salt and 2,000 yards of sand.
Summer Maintenance
The Department installed 260' of underdrain on Goldsmith Road, from the
ihome of Joseph and Donna Poisson to the junction of Marden Road. We
constructed a ditch line, with 9" of stone, to stop the continuing washouts we've
ihad in this area. We also installed three catch basins and 700' of underdrain on
'Wilton Center Road during the reconstruction of 3,800' of the road. This road
has a 2" asphalt base and will have a one inch overlay applied this coming year.
The Department resurfaced 2,500' of Lower Main Street from Prince Street to the
i Milford line. This was a very time consuming project as a portion of the road had
to be cold planed, then shimmed, to get the correct grade for drainage, and all
manholes, water services, and catch basins needed to be adjusted to the correct
level to meet the new road surface. We also placed the final 1 " asphalt overlay
on Burns Hill Road. As usual we graded, raked, and rolled all gravel roads at
least twice during the year, as well as maintaining culverts and cleaning catch
basins, and painting parking lines and crosswalks.
Water and Sewer
The Highway Department crew also maintains the Wilton water and sewer
systems. The pump stations have to be checked each day for meter readings
and chemical pump conditions and mixes. We added four new water services
this year, and two new sewer connections.
Resurfacing
This is the second year that we have not sealed any roads, as we used all
our available funds on the resurfacing of Lower Main Street and the
reconstruction of Wilton Center Road. We should reconstruct Wilson Road in
1999.
Equipment
We placed in service a 1992 Mack CH 612, in 1998. It is equipped with a
new 10' body and sander, and a central hydraulic system. The town should
consider replacing one of our old Macks, with a like unit, in 1999, as other Macks
are 1977 and 1979 models.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES O. MCGETTIGAN, JR.
Wilton Highway Agent
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1998 SEWER DEPARTMENT REPORT
Our 1998 expenses of $210,207.29 exceeded our budget of
$209,116 by $1,091.29. The budget overrun was caused by problems
with one of our pump stations.
The good news in 1998 was a refund of $15,880 from the Town of
Milford for the year 1997. Additional good news from Milford is our
estimated share of the treatment plant budget is down slightly. Our total
budget for the year 1 999 is $1 99,898.
The refund from the Town of Milford will be used towards upgrading
equipment. Our current equipment is seventeen years old and we are
developing a retro-fit replacement program for the coming years. Thanks
to the skills and expertise of Charlie McGettigan and his highway crew,
we have been able to keep the cost of equipment failures to a
manageable level.
The issue of cellar drains and sump pump drains will be a top
priority in 1999. State of N.H. and federal E.P.A. regulations forbid these
types of drains into our municipal sewer.








The water system operations this year were fairly routine. There were no
major projects done this year and the distribution lines remained intact with no
serious leaks. Several new customers were added to the system and a few
older services and fire hydrants were replaced.
The storage tank on Abbot Hill Road was cleaned by a sub-contractor to
remove mildew and pollen build-up. Acid rain had also affected the surface of
the paint. Trees will be removed to increase sunlight and remove the dampness
around the tank in the future.
Our meter project moved along slowly this year as problems with the
computer system and software billing package were unexpected issues to deal
with. This should be resolved in the near future and the reading of meters and
generation of bills will proceed as planned.
In closing, we would like to thank the Selectmen, Town Office Staff,
Parker Plumbing and Carter's Tractor Works for assisting with the operation of
the system this year.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES A. TUTTLE, Chairman
CHARLES 0. MCGETTIGAN, JR.
THOMAS P. HERLIHY
WILTON RECYCLING CENTER
The past year saw about a three percent increase in the total tonnage of
materials handled at the Recycling Center. It also saw a drastic reduction of
prices toward the end of 1998, due mostly to the Asian financial problems.
The Town of Greenfield is leaving the system which will mean a loss of
income, but should also mean less expense.
With the continued efforts of those who use the Center, and those who
work here, and a little luck, we should be able to remain close to our $19.03





WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH TEMPLE VOLUNTEER
AMBULANCE AND RESCUE ASSOCIATION
1999 marks the twenty fifth year that the Wilton Lyndeborough Temple
Ambulance has been helping their neighbors. Seems as if it were yesterday, but
the care is just as enthusiastic, professional, and caring, and it reflects on the
communities' volunteer spirit. If they tell you that the spirit has gone, tell them to
look at what volunteerism can do at its best.
We have completed our first year as the Wilton Lyndeborough Temple
Ambulance and Rescue Association. Temple joined last year. We think that it
has been very successful and a boon to all of the towns. The service now has
two ambulances, one based in Temple and one in Wilton near the
Lyndeborough line, plus additional volunteers.
As you may note in reading the fine print in the town budgets, in the
coming year we will see the service being able to support itself to a greater
degree, without having to rely on local tax dollars.
The three towns have not been asked for any support, including
equipment replacement for the coming year. This will consume a surplus we
have built up. After that is used, we will probably have to rely on the towns to
support equipment replacement. (We have asked the Selectmen and the
Budget Committees to put a dollar in the budgets should some unforeseen event
occur.) It is a vital service.
This happy circumstance is mostly a function of the time that the
volunteers put in - give. It is also due to a more efficient operation, and a
recognition that Medicare, and the insurance companies, were willing to pay a
greater share of costs than we were billing. Since we are a not-for-profit local
service, we send a letter with each billing stating that if the bill presents a
hardship to get in touch with us, and we will respond on an ability to pay basis.
We serve everyone without exception.
The service has expanded in numbers and in the calls made. Below is a
synopsis of calls, where they were made, etc.
Total Number of Calls 375
Calls to Wilton 218
Calls to Lyndeborough 74
Calls to Temple 63
Calls for Transfer from Medical Center 1
5
Other Towns (Mutual Aid) 5
Of the 375, 87 were Auto Accidents
Currently, there are 29 volunteers and one full time chief. Of these, 5 are
paramedics, 8 are intermediate EMTs, and 17 are basic EMTs. A paramedic
requires 1000 hours of training, an intermediate EMT 240 hours, and an EMT
120 hours, plus continuing training to keep skills current.
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And every year we remind everyone that if you want a very satisfying
experience, are responsible, are willing to serve, take the training, and stand
ready to help neighbors, call us at 654-2222.
WILTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
The year 1998 again showed changes in the Police Department roster.
Corporal Stephen Toom left for a position with the Milford Police Department at
the end of December. He was replaced by Kris Thibault, a certified police
officer.
In 1998, juvenile crime continued to be a large problem, with over 125
complaints, involving thefts, assaults, criminal mischief, criminal trespass and a
large number of alcohol and drug related incidents. The Department also made
,222 arrests, 19 for domestic assaults, 57 D.W.I, arrests, 42 arrests for drug
related offenses, and 30 for alcohol related incidents.
The Department continues to use a "Pro-Active" patrol procedure and
feels that it has kept the number of burglaries down, only 2 reported in 1998.
Sergeant Turgeon, a ten year veteran of the Department, received the
Department's "Achievement Award" for his service as Sergeant for the Wilton
Police Department.
The Wilton Police wishes to thank the Town of Wilton for the continued






For the year 1998, the Department handled 178 calls and did some very
extensive training. Some of the training we accomplished this year was geared
toward the off-the-wall incidents such as confined space rescue, rescue from
heights and river rescue. We had help in our training this year from an
organization called the High Incident Rescue Team. We thank them and those
who helped and supported the Department through a very active year.
The Department is going through some changes this year due to the fact
that two of our officers retired. A special thank you goes out to Tom Herlihy and
Stan Schultz for all the time and effort put into making the Department what it is.
They did a great job and will be missed.
The office staff added a new person to the roles this year, Diane
Browning. She has done an excellent job in keeping us up-to-date with our
reports - great job, Diane, keep up the good work!
In closing, I would also like to thank the employees in the Selectmen's
Office, along with the Ambulance Service and Police Department for all their
support. Anyone interested in signing up for the Department, feel free to give
me a call - we could use a few more interested people to help out.
Smoke dectectors save lives - don't stay home without one!
1998 Fire Department Calls
Structure Fires 4 Lightning Strike 1
Leak-Smell Propane 3 Vehicle Fires 5
Motor Vehicle Accidents 26 Trees on Wire/PSNH 4
Medical Call 19 Smoke Removal 2
False Alarms 51 Furnace/Boiler Problems 3
Carbon Monoxide Det. Alarms 3 Illegal Burn 1
Brush Fires 7 Technical Rescue 1
Chimney Fires 5 Bomb Threat 1
Electrical Fires 2 Hazmat Incidents 4





WILTON PUBLIC GREGG FREE LIBRARY
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Carol Magnuson, children's librarian for over twenty years, died in 1998.
She is missed by all, by fellow staff members, by adult patrons, but most of all by
he children. Her gentle nature and respect for children made visiting the
:hildren's rooms a happy occasion for all. The Cub Scouts of Wilton gave her a
asting tribute. They raised funds by giving up their allowances in order to buy
:hildren's books in her memory.
At the Library, it has been the year of the computer. The public now has
access to the Internet.
The staff and volunteers have been busy bar-coding all of the collection,
rene Welch has done all of the work entering the holdings on the Winnebago
system. Constance Paro and Irene Welch have been covering three positions at
)nce.
The school children hope to have weekly visitations once the staff is at its
>roper level.
The library still provides a meeting room for many organizations. The
listorical Society, the Photography Club and the Snowmobile Club all meet
egularly at the library. Bianca Bastug offers courses every week to help people
>ass their G.E.D. She is a library expert.
The demand for books on tape continues to grow.
The library has received several generous gifts of money to increase the





Another very active year found the Commission involved in tracking
everything from mining run-off to Bobcats. We began our training in the Keeping
Track program, which will provide us with volunteers able to identify many types
of animal "signs" so that we can determine what the most "active" areas of town
are and focus our efforts appropriately. This program has been well received
and we look forward to completing our training and starting the actual field work
in 1999.
In addition to tracking wildlife, the Commission had to track down the
sources of run-off into Stony Brook and the Souhegan, resulting in a number of
enforcement actions and warnings for these and other activities affecting our
natural resources. We continued our work with the Souhegan Watershed
Association testing program, which has become an important forecaster for safe
swimming in our area. Locally, a member of the Commission has been at most
Zoning and Planning meetings this year to improve coordination. On the
regional front, we worked with the Nashua Regional Planning Commission to
identify lands and areas most in need of protection as part of a state program
resembling the former LCIP. This work continues along with our work on
cataloging the various parcels and characteristics of the town on our GIS
system.
Finally, we were pleased to welcome Jonathan Sargent to the
Commission this year and always welcome public participation at our meetings -





WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH YOUTH CENTER
The Wilton Lyndeborough Youth Center is pleased to report that Goss
Park was enjoyed by 171 families this past year. Most families were from Wilton
and Lyndeborough, but also included families from eight neighboring towns.
Park activities included swimming lessons for approximately 300 youngsters as
well as both a junior and senior swim team with 54 participants. Training
programs included tennis lessons, lifeguarding, Red Cross CPR, water safety
aides and professional CPR rescuer. Arts and crafts and step aerobics are also
sponsored by the Park. Special events included: Wednesday evening
cookouts, Little League outings and sleepovers and several swim meets. Friday
evening teen nights were very successful.
Janet Johnson, as Park Director, continues to bring excitement and
continuity to Goss Park with her many years of experience and dedication.
Every morning her "Good Morning Beach Club!!" announcements are welcomed
by all. Thank you Janet!
The Youth Center wishes to thank many of the area businesses and
individuals for their generous support. A special thank you to Charlie
McGettigan and his road crew for the work rebuilding the dock and diving board!
Another special thank you to Bruce Heck for his work and time installing the new
volleyball court in memory of Samuel Proctor, Sr. The Youth Center Board
continues to be grateful for all the support from the community which helps to
provide a safe and fun environment for the families of Wilton and Lyndeborough.
The Youth Center will be celebrating its 50th Anniversary this summer.
We invite all community members to our celebration which will be announced. If
you haven't been in to swim at the Park in recent years or you are new to our
community, you don't know what you are missing. The water is cold and clean,







WILTON MAIN STREET ASSOCIATION
The process for Wilton to be designated a NH Main Street began in
January with less than three months to application deadline. The fundraising
goal was achieved by the end of March. A total of $102,091 in cash pledges,
and $81,895 in in-kind services and supplies were raised. Wilton was awarded
Main Street status in early July. Program Manager Lisa Derby Oden was hired
in September.
From September until year end, activities have included:
Four-point committees formed - Organization, Promotion, Design,
Economic Restructuring.
Volunteer training - Main Street 101, Market Analysis, Fundraising,
and on-going training for those that are new to Main Street.
Workshops for businesses held in conjunction with Milford Do-It -
Window Design, Customer Service, Marketing.
Office established at 77 Main Street (above the Post Office).
Initiated quarterly newsletter.
Memorial Park Landscaping with NH Landscaper's Association held in
conjunction with one of three downtown Clean-Up Days.
Celebration Day, October 4, 1998, for being chosen a Main Street
community.
Market Analysis intercept survey.
Christmas candy cane raffle.
Vision Statement adopted.
National Resource Team visitation and assessment for Wilton
revitalization.
Vision Statement
Wilton is the gateway to the Monadnock Region. We welcome visitors to
enjoy our historic, natural, and artistic resources. Wilton is a vibrant, friendly,
diverse community. Our downtown is the heart of the community - a great place






MILFORD AREA COMMUNICATION CENTER
The Milford Area Communication Center provides police, fire, EMS and
DPW dispatching services for six towns: Amherst, Greenville, Lyndeborough,
Milford, Mont Vernon and Wilton.
We are pleased to report that there were many changes at the
Communication Center during 1998. These changes will only assist us in
improving our service to our member towns. New computer hardware was
purchased to use with a new CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) program. This
program will assist dispatchers in documenting calls received, dispatching units,
and address location information. We anticipate this system to be fully
operational during the early part of 1 999.
The Center received news that replacement parts for our Merlin telephone
system will no longer be made available, so the decision was made to replace it
with a new system. Our new phone system went on line in November without
any disruption to incoming emergency calls.
1998 also saw improvement to our police radio system. With the
installation of equipment to an antenna site located on Pead Hill in Wilton, the
coverage for the Police Departments west of Milford was improved.
With the ever-increasing amount of radio traffic on the police frequency, it
became necessary to look into a second radio frequency for our Police
Departments. Through extensive research it became evident that the best way
to achieve this goal was to take what we refer to as Channel 5 and use this as
our second police frequency. Our "Channel 5" frequency is currently used by
two of our EMS services. We are now in the process of researching a new
frequency for those two EMS agencies. Once we have completed the research,
licensing and radio upgrade we will have two police frequencies and two EMS
frequencies. This transition should be completed early to mid 1999.
As the population continues to grow in our member towns, so does our
call volume. There was as 12.5% increase in call volume in 1998 over 1997.
With our current staffing consisting of a Director, six full time dispatchers and six
part time dispatchers, it would not allow us to staff the Center with two
dispatchers around the clock. This problem was addressed during the 1999
budget process and the hiring of two additional full time dispatchers was
approved.
In the coming year we will continue to upgrade our radio equipment and
enhance the radio reception for our member towns. This includes addressing
the problem of the increased out-of-area interference on our low-band fire
frequency. We would also like to improve the reception for the Highway
Department's frequency.
At MACC Base we believe that our dispatchers must be trained for any
emergency event that may take place in our service area as well as beyond. In
1999, MACC Base is planning to sponsor a statewide training session for
dispatchers. This training session will allow our Center's dispatchers to learn
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new techniques from other state agencies. It is our hope that this will become a
successful annual event held here at our MACC Base headquarters.
It the need ever arises where you need to access any emergency
services, please pick up the phone and dial 9-1-1. Please remember that 9-1-1
is only for life or death emergencies, fires, or crimes in progress. For all other
problems, please call your local agency's non-emergency telephone number or
the Milford Area Communication Center at 673-1414.
I would like to conclude by thanking the Center's dispatchers. Through
their hard work, the Center is able to meet its goal of providing our agencies and
the public with a professional dispatching service. We look forward to
continuing that service in the best possible tradition.
Respectfully submitted,
JOAN K. WETHERALL, M.A.
Director
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NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
The Nashua Regional Planning Commission provides transportation
planning services and technical assistance to twelve Hillsborough County
communities. The NRPC stands ready to assist its member communities with
any planning and transportation issue of concern. We at the NRPC are grateful
for the participation of Wilton's NRPC Commissioners: Diane Nilsson and
Thomas Greenman.
The following is a brief summary of our accomplishments in FY 1998:
Transportation Planning
Conducted automatic traffic recorder counts at 101 locations during the
year. The Nashua Area Traffic Count Summary was published and distributed to
communities. The report provides a summary of counts by hour of the day for
each location, and also provides comparative data and percent change in traffic
from previous year's counts.
Completed the FY 1999-2008 Transportation Improvement Program and
Long Range Transportation Plan. The document provides analysis of long-
range forecasts, impacts of potential projects, the recommended program and an
air quality conformity analysis. Conducted the public participation process and
obtained the endorsement of the Nashua Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO).
Participated in a bi-regional access management analysis of the Route
101 corridor from Milford to Keene.
Land Use and Environmental Planning
Assisted the Souhegan Watershed Association and the Lower Merrimack
River Local Advisory Committee with the citizen water quality monitoring
program on the Souhegan and Merrimack Rivers.
Assisted the Souhegan Watershed Association in drafting the nomination
to include the Souhegan River in the New Hampshire Rivers Management and
Protection Program.
Reviewed applications for site plan and subdivision appearing before the
Planning Board as part of the circuit-riding program and assisted with excavations.
Community Development
Completed a significant portion of the Wilton Community Development Block
Grant Program. This program provided the Town with $208,000 to rehabilitate 18
units of housing. Assisted the Main Street Community with writing and submitting





REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN & STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest
Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is
required before doing ANY outside burning. Violations of RSA 227-L17, the fire
permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail.
Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the NH Division of Forests
and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to
assist communities with forest fire suppression, prevention and training
programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If
you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call
our office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy
Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention,
and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we experienced an ice storm, which caused
severe damage to forests of New Hampshire. This damage created a greater
potential fire hazard as well as safety hazards to many areas of the state. Your
local fire warden and Forest Rangers need your assistance in preventing
wildfires in these hard hit areas and throughout the state. If you need assistance
or information dealing with ice damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the
quick response from local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling
the size of wildland fires and keeping the loss of property and suppression costs
as low as possible.
FIRE STATISTICS THRU DECEMBER 23, 1998
Fires Reported in Hillsborough County 232




SERVICES PROVIDED TO WILTON RESIDENTS
SEPTEMBER 1, 1997 TO AUGUST 31, 1998




Medical Social Work 25
Home Health Aide 900
Homemaking 21
Private Duty CNA 38
Private Duty LPN 73
Private Duty Companion 2
TOTAL 1957
In addition to the above there were 212 visits made by Wilton residents to
our health promotion clinics.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
The year of 1998 proved to be a year filled with stray cat complaints
and problems with unvaccinated cats. All cats and dogs are required to
be vaccinated per R.S.A 436.100.
In an effort to be sure all animals are vaccinated the town office, with
the assistance of the Wilton Animal Hospital, holds a rabies clinic at the
fire station in late April every year. Cats and dogs are welcome from
Wilton and all surrounding towns. Check the Cabinet for exact date and
time of the clinic each year.
There is still an ongoing concern in the amount of trash, unwanted
furniture, paper, etc. being stored on porches and around properties.







JULY 1, 1997 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1998
Monadnock Family Services provides a full range of treatment for
individuals who need counseling or who are experiencing a mental disorder.
There are no restrictions based on diagnosis or age, and we continue to offer
services to clients with little or no income. The Eastern Region Main Office is
open five days and three nights per week. The Jaffrey Satellite Office is open
four days and two evenings per week. The Antrim Satellite Office is open one
day per week. Based in our Keene Office, we provide 24 Hour Emergency
Services seven days a week, 365 days a year.
Services we offer, in addition to Emergency Services, include: Psychiatric
Assessment, and Medication Treatment, Case Management, Residential
Treatment, and a Day Program. This figure is reflective of open cases and does
not contain those individuals who may have been seen as adjunct members of
treatment (i.e., family members, school personnel, legal or other sources of
referral). Last year the Peterborough, Jaffrey and Antrim offices of Monadnock
Family Services served over 742 individuals with more than 16,358 visits for
direct treatment.
It is our goal to maintain quality services to residents of our catchment
area, and to provide for the identified counseling needs of the community.
This past year, Monadnock Family Services provided 1,198 visits of direct
treatment to Wilton residents. Of the 22 open cases, 9 were male and 13 were
female, 4 were under the age of 1 8, 17 between the ages of 1 8 and 59, and one
was 60 or older.
Primary referral sources were as follows: Self-referred, physicians, social
service agencies, schools and courts, in that order.
MFS Adult Care Center was open over 1,600 hours in 1997, with an
average daily attendance of approximately 25 clients. We provided over 16,000
hours of service to elderly residents and their families. Many of the clients in the
program have Alzheimer's Disease or related illnesses due to aging.
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HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF WILTON
JANUARY 1, 1998 TO DECEMBER 31, 1998
Annual Report
In 1998, Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services (HCS) continued
to provide home care and community services to the residents of Wilton. The
following information represents a projection of HCS's activities in your
community in 1998. The projection is based on actual services provided from
January through September 1998 and an estimate of usage during October,
November and December.
Service Report
Services Offered Services Provided
Nursing 398 Visits
Physical Therapy 57 Visits
Speech Therapy 20 Visits
Occupational Therapy Visits
Medical Social Work 7 Visits
Nutritionist Visits
Home Health Aide 51 Visits
Homemaker 181 Hours
Outreach 9 Visits
Child Health Program 14 Children
Health Promotion Clinics 19 Clinics
Home and Community Based Care is a Medicaid program which offers
extended home care services to individuals who are in need of nursing home
level care but can be maintained at home for a lower cost.
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 88
Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, child health clinics, prenatal and hospice
care are also available to residents. Town funding partially supports these
services.
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TOWN MEETING MINUTES FROM
MARCH 12, 1998
The polls were opened at the Florence Rideout Elementary School
Auditorium by Moderator Richard Rockwood at 10 A.M. for the purpose of
voting of Town Officers, School Officials and Zoning Questions. The polls
closed at 7:00 P.M. From a voter checklist of 2150 registered voters the
following votes were cast with various write-ins ommited, 286 votes,
including 5 absentee ballots:
Selectmen - 3 years
Stuart S. Draper 196
Moderator - 2 years
Richard D. Rockwood 253
Treasurer - 1 year
Barry A. Greene 246
Trustee of the Trust Funds - 3 years
Earl Watts (write-in) 6
Trustee of the Trust Funds - 2 years
Edna Bean (write-in) 4
Planning Board - 3 years (2 positions open)
Elizabeth A. Castro 184
W. Bruce Johnson 127
Michael Davidson (write-in) 124
Planning Board - 2 years
Robert Neil Faiman, Jr. 208
Water Commissioner - 3 years
James A. Tuttle 251
Sewer Commissioner - 3 years
Raymond Mahoney 247
Supervisor of the Checklist - 6 years
Position to be filled by appointment
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2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed
by the Wilton Planning Board for the Code for Building and Sanitation as
follows: In the Code for Building and Sanitation. Article II. Buildings ,
add to the end of subsection (F) on page E-3 a provision establishing a
fine of $100.00/day from the date of notice for construction that takes
place without a valid building permit.
Yes 155 No 115
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed
by the Wilton Planning Board for the Wilton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 3.1.33 to Section 3.0 Definitions, to define "Yard Sale"
as a temporary use of a residential lot for the sale of personal goods to
the general public, allowed twice (2) per calendar year per residence,
with each yard sale to have safe and adequate parking, to be completed
within 48 hours, and for signs to be posted and removed within 24 hours
of the yard sale. Add Section 4.8 Yard Sales to Section 4.0 General
Provisions to require a yard sale permit from the Selectman's Office to be
issued under the conditions listed above. (Following definitions to be
renumbered.)
Yes 111 No 175
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed
by the Wilton Planning Board for the Wilton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 5.3.1.1 Special Exception Not Required to Section 5.3.1
Home Occupations within the Residential District to clarify that a home
occupation may be operated without review by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment or the Planning Board if it occupies less than 20% of the
gross heated floor area of the primary residence, employs no non-
resident employees, has no signs or customer visits, has limited
commercial traffic and no outside operations. Also amend Section 6.6.1
Home Occupations within the General Residential & Agricultural District
to refer to Section 5.3.1.1 and apply the same criteria to the General
Residential & Agricultural District.
Yes 212 No 60
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed
by the Wilton Planning Board for the Wilton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 15 Wireless Communications Overlay District (WCOD) to
establish development standards and to limit the new construction and
operation of wireless communications facilities (e.g. cellular towers) to
the Industrial and Commercial Districts within Wilton. (Following sections
to be renumbered.)
Yes 206 No 65
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The Moderator opened the business portion of theTown Meeting at the
Florence Rideout Elementary School Auditorium on Thursday the 12th
day of March 1998 at 8:15. He began the meeting with noting the
election results shown above. He stated Michael Davidson had
requested a recount of the Planning Board - 3 year term position. The
recount would be held on March 17, 1998. He then began with Article
Number 6 of the posted budget.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) to be added to the Fire Department
Pumper Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to
take any other action relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends
this article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Jerry Greene, seconded by Stuart Draper.
Stuart Draper addressed a question from the floor whether this new
pumper would fit into the existing fire department structure. He responed
it would not fit and that this problem was being addressed by a committee
looking at the emergency services of the town. They were examining a
plan for a structure that would house both the police and fire
departments. Part of the study was also looking at the best location for
this combined building. Once the ideas were put together the committee
would come before the townspeople to present their ideas.
Setting aside monies for the pumper and the building in the past several
years and this year will help lessen the tax impact when the pumper is
purchased and the building built. He further stated that no decisions or
purchases could be done without a vote of the townspeople at the March
town meeting.
Stuart explained that over the next five to six years, the town is looking at
spending approximately $1.5 million to $1.75 million for new projects and
improvements. Some of the areas where monies would be spent would
be to pay for three new police cruisers, a new police computer, two
bridge replacements, a new fire truck, and a new emergency services
building. Monies are being set aside into capital reserve funds so at the
time these projects are done they won't have such a large impact on the
tax rate. Nor would we have to pay interest on the money.
He further stated that the town portion of the tax rate had dropped since
1993 by ninty seven cents ($.97) and that overall the tax rate, (school,
town & county) had increased in that time by 12.8%. The conservative
approach by the budget committee has been appreciated but to avoid
having to bond these upcoming projects, and pay large amount of




7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be added to the Emergency
Services Building Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to take
any other action relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this
article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene. Voice vote
approved.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the Ambulance Vehicle
Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to take any other action
relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene. Voice vote
approved.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000) to be added to the Police Cruiser
Capital Reserve Fund previously established or to take any other action
relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene. Voice vote
approved.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000) to renovate the Town Hall and to
withdraw Thirty Seven Thousand Dollars ($37,000) from the Town Hall
Repair Project Capital Reserve Fund, as established March, 1994. The
fund is also known as the Town Hall Expendable Trust Fund to which
monies were appropriated in March 1996 and March 1997. The balance
of One Hundred, Sixty Three Thousand Dollars ($163,000) to be raised
from general taxation or to take any other action relating thereto. (Budget
Committee recommends this article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Jerry Greene, seconded by David Glines. Stuart explained the
renovations were necessary so the town hall could be made handicap
accessible. There is concern of a law suit if the building is not brought
into compliance with federal regulations for access. The intent is to keep
the outside the same except for the window replacement and the ramp.
Inside renovations include redoing the heating system (changing it from
an elevated steam system to a ground level hot water system), redoing
work areas and creating a new meeting area and storage area.
Chuck Hall proposed not spending the money on the building at all and
instead the town should build a new town hall on another site. This
suggestion was answered with a groan from the voters in the hall. Dick
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Rockwood stepped aside as Moderator and asked "When did you move
into town?"
Gail Proctor spoke at length of the need to study the towns overall needs
before large funds were spent. Another resident suggested that Cooley
Park funds be redirected towards the town hall renovations. It was stated
that this was discussed but it was brought up too late to be part of this
years meeting. It only could be done with a vote of the townspeople at
next years meeting.
The question was moved and seconded. The article was voice vote
approved.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($400,000) to replace the Keyes Hill Road
Bridge and to withdraw Eighteen Thousand Dollars ($18,000) from the
Bridge Capital Reserve Trust Fund previously established and apply
Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) which was appropriated in March
1994 for the Keyes Hill Bridge Repair Project in a non lasping account.
Three Hundred, Twenty Thousand Dollars ($320,000) to be paid by the
State of New Hampshire. The balance of Twenty Two Thousand Dollars
($22,000) to be raised from general taxation or to take any other action
relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene. Stuart Draper
explained that the bridge would be shut regardless of the vote tonight.
The State mandated the bridge be shut because it was unsafe for travel.
Walter Hardy asked why in 1994, when this bridge replacement was first
discussed, the anticipated cost was Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
($200,000) and now the price was Four Hundred Thousand Dollars
($400,000). It was acknowledged that the old figure in hindsight was not
very realistic and that the work that had to be done was going to be much
more expensive than originally thought.
The question was moved and seconded. The article was voice vote
approved.
12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Thirty Five
Thousand Dollars ($35,000) from the Highway Department Capital
Reserve Fund, previously established, for the purchase of a truck. Said
funds are to be withdrawn from the Highway Department Capital Reserve
Fund and not to be raised from general taxation or to take any other
action relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends this article -
Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene. Voice vote
approved.
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13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six
Thousand Dollars ($6,000) for the purchase of a portion of Lot A-021 on
Burton Highway. This purchase is necessary for the future replacement of
the Burton Highway Bridge, number 076/144, located just above Frye's
Measure Mill. The monies are to be raised from general taxation or to
take any other action relating thereto. (Budget Committee recommends
this article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene.
Tom Greenman voiced concern about changing the scenic nature of the
area if the bridge was straightened. Road Agent Charlie McGettigan said
it would be straightened to make it safer for all to use. Voice vote
approved.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Million, Twenty One Thousand, Forty One Dollars ($2,021,041) which
represents the operating budget for 1998. Said sum is exclusive of all
Special Articles and Individual Articles addressed. The grand total of the
operating budget and all Special Articles is Two Million, Seven Hundred
Thirty Four Thousand, Forty One Dollars ($2,734,041). (Budget
Committee recommends this article - Selectmen recommend this article.)
Moved by Jerry Greene, seconded by Stuart Draper.
Jim Nelson moved to amend the line item of the cemetery to increase it
by Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to purchase and implement a
computer cemetery program. The price included software of Forty Four
Hundred Dollars ($4,400) and Fifty Six Hundred Dollars ($5,600) labor.
He spoke of the necessity of properly registering burials, cemetery lots
and to track cemetery trust funds. Stuart Draper seconded this
amendment. Voice vote approved.
Moderator Richard Rockwood then asked for a vote on the main budget
article as amended. The revised operating budget, total appropriations,
of Two Million, Thirty One Thousand, Forty One Dollars ($2,031,041) is
exclusive of the articles already addressed. The grand total of the
operating budget and all Special Articles is Two Million, Seven Hundred
Forty Four Thousand, Forty One Dollars ($2,744,041). The amended
budget was voice vote approved.
Voice vote on amended budget article approved.
Moderator added as a footnote that Four Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($450,000) has either already been raised or is coming from another
source such as the State of New Hampshire ($320,000 for the bridge
replacement). He stated the amount to be raised by taxes will actually be
Two Million, Two Hundred Ninty Four Thousand, Forty One Dollars
($2,294,041).
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15. To see if the Town will vote to ratify and adopt the cemetery plot fees
of One Hundred Fifty Dollars ($150.00) per plot (a plot being 42" x 10', 1
burial space) or take any other action relating thereto.
Moved by Stuart Draper, seconded by Jerry Greene.
Beverly Smith questioned why was there a 200% increase in the cost of
burial plots. Charlie McGettigan explained the old Fifty Dollar ($50) fee
was established in 1943. He further stated the monies from burial plot
purchases go directly to the cemeteries and not to the town. The
cemeteries are suppose to be self supporting. The fee is a one time fee
that covers the initial burial and perpetual care of the lot. Jim Nelson
explained that the new rate was very reasonable when compared with
other towns.
Voice vote aproved.
16. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors and Committees or Officers
heretofore chosen to pass any vote relating thereto.
Stuart Draper moved to accept the reports as printed in the town report.
Seconded by Jerry Greene.
Stuart Draper moved to reappoint the following officials to their town
boards: Stanley Young as Library Trustee Town Representative; Mark
Gibbons as Corder of Wood, Mark Gibbons and Philip Heald as
Surveyors of the Lumber, Philip Heald and Ross Jennings as the Forest
Committee; and Leroy Tuttle as Masonry, Brick and Stone. Seconded by
Jerry Greene. Voice vote approved.
17. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Jim Nelson, Spokesman of the WBA (Wilton Business Association)
addressed the meeting about the Wilton Main Street Program. He stated
this was a new program that was being implemented throughout the
nation since 1979. He explained it was intended to revitalize all areas
that are participating, not just downtown merchants.
It was starting with the application process that involved forty volunteers
and a deadline date of April 3, 1998. It was the programs intent to raise
Ninty Thousand Dollars ($90,000) in the next three years. Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($30,000) to be raised, or pledged, each year. All
monies are raised by donations. Monies or pledges of monies can also
be from in kind services, financial support, or merchandise related to the
running of the program. He spoke about how he felt this was a very
worthwhile program and encouraged all townspeople to participate.
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Cheryl Burns acknowledged Laura McGettigan's twelve years of service
as a Supervisor of the Checklist. Her vast knowledge of the town and
townspeople, dedication and hard work were going to be missed. A
standing ovation by all those in attendance followed.
Gail Proctor asked why town employee salaries were not published in
this years report. Stuart Draper responded that there was a majority vote
several years ago to not publish these figures. He also stated last year
there was a non binding vote to not publish the wages. The Board of
Selectmen and the School Board felt the wages should be left out of the
reports. Stuart stated the actions of the Co-op are not in their control as
they are entirely a different district. If someone wants the issue placed
on the ballot for the voters to decide that is their choice. He voiced his
personal opinion that private industry doesn't publish employees salaries
and he felt neither should the town.
Stuart Draper moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Jerry Greene.
Voice vote approved. Meeting adjourned at 10:02.
Respectfully submitted
JANE K. FARRELL, Clerk
ADDENDUM TO MARCH 10, 1998
TOWN ELECTION RESULTS
Planning Board contender Michael Davidson requested a recount of the
March 10, 1998 three year planning board contest. The original count
showed W. Bruce Johnson receiving 127 votes and Michael Davidson,
as a write-in, receiving 124 votes.
A recount was conducted Tuesday, March 17, 1998 at 4P.M. at the Wilton
Town Office. The following persons were present: Moderator Richard
Rockwood, Selectmen Jerry Greene and David Glines, Deputy Town
Clerk Kyra Brennan and Michael Davidson.
The recount showed Michael Davidson received 122 votes while W.
Bruce Johnson received 127 votes. W. Bruce Johnson was upheld as
the winner for the three year planning board position.
Respectfully submitted,
JANE K. FARRELL, Clerk
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF WILTON
FOR THE TEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
Date Place Name of Child Name of Mother
Jan. 23 Nashua Naomi Renee Vander-Heyden April Vander-Heyden
Feb. 5 Nashua Julissa Joyal Ana Joyal
Feb. 8 Peterborough Burton Henry Owen Eleanor Davenport
Feb. 11 Nashua Mya Paige Brown Danielle Brown
Mar. 3 Peterborough Garrett Scott Laughlin Elizabeth Laughlin
Mar. 26 Nashua Allison Ann Cutler Corinne Cutler
Apr. 1 Waltham, MA Katrina Alexis Caiado Alison Caiado
May 4 Manchester Kyle Richard Szewczyk Kimberly Szewczyk
May 14 Manchester Chandler Joseph Fraser Deborah Fraser
May 15 Nashua Michael Garrett Manning Laura Manning
June 9 Peterborough Samuel Philip Schwanke Merrilee Schwanke
June 16 Nashua Cassandra Marie Valin Linda Valin
June 19 Nashua Zachery Michael Theriault Jennifer Theriault
June 20 Peterborough Olivia Elizabeth McGettigan Donna McGettigan
July 4 Nashua Gianna Marie Mercier Alicia Mercier
July 18 Nashua Reginald Colin Bourn Karen Bourn
July 26 Nashua Benjamin David Richer Loriann Richer
July 30 Nashua Cassandra Wilhelmine Blumm Sandra Blumm
Aug. 11 Peterborough Carolyn Elizabeth Opre Camilla Opre
Aug. 25 Peterborough Risa Takemura Kazuko Takemura
Aug. 29 Nashua Deanna Nicole Monroe Lori Monroe
Sept. 24 Nashua Orion Roland Weissflog Diane Weissflog
Sept. 25 Peterborough Zoey Elizabeth Gaudette Kathryn Gaudette
Oct. 1 Nashua Jacob Bradford Claire Danielle Claire
Oct. 15 Peterborough Danielle Kayla Bird Ann Bird
Dec. 3 Nashua Madison Lynn St. Onge Tina St. Onge
Dec. 14 Peterborough Johauna Noel Pottle Kim Pottle
Dec. 22 Nashua Teren Danielle MacDonald Brandi MacDonald
































1997 Birth record not available for 1997 Town Report
Oct. 6 Peterborough Matthew Joseph Ducharme Deborah Ducharme Mark Ducharme
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF WILTON
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
Date Place Bride & Groom Age Parents Name & Station
of Officiant
Feb. 14 Wilton Carletta M. Jackson 36 Ellis Jackson
Irene Pennington
Jane K. Farrell
Justice of the Peace
Jeffrey M. Nichols 41 Fred Nichols
Bertha Reekord
Feb. 20 Wilton Lizabeth M. Verduga 35 Antonio Verduga
Madeline Ward
Stasia B. Millett
Justice of the Peace
Richard R. Wood 43 Floyde Wood
Edna Holebrook
Mar. 6 Nashua Linda A. Wilkins 30 Warren Tyler
Beatrice Perron
Joyce E. McCaffery
Justice of the Peace
Joseph E. Capasso 32 Silvio Capasso
Phyllis Goguen




Mar. 20 Wilton Cecile Y. Desruisseaux 47 Eugene Desruisseaux
Georgianna Desmarais
James T. Nelson
Justice of the Peace
Alfred P. Labrie 47 Joseph Labrie
Muriel Brodeur
Apr. 18 Wilton Melinda J. Edmonds 41 Hugh Edmonds
Glenna Kistler
Rev. Jane E. Hawken
Clergy
Mark H. Whitehill 47 Robert Whitehill
Barbara Marriott
Apr. 20 Wilton Ellen V. Hanson 51 James Marston
Ellen McHugh
Petr A. Lord
Justice of the Peace
Michael J. Pasquarella 62 Michael Pasquarella
Thelma de Luca
May 22 Portsmouth Heidi E. Peek 38 Robert Peek III
Faith Fox
Cynthia Ickes
Justice of the Peace
John E. Kukulka, Jr. 35 John Kukulka
Patricia Cronin




June 13 Milford Anne B. Martin 52 William Hache Rev. Donald W. Jacques
Elizabeth Glace Priest
Michael J Hannigan, Jr. 61 Michael Hannigan
Muriel Brown
June 27 Pittsburg Pamela J. Sweet 32 Lawerence Sweet
Rosemarie Willette
Regina B. Ormsbee
Justice of the Peace
Chuck L. Hadley 27 Charles Hadley
Janet Fletcher
June 27 Wilton Robin R. Schoen 54 Archibald Ross Terry Sharbaugh
Katherine Scovelle Senior Pastor
Allen D. Drake 52 Herbert Drake
Marion Dean
July 4 Pelham Cheryl A. Allen 37 Donald Morin
Claire Benoit
B.A. Russell-Weddleton
Justice of the Peace
Joseph S. Dedam 29 Joseph Dedam
Mary Isaac
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF WILTON























































































Rev. Dr. Robert W. Odierna
Rector
Heather L. W. Bierschenk
Justice of the Peace
Walter Bausha , Jr.
Justice of the Peace





Justice of the Peace





Justice of the Peace
Jeanette LoVerme
Justice of the Peace
Jane K. Farrell
Justice of the Peace
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OP WILTON

































































































George U. Browning, Jr.











Arthur J. Martin, Sr.
Age Name of Father Mother's Maiden
Name
45 Unknown Marion E. Follansbee
73 Axel Erickson Eva Frances
70 Harry Blagbrough Helen Wilkinson
79 Warren Doane Ethel Bullerwell
77 Frederick Beebe Alice Waters
75 Samuel Ritchie Ruth Nesbit
86 David Lizotte Emilia Paradis
82 David Philips Mabel Beil
55 Walter Dacko Anne Daniel
37 Frederick Schneeman Marlyn Lebrun
76 Emile Blanchette Marion Martin
72 Frederick Willette Clara Unknown
88 William Davidson Liisa Ojala
76 George Olmstead Jessie Chaville
73 Dorr Woodward Rowena Pollard
76 John Proctor Martha Stimpson
62 Lawrence Tighe Ruth Burns
17 Robert Swift, Jr. Yolanda Rockwell
65 Ernest MacWilliams Rozalia Gazda
85 Alexandre Goulet Exilia Couture
72 Wilfred Audette Estelle Mattote
71 Reginald Mosher Olive Drew
78 George Browning, Sr. Isabell Smith
62 Guy Franklin, Sr. Carrie Michaud
65 Eugene King Dorothy McNeil
43 Ferdinand Arocha Eileen Candella
73 Joseph Sullivan Delia Varley
92 F. Xavier Martin Marie Cote
73 John Hardy Edith Farnsworth
26 Frank Abramovich Ethel Kirlis
86 Andrew Murray Martha Iverson
84 Armand Berthiaume Amelia Petrysky
99 Orville Frye Cinnamon Delphy
68 Harvy Goodwin Hazel Young
91 Not Available Not Available
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BURIALS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF WILTON
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
Burial Place of Name of Age Place of
Date Death Deceased Burial
Jan. 2 Milford Nina Ella Calderara 85 Laurel Hill
Jan. 17 Peterborough Charles Haven Frye 91 Laurel Hill
Feb. 2 Nashua Mamie Irene Smith 82 Vale End
Feb. 12 Boothbay Harbor, Me Sterling Harry Schoen, Jr. 51 Vale End
Feb. 16 Wilton William Putnam Blagbrough 70 Vale End
Feb. 17 Milford Mary Florence Draper 79 Laurel Hill
Feb. 25 Peterborough David Russell Beebe 77 Laurel Hill
Feb. 28 Milford Arthur Ciough Atwood 77 Laurel Hill
Apr. 27 Manchester Ronald Jay Schneeman 37 Vale End
May 9 Clearwater, FL Angel Denise Martineau 36 Mount Calvary
May 12 Wilton Lawrence Joseph Willette, Sr. 72 Mount Calvary
May 19 Manchester Roland Edward Barry 67 Laurel Hill
May 20 Nashua Jeanette Joanna Doane 79 South Yard
May 20 Keene Aili Johanna Bausha 88 Laurel Hill
May 23 Orlando, FL Anthony John Perfito 51 Vale End
June 13 Exeter Kathleen Jean Tebbetts 76 Laurel Hill
June 22 Hutchinson, KS Donald A Morrison 68 Laurel Hill
June 24 Nashua Marion OTDina Felch 76 Laurel Hill
July 13 Manchester James Rodney Proctor 76 Mount Calvary
July 16 Wilton Patricia Ann McGettigan 62 Mount Calvary
July 19 East Kingston Amos Fairfield 75 Mount Calvary
July 24 Nashua Robert Stanley Swift III 17 Mount Calvary
Aug. 3 Lyndeborough Bruce Allen McComish, Jr. 27 Mount Calvary
Aug. 11 Tilton Frank Robert MacWilliams 65 Laurel Hill
Aug. 18 Boston, MA Emma E. Chilcote 2 days Laurel Hill
Aug. 25 Exeter Marshall Atwood Tebbetts 76 Laurel Hill
Sept. 5 Wilton Elizabeth Marie Pike 65 Mount Calvary
Sept 26 Yuma, AZ Agnes Elian Conrad 62 Mount Calvary
Sept 26 Yuma, AZ Robert Conrad 74 Mount Calvary
Oct 9 Nashua Irene Frances Duval 73 Mount Calvary
Oct 17 Milford Lillian Alice Parsons 92 Mount Calvary
Oct 18 Wilton Walter Jay Hardy 73 Laurel Hill
Oct 28 Manchester Linda E. Kiernan 48 Laurel Hill
Nov. 10 Amherst Clinton Herbert Tuttle 87 Laurel Hill
Nov. 24 Nashua Elizabeth Charlotte Waters 85 Laurel Hill
Dec. 2 Nashua Carol Whiting Magnuson 65 South Yard
Dec. 3 Peterborough Althea Frances Raymond 84 Mount Calvary
Dec. 7 Nashua Benedict Edward Tolvo 95 Mount Calvary
Dec. 9 Hyannis, MA Larry Taylor 88 Laurel Hill
Dec. 18 Wilton Cosette Emma McGrath 99 Laurel Hill






Valuations are as of April 1, 1998
while ownership is current through the printout date.
Valuations are based on a 1997 equalization rate of 56%.
To determine full market value divide the total property valuation by the
equalization rate.
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02/11/99 15133 Town of Wilton, NH
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Nate - Range; 99 ELM ST., LLC to VOGT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = S*t All Bill Codes t*« Codes =
Page 000001
:===5==5ss===as=ss:
Act* Property Owner Ser* 1
007421 99 E1m St,, LLC 001596 J-121
000006 Abbott Heiorial Trust, E J 000002 J-103
000006 Abbott Memorial Trust, E J 000014 J-104 -02
000009 Abbott, Willia* H 000016 K- 105
000008 Abbott, Willia* H 000017 L-005
000008 Abbott, Uilliaa N 001869
002571 Adams, Brian 000795 C-030
002767 Adaas, Ruth G 000020 C-113
000028 Adee Trust, Sarah Ingrid Coaly 001563 B-088
007536 Adrey, Aurelia 001628 K-117
004908 Agons, David J
000010 Allen, Theresa
000029 Atari Earl J t Terry L
000047 Alsfeld, Jane
005184 Aluminum Castings Inc
001761 Aiidon, Arthur R
001761 Ami don, Arthur R
001761 Atidon, Arthur R
001761 Aaidon, Arthur R
001761 Aiidon, Arthur R
001761 Aiiidon, Arthur R
004446 Andersen, George L
006439 Anderson Jr., Carl E
001054 Anderson, Christopher J
















002084 Anderson, R Michael 000951 H-lll-05
007657 Anderson, Worcester S Cullinan 000976 J-051
004418 Andrew, Paul J 000159 D-078
007341 Andrews, David P 000881 B-079
000017 Andy's Suuer Playhouse 000033 C-082
003466 Anfuso, Dennis 000612 J-090-01-A
000048 April, Loretta J 000400 J-126-01
004321 Area Agency Properties Inc 000341 B-118
006852 Arends, The Estate of Kaj-Aage 000035 C-064
006852 Arends, The Estate of Kaj-Aage 000036 C-064-A
005302 Aselin, Jason
006445 Atwood Trust, Arthur
000024 Atwood, Gary A
000024 Atwood, Gary A






Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities








































02/11/9? 15S33 Town of Hilton, NH Page 000002
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Nate - Range: 99 ELH ST., LLC to V0GT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = M* All Bill Codes t« Codes s=
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser# Mop t Lot Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
006071 Aubel, Gerald
000053 Audette, Harcia A
000027 Ayotte, Nancy A
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv. Trust
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv. Trust
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv. Trust
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv.Trust
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv. Trust
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv. Trust




T Arthr 001307 D-020
T Arthr 001308 D-040
T Arthr 001309 D-070
T Arthr 001310 D-071
T Arthr 001311 B-085
T Arthr 001727 B-083
T Arthr 001734 D-039
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv. Trust
007411 Babineau 97 Irrv, Trust
004774 Backeberg, Elizabeth Frye
004774 BacKeberg, Elizabeth Frye
T Arthr 001735 B-041
T Arthr 001757 D-022
000493 A-054
000494 A-053
003506 Badger Farn Realty Trust 001160 H-052
004297 Baillargeon, Kevin A 001848 F-123-02
000032 Bajek, Janes J 000050 H-119
000033 Bakaian, Bruce K 000051 H-090
001246 Baldwin, Richard T t Linda N 001098 D-095-19X
004212 Ballou, Cheryl S 000109 F-059
003582 Ballou, Donald J 000674 F-055
005139 Bank of New Hampshire 001854 H ••111-11
005139 Bank of New Hampshire 001855 H-lll-12
001057 Banks Jr, Raynond 000054 C-103
000461 Baptist Church I Society Wiltn 000454 C 078
004644 Barhat, David H
000039 Barnes, Charles L
005435 Barnes, John 6
005435 Barnes, John 6
005435 Barnes, John G
005435 Barnes, John G
005435 Barnes, John G
005435 Barnes, John 6
000042 Barnes, Sidney E
002773 Barnett, Anthony U
000647 Barnett, Sheila H
000647 Barnett, Sheila H
000044 Barnett, Tho«as
001262 Barrett Trust, Maud
























































02/H/99 15134 Town of Wilton, NH Page 000003
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Name - Range t 99 ELH ST,, LLC to VOGT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = **» All Bill Codes *tt Codes =
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* Hap I Lot
006185 Bartsch, Stephen L
000056 Basha, J Richard
000060 Bastug, Atila
000062 Batchelder, Grace
000065 Batchelder, William R
004022 Battaglia, Paul V
001050 Bauch, Million C
000066 Bausha, Walter
000067 Baynore, John C
000069 Beach Jr, George C
000071 Bean, Calvin L
000071 Bean, Calvin L
000074 Bean, Edna K
000074 Bean, Edna K
















000079 Beaver, John 000079 K- 103
003691 Beet;, Jennifer S 001265 A-011
006072 Beebe Revocable Trust, R David 000001 H-019
003681 Beech, Michael E 001199 D-113
006034 Beecy, Fiona L 001208 D-016
004430 Belancik, Alan E
001059 Belcher, Travis J
004876 Belhuaeur, Ronald C
000083 Bell, Jean S
007368 Bellefleur, Frank R
002824 Belliveau, David C
000084 Belt, Thomas G
003910 Benedict, David L
000086 Bennett-Groh, Alice
000086 Bennett-Groh, Alice
007400 Bennink, Jr, Robert
000091 Benson, Christine L
003628 Bent, Charles J
000092 Bent-Burke Post *10
000093 Berger, Stephen B
007661 Bergeron Trust, Annette P
007661 Bergeron Trust, Annette P
005135 Bergeron, Michael J
005338 Bergeron, Priscilla J
















































66,600 21,910 382 88,89
44,500 15,200 59,70










36,800 28,120 50 64,97
12,600 643 13,24
02/11/9? 15134 Town of Wilton, NH Page 000004
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Toxpayer Na«e - Range! 99 ELM ST., LLC to V0GT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = **t All Dill Codes *** Codes =
Act* Property Owner Ser* Hap ft Lot
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
000096 Berghorn, Alfred U 000095 B-089
007429 Bergin, Jr, EUer S 000096 K-081
002161 Berkebile, Angel H 000011 B-133
006870 Berkebile, David A 001278 D-105
000099 Bertrand Revocable Trust 000097 B-006
005426 Berube, Thosas E 000420 H-008
005906 Beyer, Dawn Angela 001705 K-031
006120 BicKford, Carlton E 000622 J-010
000108 Bier, Glory Ann 000103 D-099
000110 Bills, Joseph C 000106 K--044
000114 Bird, Leo E 000108 C-125
005400 BirXett, Gary 001685 K-054
000119 Black, Havis C 000110 D-038
000120 BlacXner, David E 000111 A-072
000120 Blackner, David E 000112 C-007
000120 Blacker, David E 000113 C-007-01
006284 Blogbrough Faaily Realty Trust 000114 A-022
004997 Blair, Sheena 000346 C-134-1-4B
003A39 BlaKe, Richard K 000802 C-015
007390 Blanchard I Wilder Realty Trst 000119 D-133
007390 Blanchord & Wilder Realty Trst 001785 D-133-01
000127 Blanchard Auto Salvage 000118 F-172
000128 Blanchard, Isaac K 000120 F-001
000128 Blanchard, Isaac K 000121 C-077
000128 Blanchard, Isaac K 000123 C-077-01
003044 Blanchard, Hark C
000134 Blanchard, Stephen K
000134 Blanchard, Stephen K
006940 Blanchette, Pom M
000139 Blanchette, Robert A
000141 Blanchette, Ronald J
006639 BlashocK, Herbert
000143 BluhM, Peter D
000143 Bluhn, Peter D
000145 Blundo Jr, Nicholas
005187 Bly, Gertrude
004725 Bogdan, Donald R
000147 Bohosiewic^, Carol Thorne
000147 Bohosiewicz, Carol Thorne
























30,300 28,900 862 60,062
22,100 21,000 43,100
155,900 48,000 542 204,442
5,800 5,800




















21,000 18,000 1,651 40,651




79,700 23,240 1,395 104,335
14 14
246 246
02/11/99 15135 Town of Milton, NH Page 000005
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Nane - Range! 99 ELM ST., LLC to V0GT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = TO All Bill Codes ttt Codes =
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* Hap I Lot Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exesptions Net Value
000149 Bolton, Diane P
007788 Bolton, Harry J
000152 Booth Jr, George M
000153 Bornan, Eric H
000156 Boska, Susan L
004450 Bosquet, Tiiothy D
002569 Bosse Sr, Gary C
000157 Boston t Maine Railroad
000157 Boston I Maine Railroad
007754 Boucher, Albert R
000158 Boudreau, Deborah E
007787 Boudreau, KirX
007798 Bouley, BereK J
007798 Bouley, DereK J
005893 Bourgeois, Bruce L
007388 Bourn, Colin J
000164 Boutwell, Carl S
000167 Boutwell, Elier C
001718 Boutwell, Jaaes C





















007704 Bradshaw Revocable Trust, Robe 001086 L-048
001908 Bragdon, Barbara E 000162 F-03102
000177 Bragdon, Carole J 000160 H-018
000178 Bragdon, Robert A 000161 F-031-01
005697 Bragdon, Scott A 000375 D-lll
005697 Bragdon, Scott A 000904 K-097-02
000181 Bratten, Douglas P 000166 A-065
000181 Bratten, Douglas P 000167 A-065-01
000181 Bratten, Douglas P 000168 A-066
004802 Brennan, Jates M 000199 L-037
000182 Brennan, Thosas P 000170 J-083
004965 Brett, Eric 001626 M-088
004346 Brewster, Janice G 001752 C-128-02
000184 Brighat, Theodore F 000171 H-035
006212 Brighton Rev Trust, Judith 000957 C-021
006212 Brighton Rev Trust, Judith 000958 C-021-01
006212 Brightnan Rev Trust, Judith 001745 C-022-01
000187 Brochu, Paul E 000173 D-109
001836 Brochu, Paul J 001874 B- 140-07

















































































02/11/99 15535 Toun of Hilton, NH Page 000006
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Name - Range: 99 ELM ST., LLC to VDGT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = ttt All Bill Codes ttt Codes =
Act* Property Owner Ser* Hap I Lot
Tax Authority*. All Tax Authorities
Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
000190 Broderick, Hichael 000175 N049
000194 Brodeur, Dennis R 000176 D-056
000194 Brodeur, Dennis R 000177 D-056-01X
000196 Brookes II, Spencer C 000179 L-002
000198 Brooks, Carlton H 000178 C-041
000199 Brooks, S Philip I Virginia 000180 B-003
000203 Brookshire, Lynne R 000182 K-03S
003190 Brouillet, Mary Elizabeth 001635 D-095-36X
004514 Brown, Bradley L 001638 M-070
001847 Brown, Carlene H 000153 F-036
001847 Brown, Carlene M 000154 K-060
001067 Brown, Donald D 000183 B-064-01
000204 Brown, Jared 000184 K-110
000206 Brown, Lawrence A 000186 M- 031
001071 Brown, Ronald E 000187 B-137
000212 Bucko, Nary B 000189 K-142
000213 Budd, Ross S 000190 K-090
006716 Buffui, Paul 000366 C-065
005245 Bukowski, Zygwint 001795 D-158-07
003508 Bullard III, Earl A 001197 D-079
000220 Bunyard, Claud S 000194 D-005
000227 Burelle, Gary R 000198 C-104
002460 Burge, Monty J 000270 B-044
005138 Burger, Norton M 000181 M-046
007747 Burke, Tinothy 001826 H-042-22
001047 Burns Jr, William J 000201 C-019
004420 Burns, Glenn C 000725 K-151
000230 Burns, John E 000200 B-092
007307 Burrill, Christopher J 001325 K-128
000232 Bursey, David U 000156 F-033
000232 Bursey, David U 000202 F-020
000232 Bursey, David U 000203 F-035
000232 Bursey, David U 002050 F-035-01
000234 Burton Realty Trust 000204 A-006
000234 Burton Realty Trust 000205 C-001
000238 Byan, Deborah L 000210 H-029
000241 Byrd, Donald H 000214 J-120
000245 Cody, Michael U 000215 B-119-X
000245 Cody, Michael U 001146 B-ll?








































103,500 19,080 3,063 125,643
02/11/99 15136 Town of Hilton, NH Page 000007
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer None - Range: 99 ELM ST., LLC to VOGT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = m All Bill Codes «*« Codes =
Tax Authority* All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Sert Hap I Lot Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
004554 Caiado Sr, Manuel J
007410 Caiazzi, Christopher C
005059 Calderara, Darold












000252 Caepbell, Stewart V
006200 Caipos, Anthony P
007395 Cantwell, III, Uillioa J
006206 Care, Hichael D
















004890 Carlson Revocable Trust, Edna 000817 B-001
004890 Carlson Revocable Trust, Edna 000818 B-002
004890 Carlson Revocable Trust, Edna 001886 B-001 -01
007314 Carlson, John F 001423 H-071
002662 Carpenter Jr, H Whitney 000172 A-039-11X
004193 Carson Sr, Robert R 000762 B-0B1
003672 Carter Jr, Leonard N 001847 F-123-01
000265 Carter, Richard I Beverly 000232 K-037
007414 Caruso, Peter J 000536 C-123
000266 Cass Jr., Harley 6 000233 C-003
007812 Cassidy, Paul B 000425 K- 013
000271 Castro, Elizabeth A 000235 H-021
000272 Caswell, Ronald Y 000237 H-062
004326 Cate, Christopher J 000185 L-060
003948 Cauchon, Edward L 001163 H-042-12
000274 Cavallaro, Janes A 000238 H-074
000275 Center, Starr R 000239 B-157
000276 Center, Winston L 000240 K-049
006552 Cerri, Paul C 000196 C-014
000278 Chabot, Paul E 000241 L-039
000278 Chabot, Paul E 000242 L-045
007688 Chalet Pearl, Inc 000280 A-071
000280 Chalet Susse International 000243 C-127
000280 Chalet Susse International 000245 C-127-01
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ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Name - Range! 99 ELH ST., LLC to VOGT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = *«t All Bill Codes **t Codes =
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* Map i Lot Bldg Value Lond Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
000200 Chalet Susse International 000247 C-128-01
005880 Chamberlain Irr SN Trust, Jane 000579 B-091
004247 Chamberlain, Ann Marie 001318 M-027
000283 Chamberlain, Curtis U 000248 E-029-FX
006570 Chamberlin, Shannon Harrison 001808 H-042-04
004362 Chambers, Margaret P 001801 C-134-1 -3B
000286 Chaput, Peter J 000250 D-082-01
000289 Charette, Carolyn R 000150 M-035
000280 Charette, Norman 001569 M-036
003537 Chatfield, John F 001693 L-014
000290 Chauvin, William P 000251 B-023-01
000292 Checani, Craig 000252 F-017
000296 Cheney, Wayne C 000254 J-011
003668 Chou, Walter Y 000244 C-127-02
000300 Chouinard, Robert A 000255 J-030
004808 Chou, Michael 001442 D-094
004088 Chou, Michael 001443 L-064
004888 Chou, Michael 001444 L-065
003808 Christine Glenn T 000174 D-066
000302 Churchill, Eduin H 000257 B-027
000304 Ciardelli, Gary A 000258 B-038
000306 Cilley, Althea M 000259 K-160
000307 Claire, Dennis A 000260 D-069
001893 Claire, Stephen R 000740 M-068
003680 Clapp, Roger D 000263 C-101
003680 Clapp, Roger D 001878 C-023-02
003680 Clapp, Roger D 0M879 C-023-03
003680 Clapp, Roger D 001381 C-023-05
003600 Clapp, Roger D 001882 C-023-06
003680 Clapp, Roger D 001883 C-023-07
003600 Clapp, Roger D 002011 C-02308
006699 ClarK Jr, Raymond P 000617 C -122
007527 ClarK Revocable Trust, Deirdre 000157 A-012
007450 ClarK, Steven J 000193 H-107-05
000310 ClarK, Thatcher H 000264 D-090
000312 ClarKson, Terry L 000265 F-133-01
000314 Clayton, Abbie 000266 H-044
000316 Cleaves, Dorothy M 000267 J- 139
007777 Cleaves, Dorothy Trust, Doroth 000260 J-134

















































































02/11/99 15137 Town of Wilton, NH Page 000009
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Name - Range! 99 ELM ST., LLC to M0BT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = *** All Bill Codes *** Codes =
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005753 Cochrane, Kenneth C 000645 F-092
001883 Coe, Hargot T 000271 H-063
000320 Coffin, James P 000272 J-125
004452 Cole, Gregory H 000985 B-095-45X
004934 Collins, Joseph M 000229 D-095-25X
000326 Collins, Robert L 000277 K-016
000327 Collins, Stephen B 000278 A-003
000328 Contois, David E 000279 M-080
004198 Condon, Donald I 000824 D-047
000330 Condra, William F 000281 L-001
000331 Conlon, Robert P X Linda A 000282 H-094
000335 Conrad, Edward N 000284 B-121
000335 Conrad, Edward N 000285 D-154
007707 Cooley, Michael J 001554 M-033
004330 Cote, Almond J 001126 C-056
004330 Cote, Almond J 001127 C-058
004330 Cote, Almond J 001840 C-134-01-;
005595 Cote, David A 001837 H-057-10
007719 Cotter Jr, John A 000116 C-112
000338 Covici, Joan % Pascal 000287 A-035
000340 Cox, Michael D 000289 D-026
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000066 G-029
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000290 E-035
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000291 E-036
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000292 G-039
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000293 6-003
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000294 G-022
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000295 G-023
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000296 G-024
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000297 G-026
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000298 G-028
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000299 G-037
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000300 6-036
000341 Crawford, Charles K 000447 G-027
004547 Creighton, Brenda M 001015 H-110-01
006032 Cresta Rev Trust, Sam & Virg. 001789 D -158-01
004129 Crisafulli Rev Trust, Sal 000301 J-050
000344 CrooKer, Alan 000302 K-150
000343 CrooKer, Gary S 000303 L-011
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000348 Cuddihy, Janes M 000307 A-056
000349 Cuddihy, Marvin U 000308 A-055
000350 CudnohufsKy, Susan U 000309 A-039-10X
003856 Cunninghat, Lloyd Edward 000191 K-102
006175 Cunningham Uoyne K 001319 K-099
007404 Curran, David E 001825 H- 042-21
000351 Currier Revocable Trust, A 000310 B-051
002442 Cutler, Ronald E 001179 J-006
001080 Cutting Tool Technologies Inc 000313 B-098
000354 D I E Realty Trust 000342 H-054
000354 D I E Realty Trust 000343 F-098
000354 D i E Realty Trust 000344 F-095
000354 D I E Realty Trust 000345 F-129
000358 D'Aaore, Louis J 000320 D-085
003046 Dobrowski, Joseph S 000401 K-149
000356 Dailey, Harry 9 000315 H-lll-01
000357 Daley, Daniel J 000316 B-148
000357 Daley, Daniel J 000317 B-149
000359 Daniels Sr, Rudolph E 000321 D-029
006876 Davidson Jr, Donald C 001695 H-087
004428 Davidson Trust, Marwood 000326 E-030
004428 Davidson Trust, Norwood 000327 E-031
004428 Davidson Trust, Marwood 000329 E-025
004428 Davidson Trust, Marwood 000330 £-029
004428 Davidson Trust, Harwood 000331 E-032
004429 Davidson Trust, Sally M 000325 E-021
004429 Davidson Trust, Sally M 000328 E-022
000362 Davidson, C Tho«as 000324 K-061
000361 Davidson, Guy H 000323 E-029-BX
003092 Davidson, Matthew D 000365 L-025
003092 Davidson, Matthew D 000962 E-029-DX
000365 Davidson, Michael D 000332 E-024
000365 Davidson, Michael D 000333 E-026
000365 Davidson, Michael D 000334 G-004
000366 Davis, D Bradford 000335 D-127
000366 Davis, D Bradford 000336 D-128
001978 Davis, Kenneth P 000312 H-058-02
001082 Davis, Kinball D 000338 M-053
003547 Day, Preston E 000948 H-065



















33,600 16,000 7,000 42,600
49,800 22,000 71,800
20,600 12,000 182 32,782
353 353
266 266
500 18,800 1,390 20,690
793 793
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':-.* Property Owner
006079 Defelice, TImms
000373 Began, P Michael
000374 Decen, Kip E
004485 Delage, Hark








005633 Deaanche, Roger P 000393 M-026
005112 Beaers, Karen E 001394 C-085
006382 Dery Revoc Trust Acre, Karola 000355 tt-079
007752 Bery, Kevin M 000356 H-079-01
000384 Deschoaps, Alice J 000357 K-080
000385 Beschenes, A Lionel
006862 Despres, Shane A
006121 Destefano III, John




006455 Deysher, David A
000387 Dick, Jo Ann
002587 DicX, R«yaond A
004474 Dicfcsteir,, Steven
003469 DiLorenzo, Louise M
001086 Diocese of Winchester
001086 Diocese of Manchester
000392 DiSalvo, Doainic J
006624 Bisilva, Thoaas
005185 Dodds, Yayne E
006469 Bold, Terriwme
000394 Donahue, Jakes J
001957 Donahue, June T
004822 Donahue, Tiaothy J
006828 Donovan III, Daniel E
000397 Boron, Daryl P
003651 Doron, David F
000399 Drone, Sandra
000399 Drone, Sandra
000400 Draper Energy Coapany Inc
000400 Draper Energy Company Inc
000400 Draper Energy Coapany Inc
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000400 Draper Energy Conpany Inc 000385 K-066
000400 Draper Energy Conpany Inc 000386 K-067
000400 Draper Energy Conpany Inc 000387 K-076
005326 Draper Rev Trust, Stuart 000390 J-126
005326 Draper Rev Trust, Stuart 000391 J-127




000408 Draper, Stuart S





000408 Draper, Stuart S 001156 J-048
000410 Draper, Uillias A 000814 C-022-02
000410 Draper, William A 001654 C-022-04
007666 Drohan Revocable Trust, Nancy 000402 D-082-05
007346 Drohan, Kerry L 000616 B-053
000413 Drolet, Elizabeth H 000403 B-032
000413 Drolet, Elizabeth H 000404 B-033
000413 Drolet, Elizabeth H 000405 B-069
004310 Druimond, Roy 000815 D-095-16X
000414 Dubois, David A 000406 K-073
000415 Ducharne, Gertrude A 000407 C-011
000415 Ducharne, Gertrude A 001747 C-011-X
000416 Duchesne, Dennis F 000408 H-107-03
001977 Duffy, Nancy E 000337 K-077
000418 Duggin, Thomas X Elizabeth 000410 C-033
004609 DunKley, Scott
003494 Dunn, Elizabeth Myer
001927 Dunn, Gretchen C
000419 Dunn, Randolph A






005165 Dupont, Philip F 001379 D-130
000422 Duquette, Robert R 000414 A-058-03
000422 Duquette, Robert R 000415 A-058-04
001615 Durand, Paula 001393 H-076
004972 Durfee Joint Rev Trust Agreent 000416 B-029
007454 DurXee, Robert 001875 8-140-08
001946 Duval, Lee A 000418 K-125
004488 Dwyer, Jeffrey P 000475 J- 005
006557 E S T's United Venture Inc 001189 L-027















81,200 22,200 992 104,392
5 5










165,100 25,000 685 190,785
67,400 21,500 88,900
22,900 20,900 43,800
47,700 22,000 1,189 70,889
62,200 18,300 220 80,720
228 228
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006676 Eaton, Charles F 001125 H-022
006447 Ebner, Donald E. 000518 C-097
000429 Eckhardt, riichelle A 000424 G-010
000431 Eckstron, Robert R 000426 J-088
000431 Eckstros, Robert R 001570 H-159
000432 Edsunds, Daniel S 000427 D-144
001784 Edmunds, Karen L 000804 C-015-01
000433 Ed»unds, Ralph L 000428 B-132
000436 Edwards, Hark 000431 F-091
000437 Edwards, Richard E I Judith 000432 K-032
000438 Egan, Christopher T 000433 F-159
002332 Egan, Hellyn S 000912 M-097
002332 Egan, Hellyn S 000913 H-098
000441 Ellis Jr, Ronald M 000436 F-083-06
001092 Ellison, Hark 000438 B-095-10X
003612 Engel, Peter L 001553 H-108-01
001723 Eshback, Keith J 001571 J-004
000444 Everett, Edward 002012 H-002-06
000447 Faiiian Jr., Robert Neil 000443 D-017
005431 Fairbank, Andrew T 001618 D-080
000449 Fairfield, Winston L 000445 B-130
000449 Fairfield, Winston L 001560 B-140-05
000449 Fairfield, Winston L 001877 B-140-10
006857 Falk, Stephen C 001416 C-051
000452 Forrell, Tiwthy J 00044B F-096
005111 Farrington, Richard P 000030 D-019-02
007460 Fasulo, Judith A 001530 K-036
007427 Ferguson, Douglas S 001545 D 146
001913 Figlioli, Vincent J 000461 H-001
007673 Filene, Susan R 002051 A-048-01
000456 Fi«ble Door Coepany Inc 000450 E-028
000459 Firiin, Brian H 000451 F-067
000462 First Unitarian Church 000455 C-075
000462 First Unitarian Church 000456 C-081
007743 Fischer, Jaies Andrew 001619 H-037-01
007409 Fischer, Robert A 001439 B-063
005356 Fisher, John R 001268 J-077
007441 Fisher, Susan J 000697 K-091
003490 Fisk, Uarrell A 000533 D-082
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Sequenced by Taxpayer None - Range: 99 ELH ST., LLC to V0GT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
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006251 Fitzgerald, James
003708 Flat Iron Realty Trust
003708 Flat Iron Realty Trust
000737 Fleet Bank New Hampshire
000737 Fleet Bank New Hampshire
002790 Fleurant, Donald M
007386 FLY WAY FARM, LLC
007386 FLY WAY FARM, LLC
007386 FLY WAY FARM, LLC
000473 Flynn, David C
000475 Flynn, Dennis L
006835 Flynn, Willias C
000476 Fogg, George L
006480 Foley, Kiinberly
000478 Follansbee, Jacqueline A
000479 Fong, Michael
007692 Foote, Sheryl C
007348 Forand, Real L
000481 Forbes, Theodore I
000483 Forbes, Tyrone I
000485 Ford, Cindy M
003503 Forest Street Realty Trust
006629 Fornicola, Robert A
003850 Fortier, Marie T
000488 Fortier, Michael W
000490 Foster, Linda M
000492 Fournier, Ronald P
000496 Fox, David T
000498 Fox, Diane F
001096 Fox, Edwin G
000502 Franklin Jr, Guy W
000501 Franklin Pierce College
000501 Franklin Pierce College
000503 Fredette, Joseph
005885 Fried ntan Trust, C Denbeck
004659 Frisella, Michael J
005063 Fritsch, Peter-Eric
000506 Frolkey, Keith A
000513 Frye S Son, E B
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ABBREVIATED PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer None - Range! 99 ELM ST., LLC to VOGT, NANCY PEPIN
Detail Lines Included = No Additional Detail
Selected Bill Codes = *** All Bill Codes *** Codes =
Page 000015
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
ftct# Property Owner
000513 Frye i Son, E B
000513 Frye I Son, E B
000513 Frye I Son, E B
001097 Frye Estate, Whitney
001097 Frye Estate, Whitney
005134 Frye Trust, Walter S
005134 Frye Trust, Walter S
005134 Frye Trust, Walter S
005134 Frye Trust, Walter 5
000510 Frye, Charles H
000510 Frye, Charles H
000514 Frye, Gary W
000514 Frye, Gary W
000514 Frye, Gary W
0005i4 Frye, Gary W
000514 Frye, Gary W
000514 Frye, Gary W




000523 G i P Construction
000524 Gabaree, Bruce E
0O4487 Gabel, MarK A
004253 Gabor, William T


























007662 Gage Revocable Trusts, FranKli 000527 K-003
000526 Gage, David A
000526 Gage, David A
000529 Gage, Ruth E
007800 Gagnon, Anthony P
000533 Gallagher, Thonas H
005530 Gallen, Selena
000535 Galletta, Joseph J
006627 Galli, Roger C J
004025 Ganbrel Brook Inc
000539 Garbutt, Boyd V
003100 Garland, David M
000541 Gurnham, Daniel A
006853 Gendron, Michael P




















3,000 6,400 4,076 13,476
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000547 Gentes, Adrian C
002231 Gersky Jr., Allen J
005211 Gibbons Sr, Paul J
000549 Gibbons, Henry H
000549 Gibbons, Henry H
000549 Gibbons, Henry H
000550 Gibbons, Harcia J
000551 Gibbons, Hark J
002069 Giffin, Enily E
000555 Gifford, Douglas J
000556 Gilnore, Barbara A
005241 Giso Jr, John J
000557 Gleneck, Paul A
000557 Gleneck, Paul A
000559 Glines, David U
000559 Glines, David U
00055V Glines, David U
000559 Glines, David W
000559 Glines, David U
000559 Glines, David W
000559 Glines, David U
002065 Goddard, Claire E
000561 Goddard, David E
000561 Goddard, David E
000561 Goddard, David E
000562 Goddard, Elaine C
003267 Goddard, Janes D
0076/8 Goinsalvos, Hark E
004060 Goldbach, Williai T































001759 Good News Bible Church/ Wilton 001546 B-140-03
000565 Goodfellow, Jennie H 000573 C-137
000568 Goodnoe, Winifred L 001412 D-095-28X
000569 Goodridge, Edwin D 000577 H-048
007570 Goodwin Jr, Virgil W 000034 H-076
000571 Goodwin, Alice H
004905 Goodwin, Peter J
004907 Gottstein, Joseph J
001388 Gould-Leetch Trust
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007677 Grace, Judy A
005925 Grahaa, Anthony N
005925 Grahoa, Anthony M
004902 Graham, David W
000576 Granite State Concrete
000576 Granite State Concrete
000577 Grant, Jesse E
000578 Graves, Peter J
000578 Graves, Peter J
003486 Gray, June F
000581 Graziano, Janet L
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
007452 Greeley Revocable Trust
002057 Greeley, Harlon Randy
000582 Greeley, Michael R
000583 Greeley, Richard D
000587 Greene, Barbara E
000591 Greene, Jerry U
000591 Greene, Jerry U
000591 Greene, Jerry W
000591 Greene, Jerry U
000589 Greene, Martha J
000592 Greenhalgh, Barry
005628 Greenaan Rev Trust, Janet
005628 Greenaan Rev Trust, Janet
000599 Griffin, Edwina M
002766 Griffith, Beverly J
000605 Griffith, John R
000605 Griffith, John R
000608 Grigore, Dan Cristian
003599 Grigore, Gheorghe C
000087 Groh, Trauger M
000612 Groves, Bonita E
000616 Guay Sr, Maurice G




















































27,900 21,400 763 50,063
3,200 3,200














115,000 18,000 408 133,408
109 109
39,600 8,000 47,600
25,300 16,000 365 41,665
98,100 16,000 571 114,671
41,300 13,800 55,100
44,500 14,800 59,300
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002801 Guay, Martin L 001434 L-009
002801 Guay, Martin L 001435 L-010
000618 Guild, Curtis L 002054 H-002-05
005061 Guild, Mary E 001863 H-032-02
006211 Guy, Shelley S 000441 L-05?
006211 Guy, Shelley S 000442 L-061
007824 Guynont, Ralph H 000813 C-072
004614 Haas, Ronald A 000276 M-01?
001758 Haas, Shirley 001547 A-075
000620 Hodley, Charles 000628 H-070
004531 Hodley, Morion L 001104 J-078
005938 Hodley, Pomelo J 000920 J-096
003272 Hall i Charles A 000539 H-045
006761 Hall, Eiily 002044 B-048-2
000624 Hall, Jonathan S 000631 K-004
000626 Hallett, Eleanor L 000632 C-04?
003114 Haibrick, Lee F 001797 D-158-09
000627 Hanlin, Charles H 000633 H-114
006762 Hantond, Norris 001306 H-089-1
000631 Handy, Carol A 000635 B-146
006497 Hanisch, Jeonnette 000088 C-098
003938 Hanisch, Ronald A 000318 H-010-01
003938 Hanisch, Ronald A 000319 H-011
000632 Hannigan III, Michael J 000636 K-122
000634 Hannigon Jr., Michael J 000637 L-054
000638 Hansen, Otto E 00063? L-012
000638 Hansen, Otto E 000640 L-034
000641 Hardy, Margarette P 000642 C-140
000640 Hardy, Walter J 000641 C-138
000642 Hargrove, Gilbert P 000643 L-029
003762 Harper, Michael Wayne 000098 K-019
001655 Harris, Cynthia J 001566 D-095-03X
003951 Hart, Lynn A 001170 F-072
004914 Hartley III, Russell E 000629 H-071
000648 Harwood, Chester E I Evelyn H 000648 J-058
000648 Harwood, Chester E I Evelyn H 000649 J-059
001101 Hastings, Daniel I 000650 D-065
001104 Hastings, June L T 000651 0-031-01
001103 Hastings, Mark A 001996 H-029-01-3
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007749 Haynes, Edmind J 000799 C-148
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000654 E-038
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000655 E-044
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000656 E-045
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000657 E-045-A
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000662 G-025
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000664 E -047
004486 Heald Revocable Trust, Philip 000665 G-042
001105 Heinonen, Karl A 000675 B-116
001107 Henderson, Andrew J 000676 B-093
005757 Hennessey, George 000417 H-028
004384 Henry, Bruce B 000224 A-042
006506 Heppe, Karen A. 001006 H-066
000656 Herlihy, Thonas P 000677 D-032
001889 IlicKerson Jr, Willia» H 000972 B-046
000658 Higgins Prevel Siapson Pal»er 000678 H-118-01
000659 High Mowing School 000686 F-116
000659 High Mowing School 000687 F-131
000659 High Mowing School 000688 F-130
000659 High Mowing School 000689 F-128
004076 Highfields Revocable Trust 000864 B-144
003710 Highland Horseshoe RealtyTrust 000596 L-019
002885 Hill, Enelienne Gibbons 000549 F-093-2
005188 Hill, Robert A 001363 B-087
000663 Hillsborough County Cenetery 000682 A-007
000672 Hitchiner Manufacturing Co 000693 D-087
000672 Hitchiner Manufacturing Co 000694 D-089
000673 Hoagland Sr, David A 000695 D-124
000673 Hoagland Sr, David A 000696 M-095
001728 Hoar, Andrew V 001579 C-084
000676 Hodge Jr, Herbert T 000698 K-010
000682 Hodgeian, Stanley H 000699 D-150
000678 Hodgen, Arthur J 000700 L-022
000678 Hodgen, Arthur J 000701 L-030
000680 Hodgen, Wesley 000702 J-084
006427 Hoeppner, Terri L. 000458 H-066
004912 Hoff, Uilliai A 000444 H-093
006840 Holcoibe, H Judson 000541 K-047
005872 Holder Rev Trust, L David 001832 H-057-05












169,200 19,500 714 189,414
47,150 15,600 62,750




671,805 70,600 716,128 26,277
126,300 42,200 134,080 34,420
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005872 Holder Rev Trust, L David
005872 Holder Rev Trust, L David




000686 Holses, Frederick M
000687 Hollies, Michael B
000687 Holnes, Michael B
000688 Holies, Raymond A
003810 Holnes, Richard F
000689 Holmes, Thomas G
000691 Holt Brothers
000691 Holt Brothers
005493 HOLT REVOCABLE TRUST, ELLEN






000693 Holt, Kenneth R
000694 Holt, Mark C
000696 Hone Farm Realty Trust
000696 Hone Far* Realty Trust
000696 Hone Far* Realty Trust
000696 Hone Far* Realty Trust
005809 Hoover Trust, Hubert M
000699 Hoover, Hubert M
000699 Hoover, Hubert M
004492 Horsley, Sylvia W
000700 Houle, Rene
004230 Howard, Courtney E
000702 Howard, Gregory M
007775 Howard, Joseph T
002512 Howard, Robert L
005984 Howe, Douglas M
000705 Hubbard, David U
005240 Hubbard, Reed P























































78,000 26,400 1,147 105,547
813 813
3,080 19,800 1,277 24,157






13,200 22,000 2,226 37,426
86,700 16,700 3,208 106,608
12,800 858 13,658
331 331




49,800 19,950 269 70,019
39,900 18,200 58,100
9,700 9,700
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000708 Hubert, Nancy M 000734 J-022
005887 Hunt, Nancy Miller 000621 M-047
000710 Hunter, D Rachel 000737 C-040
000712 Hurley, Elizabeth A Trustee 000738 K-145
000714 Hurley, John W 000739 B-138
000717 Hussey, Edward H 000741 F-062
000718 Hussey, Forrest A 000742 J-029
000722 Hutchinson Jr, Ernest R 000745 F-104
007718 Hutchinson Revocable Trust, Er 000744 L-031
002529 Hutchinson, Cindi L 000880 J-092
002528 Hutchinson, Craig J
000729 Hutchinson, Esther E
000724 Hutchinson, John H
002660 Hutchinson, Kin
000726 Hutchinson, Leah C
000726 Hutchinson, Leah C
000728 Hutchinson, Lester U
000731 Hutchinson, Paul F
000731 Hutchinson, Paul F
000733 Hyaowitz, Janet H
000734 Hysette, James
004382 lilies, Christian
006688 Imperial Nestegg LLC
006688 Iuperial Nestegg LLC
006688 Imperial Nestegg LLC
002/65 Ingrahaa, Robert D
006558 Isaak, Elaine C.
006151 J % E Realty Trust
000739 J i M Realty Trust
005289 JacKson, Barry
004780 Jacques, Michael S
006448 Jacques, Steven B»
000742 Jadis, Paul A
000742 Jadis, Paul A
002689 Jaime, Enrique D
003700 Jarest Trust, Arthur
000747 Jarest, Eleanor L
000748 Jarest, Geraldine C
000749 Jarvis, Leo R
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000755 Jean, Kevin H
000236 Jeffers, Janice G
004026 Jennings, David L
000758 Jennings, Ross V
004930 Johnson Jr, U Bruce
000760 Johnson, Carleton S
000761 Johnson, Lorey Z
000762 Johnson, Scott W
005529 Jones, Michael J
000765 Jones, Rosona H
000766 Jouders, Allen U
000768 Jowders, Harold R
000770 Jowders, John A
004906 Joyal, Jason E
005690 Joyce, Michael E
006236 Joyce-Page, Kathleen A
001111 Kahn, Richard S
005902 Kaladish Rev Trust, Alison
005902 Kaladish Rev Trust, Alison
005110 Kaladish, Robert
002899 Kaniwec, George
000772 Kann, Erwin G
002861 Kaynen, RebeKah
WQ776 Keddy, Richard J
000779 Keefe, Uillian J
000779 Keefe, Uilliai J
000779 Keefe, Pillion J
000779 Keefe, Williai J
000782 Keilig Trust, R H Sr & J L
000780 Keilig, Carol J
007336 Keleher, Douglas V
007802 Kelly, Kathleen H
000785 Kennedy, K. Janes
000787 Kennedy, Harold E
000787 Kennedy, Harold E
002167 Kennedy, Matthew J
006235 Kernich, Thosas P
000793 Keyes, Earl S
001730 Khoury, Charles R
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006073 Kiddie, Eleanor R
000795 Kigali, Dana J
000797 Kincaid, Wayne R
000799 King, Neil
000804 KirKland, Keith B
000804 KirKland, Keith B
005231 Klinghoffer, Judith An
007362 Klose, Nelson
005860 Knight, Keith S.











006283 Knowlton Rev Trust, Barbara A 000812 A-051
007616 Koehler Inc., J T
006800 KoKKo, Robert F
006380 KoXXo, Robert F
004616 Koning, 6 Paul
006842 Krupin, Lisa «
006874 Kudlafc, Kathleen L
000813 Kullgren, Fran*
000823 LaBarre, Roy«ond P
004453 Label Art Inc
004453 Label Art Inc
004453 Label Art Inc
004453 Label Art Inc
004453 Label Art Inc
004453 Label Art Inc
004453 Label Art Inc
005401 Labnon, David M
000753 Labrie, Alfred P
000825 LaCasse, Edward
000826 LaCasse, Joseph E
005903 Lacroix, Maureen K.
000829 Ladouceur, Roger H
000833 Lajoie, Roland
000810 Latbert, Jean M
000837 LoMinen Jr, Eddie J
000837 Lawmen Jr, Edd-e J
000837 Lawmen Jr, Eddie J
000839 Lawmen, C Edith
003601 LaMontagne, 6eorge
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005438 LaPonsey, Jane E
000848 LaPonsie, John Corad
000850 Larpenter, Bryan A
002221 Larpenter, Narjorie A
002221 Larpenter, Marjorie A
000852 Lass, Jeffrey N
006500 Laughlin, Joseph
000854 Laurel Lodge
001115 Laurent, Richard J
004960 Lawrence, Kenneth E
005333 Laurence, Wesley H
003545 Leadbeater, Todd A
007412 Leask, John C
000857 LeBlanc, Nornan E




















007826 Lee Living Trust, Charles, I W 000373 C-010
000860 Leete Jr, Charles U
000862 LeFrancois, Richard P
000862 LeFrancois, Richard P
001117 Leiire Real Estate, Joan P
003888 Lewi re, George D
000865 Lenire, Joan P
000865 Lenire, Joan P
000865 Lenire, Joan P
000865 Lenire, Joan P











005786 Leonardi, Michael J 000234 F-080
006043 LePine, Alan 001343 M-015
005492 Leutzinger Rev Trust, Charles 000855 A-032
001118 Levesque, Gerard J 000856 J-033
000867 Levesque, Robert 000859 J-038
004858 Levine, Harold C
005329 Lilley, Janes J
003523 Limoges, Michael J
000873 Linke, Dallas R







53,600 22,000 1,199 76,799




































115,900 23,000 655 139,555
68,700 15,100 83,800
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42,000 20,900 1 62,90C
37,600 7,200 44, BOO
31,700 11,300 7,000 36,000
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007683 Haniscalchi, Vincent F
000934 Han ley, Martin I
001124 Manley, Thomas E
000935 Mannarino, FranK A
000938 Manning, Helga
005423 Hanning, John Brent
004042 Mares, Jeffrey A
000940 HarK, Dana
000941 MarKaverich, Darryl J
000943 HarKaverich, Dennis M
000943 MarKaverich, Dennis M
000945 MarKs, Edward J
006471 Harois, John M
007523 Harsh, Janes P
















000952 Marlel, Theresa H 000922 L-035
000955 Hartin Jr, Arthur J 000924 K-029
007793 Hartin Revocable Trust, Janet, 000030 H-018
007793 Martin Revocable Trust, Janet, 000082 H--024
000953 Hartin, Andrew L 000923 H-017
001856 Hartin, Janes P
006831 Martin, Kevin U
000764 Hastronarino, Kathleen F




003858 Mazzuchelli, Joseph A
003059 Mazzuchelli, Richard
005724 HcAdaii Martha A
001734 McCallion, Jenny D
001734 HcCallion, Jenny D
000965 McCalnont, Marc U
000965 McCaliont, Marc U
001128 McCarthy Heirs
002533 McCarthy, Kathryn
006810 McCtirtie, John Christopher
005789 McCoraacK, Richard S,
007303 McCurry, Donald L























31,700 11,300 15,000 28,000
86,000 18,600 487 105,087
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006811 HcDonough, Steven J
004811 HcDonough, Steven J
000972 HcEntee, Timothy J
000972 HcEntee, Timothy J






005755 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Charles 000946 H-012
005755 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Charles 001304 H-056
005755 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Charles 001590 F-097
005813 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Donald R 000939 F-086
005813 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Donald R 000940 K-040
005889 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Dorothy 000941 F-102
005889 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Dorothy 000942 F-090
005889 HcGettigan Rev Trust, Dorothy 000943 F-100
005737 HcGettigan Rev. Trust, Laura 000938 F-103
002294 HcGettigan, Dale A 000478 B-028
002301 HcGettigan, David H 001686 K-055
000979 HcGettigan, James J 000944 F-089
001078 Hc&overn, Sandra Caswell 000236 D-120
005057 HcGroth Trust, Cosette 000947 K-096
007649 HcGuigan, Brian G 001228 H-062
000983 Hclntyre, Dennis 000949 K-012
006817 HcKay, Uilliam C 001230 C-044
006817 HcKoy, Uilliam C 001231 C-043
000882 HcKenzie, Jacqueline 000871 B-100
004879 HcKeown Trust, The 000954 H-022
007702 HcLinn, David E 001845 B-140-06
000985 HcHillan Jr, Thomas H 000955 B-060
000989 HcOuade Sr, Robert A 000959 L-058
005143 HcVicKer, Stephen 002003 C-134-01-5
007664 Hedlyn, Edward R 000987 D-095-39X
001132 Hega, Christopher A 000960 H-081
000990 Helcher Jr, Harold P 000961 H-095
006647 Hellon, Nancy S 000540 H-027
006618 Hercier Jr, Arthur R 000836 D-151
000993 Herrill, Douglas C 000963 F-060
000993 Herrill, Douglas C 000964 K-039
000993 Herrill, Douglas C 000965 K-157
000995 Herrill, John A 000966 H-098
004135 Heserve, David D 001876 B-140-09
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004573 Migneault, Edward
000999 Miles, Eaily J
000914 Milford Elm Street Trust
001134 Milford Ela Street Trust
001006 Miller Jr, Wilburn M
001000 Miller, David D
003327 Miller, Richard S
001009 Millett, Stasia B
001010 Millward, FronK S
001056 Millward, Nancy A
001013 Minott, George L
005258 Mitchell Rev Trust, Thoios
001018 Mochrie, Marion E















001135 MonadnocK Comnunity Land Trust 000983 A- 039
001017 MonadnocK Mountain Water
001017 MonadnocK Mountain Water
001017 MonadnocK Mountain Water
001137 Monroe, James J
006866 Montresor, Maureen A
007328 Honzies, Martina A
007810 Moore Revocable Trust, Thoaas
001130 Moore, Albert I Anne C
005557 Moore, Anne C
005834 Moore, Thomas W.
001139 Moreau, Henry
005376 Morneau, Scott L.
007371 Moro, John J
007333 Morrow, Stephen L
001143 Morse, Craig E
001145 Morse, Douglas K
001146 Morse, Jonathan F
001149 Mudgett Sr, Stephen J
001981 Mudgett, George
001150 Mullett Housing Associates
004118 Muri, Heinz H
007676 Murphy, Casey E
006209 Murphy, Williaa F
005422 Murray, Patricia A
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001156 Nodeau, Gary A 001009 H-074
001161 Narayanan, Madayath I Praaeela 001012 B-095-17X
001296 Nathan, Aliina 002049 B-119-1X
005242 Natoli, Richard 000638 C--062
006426 Nature Conservoniy 001707 E-008
001162 Neel, Patricia
001167 Nelson, Bruce S
001169 Nelson, David A
001171 Nelson, Janes T






001175 New England Foresty Foundation 001021 E-016
001175 New England Foresty Foundation 001022 C-031
001175 New England Foresty Foundation 001023 C-036
001735 New England Tel i Tel 001591 C-089-01
001458 New Hampshire, State of 000139 D-072
001458 New Hampshire, State of
001458 New Hampshire, State of
001458 New Haapshire, State of
00145K New Haapshire, State of
001458 New Hampshire, State of
001458 New Hampshire, State of
001458 New Haapshire, State of
007757 New Spartan Properties LLC
007757 New Spartan Properties LLC
007757 New Spartan Properties LLC
007757 New Spartan Properties LLC
002668 Newsted, Nancy Alexander
005022 Newton, MarX
001177 NH Water Resources Division
001177 NH Water Resources Division
001177 NH Water Resources Division
001177 NH Water Resources Division























001178 Nilsson, Diane 001035 A-057
003701 Nine Maple Street Realty Trust 001167 K-048
003489 Nita Jr, Albert A 000354 B-140-04
007706 Noel, Patricia E 000449 H-096
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006886 Norman, David D
006443 Nottingham Rev Trust, Milton
006443 Nottingham Rev Trust, Milton
001184 Nourse, Donald R
003821 Novom, Martin
001185 O'Brien III, Sherman J
003/06 0'Hare, Michael
006114 0'Leary, Margaret R
006225 0'Shea, Ellen
003516 Oberg, Peter & Celeste
005428 Occhialini, Jones N
005428 Occhialini, James N
001187 Olsen, Stanley C
004552 Orchard View Association
004931 Orsi, Dennis R
001190 Orzel, Diane
001192 Osgood, Jere
005353 OstrowsKi, Ronald J
007630 Othot, Steven L
001196 Ouellette, Peter R
003082 Owen, Christopher C
005425 Owen, John D
004553 OwensKanner, Dion
001198 Oxman, Allan G SSusan B
006686 PacKard Revocable Trust
001201 Page, Leo L
006096 Page, Steven P,
001202 Pajanen, George
001203 Pajanen, Richard T
































001204 Palmer, David 001065 J-130
001207 Pano, Robert B 001067 H-102
000802 Paquin, Linda Marie 000801 J-097
002091 Parker RevocableTrust, Natalie 000589 J-123
002474 Parker, Gene A 001069 B-107
001211 Parker, Grayson L
001211 Parker, Grayson L
001211 Parker, Grayson L
001211 Parker, Grayson L





























82,800 9,000 462 92,262
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001212 ParKer, Natalie C
001212 ParKer, Natalie C
001215 ParKer, Robert L
001213 ParKer, Million R
001213 ParKer, Uilliou R
001213 ParKer, Uilliou R
005709 Paro Revocable Trust, Viola
001217 Paro, Colette R
001218 Paro, Donald L
001222 Paro, Joseph
005886 Parsons Revocable Trust, R 8
001228 Pasquarella, Michael J
007167 Patten, Andrea
006507 Patten, Laura
001233 Patterson Sr, Janes
001235 Patterson, Ronald P
005696 PecKhan, Alan D
007462 PeeK, Heidi E
001238 PelKey, Dean M
001240 Pellerin, Joan C
001242 Pellerin, Leo E
002519 Pellerin, Michael K
001245 Pelletier, George I
001247 Perfito, Anthony J
003017 PerKins, PatricK U
001251 Perry, Ron B
002812 Persch-Colenan, Jayne
003438 Peterborough Savings BanK
006444 Peters Rev Trust, Elsie R
006444 Peters Rev Trust, Elsie R
006444 Peters Rev Trust, Elsie R
006444 Peters Rev Trust, Elsie R
001260 Peterson, Judith K
001259 Peterson, Leonard J
001259 Peterson, Leonard J
006524 Pettit, Jeffrey S
006143 PhilbricK, Brenda M
006715 PhilbricK, Brendan J
005698 PhilbricK, Jere»y















































24,200 10,500 10,000 24,700
25,600 8,000 33,600
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005161 Phillips, Henry
007823 Phoenix Financial Group, Inc.
007823 Phoenix Financial Group, Inc.
007823 Phoenix Financial Group, Inc.






005792 Picard, David L. 000107 C-121-02
003072 Pieterse, Herle B 001051 C-134-1-3A
002682 PiKcilingis, Eric J 000043 H-077
001266 PiKe, Alexander Paul, 1 Elizab 001120 K-051
001269 Pine Hill Waldorf School 001122 F -099
004235 Pinette, Gary
004040 Pioli, Daniel
007309 Pisz, Patricia A
004349 PitUan, Alexis
001272 Pittian, Ruth S
00S325 Poisson, Donna H
005325 Poisson, Donna H
006631 Poisson, Paul J
007311 PollocK Revoc Trust, Raymond











003054 Pollock Revocable Trust 001134 D-137
007792 PollocK Revocable Trust, Robert 001136 L-021
001275 PollocK, John A 001132 B-037
006492 PollocK, Wendy L 000067 K 104
006622 PolonsKy, Christine F 002042 H-089-7
004501 Poison, Williai R
003674 Poplar, Tinothy
003094 Popores, Gregory S
001285 Portnoy, Million E






005509 Pottle, Tho»as E 000158 K-131
007687 Pratt Family Ho«es Inc, Daniel 001831 H-057-04
001290 Pratt, Margaret H 000421 A-013
001290 Pratt, Margaret M 001141 F-083-03
001293 Pratt, Robert L 001144 F-151
006549 Prejsnar Rev Trust, J T
003128 Preston, Howard A
001300 Prevost Jr, George E
001302 Price, RodericK M
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001313 Proctor Agency
001319 Proctor Sr, Samel G
001319 Proctor Sr, Saiuel G
001319 Proctor Sr, Saiuel
001319 Proctor Sr, Saiuel 6
001319 Proctor Sr, Saiuel G
001319 Proctor Sr, Saiuel G
004380 Proctor Trust, Verna M
004380 Proctor Trust, Verna M
004380 Proctor Trust, Verna M
004380 Proctor Trust, Verna M
006675 Proctor Trust, Verna M
001316 Proctor, Eileen D
001317 Proctor, Jaies M
001321 Proctor, Stephen G
001321 Proctor, Stephen G
003479 Proctor, Susan
001327 Provost % Rayoond
001327 Provost & Rayiond





















005064 Provost Trusts, PierrelVSLura 001191 B-014
001328 Public Service Coipany of NH 001195 L-049
001328 Public Service Coipany of NH 001196 D- 097
001328 Public Service Coipany of NH 001720 L-049A
002096 Puddington, Elizabeth D 000691 D-136
001334 Putnai's Store
003806 Putnai, Brian R
001332 Putnai, Paul K
001329 Putnai, Richard
001333 Putnai, Susan J
001337 PVA-EPVA Inc
001338 Quinn Brothers Corp
001338 Quinn Brothers Corp
001338 Quinn Brothers Corp
001338 Quinn Brothers Corp
001330 Quinn Brothers Corp
001339 Quinn, Ella T
006668 Quinn, Thoias H
006668 Quinn, Thoias M
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005113 Radziewicz, Theresa R
001343 Rafieymehr, Ali
001345 Rafter, Bruce T
001346 Rankin, Don P
004763 RantoBaKi, Richard A
005725 Raposo, Marc S
005436 Raymond , Gary W
001352 Regional Urban Development
001352 Regional Urban Development
001352 Regional Urban Development
001352 Regional Urban Development
001352 Regional Urban Development
001353 Reid, Charles B
004402 ReinfranK, Mark A
000102 RenwicK, Hugh B
001355 Reynolds Sr, Roland A
001355 Reynolds Sr, Roland A
007808 Reynolds, Nathan D
001357 Rich, Kenneth
006230 Richards Jr., Francis A
005579 Richards, Louisa Horris
006280 Riley, James F





004839 Risley, Timothy U
007721 Robbins, Margaret E
001373 Roberge, Raymond J
001377 Robichoud, Jean Guy
004351 Robillard Jr., Ronald J
005370 Rocco, Kenneth P
001386 RocKwood, Jane E
001785 Rodgers, Michael D
005520 Roedel, Beborah
001389 Roedel, Katharine L
001390 Roemer, David M
001744 Roeper, Andrew P
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001391 RolKe, Stuart A
001395 Roper Jr, Martin J
001396 Rosen, Michael R
001398 Ross Sr, David A
001400 Ross, Garden B
001401 Rossi, Louis R
001403 Roy, Anne E
004918 Roy, David P
001404 Roy, Richard
001142 RudinsKy, Thoaas S
006174 Rue's AutoMotive Inc.
006327 Ruqgiero, Lorraine L
007685 Ruiz, Jr, Luis A
005214 Ruutopold, Alar
005220 Ruuttila, Eeru T
007714 Ryan, Thotas E
001405 Rysnik, John M
001019 S I S Realty Inc
005290 SadowsKi, Ednund J
001020 Saler, Jules
003378 Salisbury, Cynthia J
006157 Salisbury, Ethan Allen
002206 Salisbury, Peter D
007439 Sanborn, Christopher W


























005723 Sanders Living Trust, Janice E 001804 A-031-02
005723 Sanders Living Trust, Janice E 001805 A-031-01
002566 Sanders, Janice E 001263 A-005
002566 Sanders, Janice E 001264 A-010
002566 Sanders, Janice E 001266 A-018
001023 Sanders, Penelope 000735 F--168
001024 Sanders, Rodney A 000010 F-167
001024 Sanders, Rodney A 001261 F-010
001024 Sanders, Rodney A 001262 F-169
001028 Santerre, Elier A 001269 J-044
001029 SargavaXian, Kenneth 001270 H-034
004904 Sargent Rev Trust, Kenneth 001274 H-032
001031 Sargent, Donald L 001271 H-091
001032 Sargent, Jonathan N 001272 H-030
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001037 Savage Sr, Norland H 000928 A-027
001037 Savage Sr, Harland H 001276 A-062
000735 Savage, Julia L 000756 K-050
006031 Savoie Revocable Trust, D I U 000672 0-001-01
007373 Sowers, Janes R 000530 D~14?
005610 Schastny, Caroline 001284 C-045
006281 Scheff, Jaies L 000435 F-152
001042 Schiidt Sr, David H 001279 J-014
001042 Schnidt Sr, David M 001280 J-074
007615 Schnidt, Tace F 002024 A-039-02X
004096 Schnare, Curtis G 000353 L-015
007202 Schneeian, Caroline 001283 C-046
006891 Schoen, Robin Ross 001010 D-012
001044 Schultz, C Stanley 001281 M-012-01
002558 Schultz, Thonas C 001003 B-127-01
001406 Schwab, Richard 001282 F-149
005831 SchwanKe, David U. 001436 H-110-02
005831 SchwanKe, David U. 002022 H-110-03
004910 Scott, Jeffrey L 000275 F--118
001409 Scripter, John A 001285 H-048
001413 Second Congregational Church 001287 J -017
001414 Seeton Jr, Leland U 001289 J-128
005607 Sellar, Richard N 001773 J-090-01-B
001415 ShanKlin, Nonan D 001290 F-117-01
001415 ShanKlin, Nor»on D 001291 F-117
004491 SharKey, Richard L 001292 F-023
004491 SharKey, Richard L 001294 F-024
006470 ShattucK, Ronald A 002038 H-089-3
001418 Shea Estate, Eileen 001296 K-121
001419 Shea Estate, Frances 001297 K-119
005884 Shea Rev Trust, Stanley E 001300 C-135-01
005884 Shea Rev Trust, Stanley E 001600 K-063
001422 Shea, John F 000102 B-054
007398 Shea, Michael J 001301 C-135-02
005115 Shepardson, John 000374 B-080
005129 Sheppard, Richard C 000398 M-024
001427 Sherburne Estate, Haxwell G 001305 H-081
006704 ShoewKer Land Assoc LLC 002046 F-093-1
001432 Silva, Anna M 001317 K-009




97,300 18,000 1,835 117,135
48,600 20,500 69,100
18,200 13,520 728 32,448
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001438 SKelly Jr, John F
003663 Smart, Daniel R
004333 Smith Revocable Trust, Roy U
002437 Smith, Frederick
005880 Smith, Harry R
004331 Smith, Jean E
001443 Smith, Kenneth R
001443 Smith, Kenneth R
003670 Smith, Richard A
001445 Smith, Roland A
001450 Society for the Protection
001450 Society for the Protection
001450 Society for the Protection
001450 Society for the Protection











001450 Society for the Protection
001450 Society for the Protection
001450 Society for the Protection
001450 Society for the Protection











003683 Soucy, Kevin P
001451 Souhegan Wood Products
001451 Souhegan Wood Products
004820 Spear Jr, Robert E
006493 SpranKle Sr, Richard C
002696 St Clair, Donald U
004991 St Clair, Douglas P
006287 St Onge, Steven P
006855 St Pierre, Lee R
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001454 Staiti, Jacqueline
007736 Starkweather, Lisa
001237 Starling, Richard P
001460 Stearns, Herbert C
001462 Stearns, Janes W
007366 Steele, Stuart J
005937 Stein Revocable Trust, Randi
004143 Steinberg, Joseph S
001467 Stevens, Jere N
005355 Stevens, Mark A
004532 Stewart, Robert L
001470 Stickney, Kenneth C
006712 St ill wagon, Matthew J
002531 Stinson, Timothy K
005890 Stone Rev Trust, R. F. S E.
001477 Stone, Roy F
004935 Stover Rev Trust, Thel«o
006196 Straw, Matthew F
































ivan & Proctor 001371 C-102
ivan et al, David 001373 D-008
ivan Pers, Trust, Charles 001368 D-140-02
ivan Real Estate Trust 001369 D-139
ivan Real Estate Trust 001370 D-138
ivan Real Estate Trust




001490 Sullivan, George B
007680 Sullivan, Kenneth J
001494 Suna Realty Trust
004781 Sweeney, Paul M
001495 Sweezy, Paul 8 Alan
001495 Sweezy, Paul t Alan
001495 Sweezy, Paul t Alan
001495 Sweezy, Paul i Alan
001495 Sweezy, Paul i Alan
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001496 Swift Water Girl Scout Council 00138? F-002
006496 SzewczyX, Todd 000555 H-002-01
001500 Tallarico, John K 001611 6-035-01
001502 Tallarico, Leslie 001612 G-035
001502 Tallarico, Leslie 001613 6-035-02
001502 Tallarico, Leslie 001614 G-031
001503 Tallarico, Robert * Myrtle 001615 G-033
001503 Tallarico, Robert I Myrtle 001616 G-034
001507 Tatum, Patricia M 001620 K-030
001509 Taylor, Donald 000568 A-060
001509 Taylor, Donald 000571 A-058-06
001509 Taylor, Donald 000575 A-061
001509 Taylor, Donald 001621 C-02?
001509 Taylor, Donald 001623 C-032
001509 Taylor, Donald 001624 A-068
001509 Taylor, Donald 001625 A--064
001509 Taylor, Donald 002052 A-059-02
004207 Taylor, Nelson H 000918 H-033
004357 Teger, Jonathan B 001568 D-116
006156 Telecomnunications Systens 001359 J-101
006278 Temple, Jonathan P 001807 H-042-03
006305 Testa Revoc. Trust, Gilbert E 001629 M-045
006305 Testa Revoc. Trust, Gilbert E 001630 M-040
001517 Testa, Diane R 001631 M-061
001519 Tetreault, Roland R 001633 J-093
001521 Thebodeau, Carlton C
001524 Theil, Uillian R
001526 Theriault, Arnand J
006610 Theriault, Marc R
004004 Thibault, MarK P
006070 Thibault, Vance Arthur
001529 Thonas, RicXy M




004344 Thonpson, Marl; U
007475 Thonpson, Richard F
002418 Thonpson, Terri Lee
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001537 Tighe, John F 001645 K-074 24,800 8,000 32,800
001539 Tighe, Martha R 001646 K-075 27,300 11,000 33,300
001540 TinKer, Eugene J 001164 K-158 200 200
001540 TinKer, Eugene J 001647 K-159 17,600 8,900 26,500
005747 To»er, Idelle J 001128 C-086 47,300 18,300 65,600
004539 Torre, Joseph F 000269 A-004-01 63,100 20,900 84,000
005267 Townsend, Jr, C. John 001565 D-095-29X 35,900 6,100 42,000
007102 Townsend, Patricia A 000832 D-019-05 73,400 20,400 93,800
001547 Travis, Stephen E 001651 B-063 75,200 18,600 93,800
001549 Trenblay, Randal P 001652 H-107-04 69,300 22,000 91,300
004745 Trow, Donna L 001655 D-052 44,800 18,900 63,700
001553 TucXer, Arnold U 001656 L-053 37,200 16,600 53,800
005878 Tuliwiero, Vito J. 000953 H-l 11-03 43,800 16,800 60,600
001556 Tuomala, Dawn 001657 K-172 37,474 18,337 55,811
003051 Turner, Pamela S 001377 L-067 39,300 6,800 46,100
001566 Tuttle Jr, Richard R 001674 F-032 24,700 24,700
001566 Tuttle Jr, Richard R 001675 F-030 36,600 20,300 56,900
001566 Tuttle Jr, Richard R 001676 F-029 13,400 13,300 26,700
001566 Tuttle Jr, Richard R 001677 F-047 41,400 19,600 61,000
004393 Tuttle Rev Trust, Celia H 001663 B-013 100 100
006626 Tuttle Rev Trust, Lorraine D 001667 F-053 29,800 15,600 45,400
006626 Tuttle Rev Trust, Lorraine D 001673 F-051 44,000 22,100 66,100
004323 Tuttle Trust, Edna L 001665 F-008 22,900 20,300 43,200
004323 Tuttle Trust, Edna L 001666 F-007 12,400 12,400
001560 Tuttle, Lelia M 001609 B-012 13,700 28,200 41,900
001557 Tuttle, Janes A 001658 M-030 81,400 16,940 98,340
001557 Tuttle, Janes A 001659 6-006 764 764
002909 Tuttle, Joanne S 001993 J-066 1,100 4,500 5,600
001563 Tuttle, Leroy V 001668 F-016 9,800 9,800
001563 Tuttle, Leroy V 001669 F-018 2,300 10,000 12,300
001563 Tuttle, Leroy V 001670 F-019 65,100 37,700 102,800
001563 Tuttle, Leroy V 001671 E-018 3,500 3,500
001563 Tuttle, Leroy V 001672 F-140 2,500 16,100 18,600
001569 Tuttle, Shirley J 001679 M-052 45,300 18,500 63,800
001570 Tyler, Jaaes K 001680 K-164 16,200 4,500 20,700
001572 U«enhofer, Mark R 001601 D-115 41,500 14,200 55,700
005332 Upton Revocable Trust, Luc tile 001682 F-009 24,900 22,100 47,000
005324 Usselnan, LuAnn 000304 H-125 57,700 16,900 74,600
001575 Usuriello, Charles A 001683 B-043 34,900 12,000 46,900
005558 VADIUM REALTY CORP 000440 E-027 15,500 15,500
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003692 Valente, Sebastian
005793 Valin, David J




001589 Van Kanan, Michael S Irene 001692 A-037
006551 Vonder-Heyden Rev Tr, Helena E 001690 A-043
002600 Vander-Heyden, Deborah J
003569 Vander-Heyden, Scott A
001585 VanderHeyden, Paul
005158 Vonderspurt, Robert F
001587 Vanetti, Edward
001595 VanWinkle, Gerald A
001598 Vargish, Alice E
001598 Vargish, Alice E
004406 Varney, Curtis
007474 Veach, Uillioa U
005430 Vigneux, Stuart H
001600 Vincent, Gerard
005606 Vincent, Richard L
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004657 VonFelsinger Trust, The
001609 Uadleigh, Janet
001606 Uadleigh, Michael R
001611 Wagner, Therese S
001613 Wake, Laurie A
001614 Walker, William B
006083 Walsh, Shawn P
001620 Warner, Marilyn A
003649 UarnocK, Seth











007364 Wassell Family Trust, X P Wass 001397 J -086
007364 Wassell Family Trust, X P Wass 001398 J-090
007364 Wassell Family Trust, X P Wass 001400 B-156
007364 Wassell Family Trust, X P Wass 001402 D-155
003034 Waterman Jr, Theordore 000569 B-125
007686 Waters Revocable Trust, Elirab 001403 B-106
001625 Waters, Ernest G 001404 B-134
007174 Watts Revocable Trust, Earl U, 001405 C-028
007174 Watts Revocable Trust, Earl W, 001406 C-027
004440 Webb, Gary M 001165 F-075
005714 Webber, George G
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
006463 Weinzimmer, Russel D
001631 Weissflog, Hark P
001189 Welch, Cheryl A Ortman
001822 Welch, Christine I
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001633 Weld, Christopher H
001633 Held, Christopher M
001748 Wellington, Roger S
007710 Wells, Douglas G
001637 Wells, Lynda r
001637 Wells, Lynda F
005067 Wells, Paris R.
007778 Wells, Ronald A
000487 Wetherbee Sr., Charles B
001646 Whalen, Helen U
001646 Whalen, Helen U
001645 Whalen, William W
004322 Wharton, Leslie A















004484 HhitcoBb Revocable Trust, Maud 001424 F-039
004484 Whitcoob Revocable Trust, Maud 001425 F -040
001654 Whitehill, Marl; H
005104 Whitney Sr,, Ernest T
001656 Whitney, Edna M
001656 Whitney, Edna M
001657 Whitney, Eric N
001660 Whitney, Lucille R
001661 Whitney, Richard A
001662 Whitney, Wis E i B V
004635 Wier, James H
004635 Wier, James H
006285 Wilbert, Gwen E
006466 Wilgren, Niilo J
004008 Wilkinson, Paula D
004008 Wilkinson, Paula D
003421 Willette, George A
006169 Wills, Robert Henry
006759 Wilson Jr, Kenneth J



















001677 Wilton Cong of Jehovah Witness 001446 C-102-01
003563 Wilton Falls Associates
003563 Wilton Falls Associates
001679 Wilton Masonic Temple
003696 Wilton School District
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001680 Wilton Telephone Company







001681 Uilton, Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton, Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton, Town of
001681 Wilton, Town of
001681 Uilton, Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton, Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001601 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Wilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton Town of
001681 Uilton , Town of
001681 Uilton , Town of
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001681 yilton, Town of 002027 F-081-01
001681 yilton, Town of 002029 D-102-01
001682 Uilton-Lyndeborough Co-op Dist 001489 J-135
002086 yilton-Lyndeborough Volunteer 00048? B-117
001750 yisan, Mar* 001603 C-139
006154 yitasicK, Kevin J 000006 A-073
005397 yong, Siaon Chi Hin 000903 K-lll
007705 yood Revocable Trust, Dorothy 001857 M-012-03
001686 yood, Edward J 001523 J-094
005352 yood, Scott L 001884 B-001-03
001687 yoodiont Orchards
004381 woodward, Claire R
004381 yoodward, Claire R
006166 yoodward, Panela
006166 yoodward, Panela
004750 yoodworth, Michael P
001688 yorcester, MarK \i
005856 yorthen, Gail J.
001698 Wright, Constance
004468 yright, David A
001692 yright, Glenn S
006192 yright, Hill
001699 yright, Uinfield D
003845 yrona, Zdzislaw
001702 yylie, Stella A
001705 XenaKis, Matheon I Eftichia
006555 Yahnian, David A
007436 Yates, Robert C
001707 Young, Gertrude
001751 Young, Peter F
001708 Young, Sally J
001708 Young, Sally J
001709 Young, Stanley T
006384 YurcaX Jr, John M
006286 Yurcak, Stephen P
001712 Zaiger, Daniel
005891 Zatoiski, Andrew B.
006884 Zango, Jr. lillia C
006349 Zielie, Michael J
001715 ZilinsKi, Vito P
































ldg Value Land Value C
13,400


















198,800 18,600 2,033 219,433
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Health Service Report si 3
SAU #63 Budget Si l
School Board's Budget S22
School District Officers S1
School Treasurer's Report si 5
Special Education Director's Report S9
Staff S15a
Statement of Analysis of Changes i n Fund Equity S21
Statistics S14
Title I Director's Report S10
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Ms. Francine E. Fullam
ASSISTANT SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
Mr. George S. Burlison
si
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR FIFCTION OF QFFICFRS ON MARCH q
r
IQQq
To the inhabitants of the Wilton School District in the Town of Wilton, in the County of
Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in the Wilton District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wilton Town Hall
i n said District on the Ninth Day of March 1 999 at
1 0:00 o'clock i n the forenoon, to vote for District Officers:
1
.
To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board, by ballot, for the ensuing three ( 3 ) years.
4. To choose a Treasurer, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
5. To choose two ( 2 ) Auditors, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
Polls will open for balloting at 10:00 A.M. and will not close before 7:00 P.M.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS 10th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1 99_2-.
David Roemer Joyce Fisk Betsy Warren
SCHOOL BOARD




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING ON MARCH 11, 1999
To the inhabitants of the Wilton School District in the Town of Wilton, in the County of
Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon Wilton District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Florence Rideout
Elementary School i n said District on Thursday,
March 1 1 , 1 999 at seven-thirty (7:30) o'clock i n the
afternoon to act upon the following:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town Meeting to be held at the
Wilton Town Hall beginning at 10:00 o'clock in the morning on Tuesday, March 9, 1 999.
6. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
To see i f the district will vote to approve the cost items included i n the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Wilton School Board and the Wilton
Education Association which calls for the following increases i n salaries and benefits:
Year Estimated Increase
1999-00 $0
(no dollar impact on the budget i n year one due to the savings realized from changing
health & dental insurance plans)
2000-01 $37,987.00
2001-02 $38,950.00
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $0.00 for the 1 999-2000 fiscal
year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in
salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels
paid i n the prior fiscal year. (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the
Budget Committee)
8. Shall the district, if article # 7 is defeated, authorize the governing body to call one
special meeting, at its option, to address article # 7 cost items only? (Supported by
the School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
S3
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $1,883,841.00 for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school district officers and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the district. This article
dees not include appropriations voted i n other warrant articles. (Supported by the
School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
10. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 5,000 to be added
to the school district Capital Reserve Fund previously established to fund all or part of
the cost of building modifications required to accommodate needs of persons with
disabilities as required by the Federal American with Disabilities Act (Supported by
the School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
11. To see i f the district will vote to; ( 1 ) establish a capital reserve fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of renovating the gymnasium at Florence
Rideout Elementary School; (2) raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 to be
placed i n the fund; and ( 3 ) additionally to designate the school board as agents to
expend. (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
12. To see if the district will vote to; ( 1 ) establish a capital reserve fund under the
provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of building improvements at Florence Rideout
Elementary School; (2) raise and appropriate a sum up to $20,000 to be placed in the
fund with such amount to be funded from the year end undesignated fund balance
available on July 1 ; and ( 3 ) additionally to designate the school board as agents to
expend. (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
1 3. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS 10th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1 999.
n a^-M Bnpmor .TnyrP F-i ak Betsy Warren
SCHOOL BOARD
A true copy attest
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1 8 write ins


















Clerk, Wilton School District
S5
WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT ANNUAL MEETING
MARCH 12, 1998
The annual meeting of the Wilton School District was held
on Thursday, March 12, 1998 at 7:30 p.m. at the Florence Rideout
Elementary School. Moderator Richard Rockwood called the
meeting to order. He explained the procedures to be followed at
the meeting and read the warrant as posted beginning with Article
6.
Article 6: Joyce Fisk moved that the reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen be accepted as printed
in the Annual School District Report. Betsy Warren seconded the
motion. Article 6 carried by voice vote with no discussion.
David Roemer requested that Article 8 precede Article 7 in
discussion and vote explaining that if Article 8 did pass that it
would affect the total moneys requested in Article 7. Moderator
Rockwood approved this request.
Article 8: Joyce Fisk moved that the district vote to raise and
appropriate fifty-seven thousand dollars ($57,000) to establish a
public kindergarten. David Roemer seconded the motion. Joyce
Fisk explained the new program, its start up costs, renovations, the
teacher and aide position, and the state reimbursement.
Donna Hoover asked about the costs of transportation?
Joyce Fisk explained that there would not be transportation
provided.
Chuck Hall inquired as to the availability of state money.
Would this money be guaranteed or just anticipated? Joyce Fisk
explained that the money from the state should be available.
S6
Trish Walker asked where the space was available for a
kindergarten, and the number of students expected in the program?
Joyce Fisk answered that the kindergarten would be located in the
old SAU Office after renovations. The program is expected to
enroll 20 students each in two sessions.
Randy Greeley asked if the salary requested was to include
benefits, and if the school had available space? The salary
requested did include benefits, and David Roemer explained that
the kindergarten would replace the present SPED preschool.
Money would be removed from the SPED program and used for a
kindergarten. At this point space would not be an issue but if the
enrollment grew the school would need to look into their space
needs.
Hal Melcher asked that ifmoney was available from the state
for meeting space needs, and we did not apply for this money now
could we apply later? Francine Fullam explained that the current
appropriation was from the year 1997 - 2002. The state funding
should be available for any use until 2002.
Cheryl Burns asked where the preschool would be going?
David Roemer said the current program has all 3 & 4 year olds
attending school in Mason, Wilton handles the 5 year olds. The 5
year old children would attend the kindergarten.
Paula Marks asked if the readiness program would continue
or be eliminated with kindergarten? David Roemer answered that
the readiness program would continue at this time.
Mark Whitehill asked that is 40 students a realistic number?
Joyce Fisk explained that the arrived at this number in response '
a survey they had conducted.
S7
Hal Melcher asked if all 5 years old would be required to
attend kindergarte? Joyce Fisk answered no.
Debby Greeley asked if the $750 from the state was available
to parents if they choose to send their children to a private
kindergarten.? Joyce Fisk responded no. Debby then asked that if
the enrollment went down what would happen to the teacher.
Joyce Fisk answered that the teacher would have to work part
time.
The motion passes by voice vote.
Article 7: David Roemer moved that the District vote to raise
and appropriate one million seven hundred thirty three thousand
three hundred ninety nine dollars ($1,733,399) for the support of
schools, for the salaries of school district officers, agents and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district. Joyce Fisk
seconded the motion.
With no discussion the motion passed by voice vote.
Article 9: Betsy Warren moved that the District vote to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provision ofRSA 35:1
for the purpose ofmodifying the existing roof drains
at the Florence Rideout School and to raise and appropriate ten
thousand dollars ($10,000) to be placed in this fund and
additionally to designate the school board as agents to expend.
Joyce Fisk seconded the motion.
Donna Hoover asked what were the costs to send the water to
Milford? Stuart Draper explained that the figure may not be ten
thousand dollars this year, but it would be cost effective over the
upcoming years. At this time the town is paying for the treatment
of rainwater.
S8
Cheryl Burns asked if any of the money requested would
cover the cost of repair of leaky roofs? David Roemer responded
no.
Ray Mahoney explained that for every inch of rain over
twelve thousand gallons of water is sent to Milford Treatment
Center.
Dick Greeley stated that this affects every taxpayer not just
those with town sewer.
The motion carried by voice vote.
Article 10: David Roemer moved that the District vote to
raise and appropriate ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be added to
the school district Capital Reserve Fund previously established to
fund all or part of the costs of building modifications required to
accommodate needs of a person with disabilities as required by the
Federal American with Disabilities Act. Joyce Fisk seconded the
motion.
Don Davidson asked if there were any penalty for non-
compliance? Francine Fullam explained the SPED Program must
make accessible the entire program to all students. Failure to do
so may make the district liable for a civil suit and may result in
the withholding of federal funds. Mr. Davidson asked how we
presently handles this situation? It was explained that at present
we move classes and that the intention is to make both buildings
accessible.
Conrad Dumas explained that in addition to all program
being available to all students, there is a need to make both
buildings accessible to parents and the public. The ADA wants the
S9
district to show an attempt has been made, but in the event of a
suit it would require immediate modifications of so chosen by a
court.
The motion carried by voice vote.
Article 1 1 : To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Gail Proctor asked why the teachers salaries had not been
published in this years Town Report? David Roemer responded
that it was a decision of the school board. Ms. Proctor added that
while picking up copies oftown and school salaries at the town
office she understood that the decision was made by the school
board. Mr. Roemer responded that since the clerk was not present
when the decision had been reached that the information she had
received was incorrect and that she must have been misinformed.
Ms. Proctor requested that Mr. Roemer' s response appear in the
report.
Chuck Hall asked why salaries had not been published?
David Roemer answered that by the discussion of previous
meetings that the need for fairness was evident. It was noted that
the salaries of the Wilton- Lyndeborough staffhad been published.
Mr. Hall asked if the decision was reversible? David Roemer
responded yes.
A motion was made by Cheryl Burns to adjourn. It was
seconded by all. The vote was unanimous. The meeting was






The 1997/98 school year opened with an enrollment of 323 students in preschool
through grade six. One new teacher was added to our professional staff this year. Mrs.
Jacqui Andreasen was appointed to a second grade teaching position.
An important curriculum project was initiated this school year. Using funding from
Federal grants, teachers from Florence Rideout, Lyndeborough Central, and the Wilton
Lyndeborough Cooperative High School worked with a consultant from the Center for
Resource Management to align our Math and Science Curriculum with the New
Hampshire State Curriculum Frameworks. This is an ongoing project and will also
involve Social Studies and Language Arts during the 1998-1999 school year.
In July the Wilton School Board voted to form a Kindergarten Study Committee to
research the feasibility of offering public kindergarten in Wilton. In December the
committee reported back to the school board with a recommendation to support the
funding of public kindergarten. At the School District meeting in March, the voters of
Wilton supported a warrant article to fund public kindergarten.
Enrichment activities were again offered to our students throughout the school year.
Our children had an opportunity to participate in drama club, chorus, show choir, Odyssey
of the Mind, gymnastics, and spring track.
Our PTO and community volunteers continue to be an integral part of our school
program. Our Parent Teacher Organization is not only a source of financial assistance, but
a source of enthusiastic support and creative planning. This year over one hundred
volunteers participated in school activities.
In June, first grade teacher Olga Murphy, brought to a close 23 years of dedication to
the children ofWilton by announcing her retirement from education. Mrs. Murphy has
touched the lives of so many children and adults at Florence Rideout Elementary School.
SI I
SPECIAL EDUCATION ANNUAL REPORT 1998
Lyndeborough, Wilton & Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District
Several changes have occurred since the last annual report in the delivery of special
education services. We now integrate all five year olds, who are identified as in need
of special education services within SAU63, into the Wilton Kindergarten Program.
Former preschool teacher, Mary Leadbeater, is one of the Kindergarten teachers and
this process seems to be going well. All three and four year old special needs
students are sent to the Mascenic Preschool classroom in the Mason Elementary
School. Also, due to changes in the federal regulations that control the provision of
special education services, all meetings, especially the referral and identification
meetings, are now held in the local school buildings. In the past, referral meetings
were at the SAU Office and identification meetings were conducted without parent
participation. These changes allow for more building staff and parent involvement in
the decision making process. We are in support of these regulatory requirements
though it puts more burden on us administratively to schedule all meetings with
parents and staff in the respective buildings. So far, early indications are that the
process is working out quite well.
We continue to do ail we can to locate state and federal dollars to offset the cost of
special education services, especially for expensive out of district placements. For the
period ending 6-30-98 we received $8293.61 from Medicaid and $118, 490.74 in
special education catastrophic aid that was returned to the three districts that represent
the towns of Lyndeborough and Wilton.
Finally, Mr. Duesing, the Student Services Coordinator for the past five years left in
December for another position. We are in the process of replacing him with Nancy
Kring-Burns our current preschool teacher in Mason. As you can see, life in special
education is forever changing as it is in ail of life. The SAU Special Education Office is




Director of Special Education
S12
TITLE I REPORT
The Title I program provides services to approximately 280 students in eight schools. Nine
tutors, a director, and a secretary are employed by the grant. Teaching services are mainly
focused on language arts with some emphasis on math word problems. Each tutor works with
approximately thirty-one students. The Title I goal is to teach and encourage the students with
whom we work to become successful and independent learners through a supplemental
instructional program that focuses on the students' individual needs.
The Title I program is non-discriminatory and is open to all students, grades K - 8, who
score below the fiftieth percentile (basic level). The project integrates language art lower
level skills of phonics, grammar, capitalization, sight words, punctuation, vocabulary, and
computation within the framework of the higher level skills of reading comprehension, written
expression, spelling, and math problem solving. Study skills are taught as needed and as a part
of the comprehensive program.
Title I student growth is measured and/or monitored through report card reviews, Diagnostic
Achievement Battery II pre and post testing, local district assessments such as first grade
screenings, math and reading tests, and state assessments. Title I students also maintain a
portfolio of their work so that progress can be assessed as the year progresses.
The Title I staff continually works at upgrading their professional and teaching skills. Our
emphasis on teaching skills centers around both new and old techniques. This year we will be
exploring learning styles and how the brain functions as well as how ESL (English as a Second
Language) affects how children learn.
Mrs. Linda Geary, the previous Title I Director, has ably led the project for the past fifteen
years. Under her guidance the program has grown and flourished. Since Mrs. deary's
retirement this year, Marie Anne Commoss has taken the director's position. Mrs. Commoss has
Master's degrees in both reading and administration and has a life-long commitment to and
interest in the teaching of reading.
Submitted to: Francine Fullam, Superintendent
Submitted by: Marie Anne Commoss, Title I Director
December 1 5, 1 998
S13
Notice of Public Hearing
and
School Administrative Unit No. 63 Meeting
A Public Hearing and a School Administrative Unit No. 63 meeting on this proposed School
Admfnistrative Unit No. 63 budget will be held on Thursday, December 10, 1998 at 7:30 p.m. in the
library at Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative High School, Wilton, NH. (Snow date will be Thursday,
December 17, 1998.)
School Administrative Unit No. 63 includes the School Districts of Wilton, Lyndeborough,
Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative and Mascenic Regional.
Emest Hegi, Chairman - SAU Board
Proposed
Preliminary Budget:






O.T. and P.T. Services
Adult Basic Education Grant
Title I Grant
Misc. Grants














Title 1 (98-99 level)




Application of Unreserved Fund Balance










Apportionment to Districts per $100.00
On Proposed 1929-2000 Budget
District
Wilton
Eq. Val. Val. 96-S7 Combined District
19S7 % Pupils % Share
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ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
FLORENCE RIDEOUT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1997-98
Report of Local Medical Services: 3 5
Report of School Nurse-Teacher
Vision Tests 339
Hearing Tests 1 42
Inspections 6610
Heights & Weights 328
First Aid 11,272
Blood pressure screenings 65
Scoliosis screenings 44
Communicable Diseases:
Chicken pox 1 5
Pediculosis 60
Strep throat 1 2




Defects found by School Nurse-Teacher:
Ear infections 63
Upper respiratory infections 27
Scoliosis referrals 1
2




Growth & Development, grades 4-6
Basic aid training course, grade 5
Submitted,
Ingrid Howard, R. N.
June 1998
SL6
WILTON AND WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 998
FNROLIMFNT
Preschool R-6 7-8 9-12
Boys 6 154 41 73
Girls 5 177 47 75
Total 11 331 88 148
Average Membership 4.3 336.4 88.9 148.8
Average Attendance 4.0 323.9 83.8 139.5
Percent of Attendance 94.1 96.3 94.3 93.7
WILTON CENSUS REPORT - FALL 1998








Attending Public Schools Outside District
Attending Private Schools Outside District
Attending Private Schools Within District







REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 997 to June 30, 1 998




Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from Trust Funds
Received from all Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid












7/13/98 Lawrence A. Brown, Treasurer
AUDITORS" CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements,
and other financial records of the treasurer of the Wilton School District, Wilton,
New Hampshire of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1 998, and find them correct in all aspects.
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11 00-1 12 TEACHER SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER/TESTS











FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 998

















1210-112 SPED TEACHER SALARIES 93,913.58
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 25,400.57
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES 270.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER/TESTS 785.44
641 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA 466.96
731 NEW EQUIPMENT 676.94
1211-114 SPED AIDE SALARIES 39,886.31
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 3,466.20
1212-1 22 SPED TUTOR SALARIES (summer) 6,278.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 454.84
PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM
1 220-1 1 2 PRE-SCHOOL SALARIES 1 6,386.68
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 3,852.26
1221-114 PRE-SCHOOL AIDE SALARIES 3,975.60
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 41 8.63
OTHER SPECIAL PROGRAMS
1 290-561 PUBLIC - IN STATE TUITION 1 1 ,377.00
569 PRIVATE - IN & OUT OF STATE TUITION 26,655.94
S20
GUIDANCE SERVICES
2122-112 GUIDANCE SALARIES 16,532.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 5,548.83
323 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (TESTING) 416.84
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER/TESTS 79.20
HEALTH SERVICES
2134-112 NURSES SALARIES 39,939.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 8,874.46
323 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (PHYSICALS) 384.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 609.50
890 MISCELLANEOUS 1 1 8.00
PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING SERVICES
21 43-1 1 4 ASSOCIATE PSYCHOLOGIST SALARY 1 0,000.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 857.71
580 TRAVEL 0.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 268.85
SPECIAL ED SUPPORT SERVICES
21 42-323 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING SERVICES 81 0.90
21 90-323 OTHER STUDENT SUPPORT 2,81 4.46
SPECIAL ED RELATED SERVICES - SAU
2159-323 SPEECH SERVICES 9,130.00
21 61 -323 OCCUPATIONAL & PHYSICAL THERAPY 24,638.00
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION SERVICES
2210-240 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 1,214.30
290 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 3,753.81
SUPPORT SERVICES - INSTRUCTION
221 2-290 INSTR. & CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 1 56.60
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES
2221-114 LIBRARY AIDE SALARY 8,948.56
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 768.88
2222-430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES 1 80.00
449 RENTAL OF FILMS 54.95
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 723.86
641 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA 2,981 .69
649 OTHER INFORMATION RESOURCES 456.07
735 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 697.57
AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES
2223-610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 499.26
731 NEW EQUIPMENT 0.00
735 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 0.00
SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
2310-120 CENSUS ENUMERATOR 645.90




2314-1 20 MODERATOR & BALLOT CLERKS
2317-120 AUDITORS
231 8-330 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (LEGAL)
2319-319 SUPERVISORS/TOWN




810 DUES & FEES
890 MISCELLANEOUS
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION SERVICES - SAU
2321-312 OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
SPECIFIC AREA ADMINISTRATION SERVICES - SAU
2332-31 9 SPECIAL ED ADMINISTRATION
SUPPORT SERVICES - SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
2410-113 PRINCIPAL SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS






































OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
2620-114 CUSTODIAL SALARIES 49,035.84
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 9^573.54
411 WATER & SEWER 12,21 5.00
421 DISPOSAL SERVICES 2^254.29
422 SNOW PLOWING SERVICES 340.00
424 LAWN & GROUNDS CARE 1 ,280.26
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES 25707.38
520 BUILDING INSURANCE 7^225.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 5^650.07
622 ELECTRICITY 16J 93^96
624 0IL 16,491.35




2722-51 9 SPECIAL ED TRANSPORTATION (ALL)





5222-930 TRANSFER TO SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
5251-930 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
2,400.00
10,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 1,682,291.35
S23
STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY
WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT


























WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET



















TOTAL LIABILITIES 0.00 0.00 0.00
FUND EQUITY
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE











Acct! Description 1998-99 1 999-2000 Minus Total Budaet
nooi Reaular Education 918,993 970,038 51,045
14901 Other Proarams
2122! Guidance 25,790 26,734 944
2134j Health Services 53,172 54,444 1,272
22101 Improvement of Instruction 7,029 7,034 5
2212! Curriculum Development 1,000 1,000
2222 I Media Services 17,607 17,821 214
2310! School Board Services 11,371 11,692 321
2320! Office of Superintendent 54,423 61,355 6,932
2410! Office of Principal 109,287 119,229 9,942
2490' Assembly Expense 500 500
2620! Operation of Plant 157,910 151,287 -6,623
2700 i Transportation Services 71,564 79,327 7,763
5110: Debt Service




Minus Warrant Article No. 9 1 0,000
|
Minus Warrant Article No. 1 10,000




12101 Special Education 176,714 181,410 4,696
1290! SPED Tuition 49,000 50,500 1,500
21431 Psychological Services 12,324 16,201 3,877
2142! SPED Support Services 9.400 8,400 -1,000
2159! Related Services 30,783 41,843 11,060
2332! SPED Administration 26,032 31,371 5,339
2700 i Transportation Services 55,000 51,155 -3,845
1
1
Total Special Education 359,253 380,880
1 Increase 21,627 1.21%
1
!







Wilton School District j !











110c ! Regular Education 918,993 970,038 51.045S
121C j Special Education 176,714 181.41G 4.696P
129C i SPED Tuition 49,000 50,500
149C : Other Programs ! 0i
2122 Guidance 25,790 26,734 944^
2134 Health Services 53.172 54,444 1,272:
2143 Psychological Services 12,324[ 16,201 3,377[:
2142 SPED Support Services 9,400 i 8,400) -1,000t
2159 'Related Services 30,783 41,843 1.1,06c :
2210 i Improvement of Instruction 7,029 7,034 5
2212 Curriculum Development 1,000 1.000 G i
2222 Media Services 17,607 17,321 214
2310 School Soard Services 11,371 11,692 3211
2320 Office of Supenntendent 54,423 61,355 6,932f
2332 SPED Administration 26,032 31,371 5,339}
2410 Office of Principal 109,287 119,229) 9.942J
2490 Assembly Expense 500 500| Of
2520 Operation of Plant 157.910 151,237
-6.323J
2700 Transportation Sen/ices 126,564 130,482 3,918
5110 Debt Service




Minus W.A. Mo. 9 10.COO
[
















WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT Expended Budoeted Voted
|
Proposed




Regui r Ecuication Programs :
1100 112 Teacher Salaries 5S5.066.62 599,868 649.028
i
652.202
1100 211 ! Medical Insurance ; 55.085.46 51,156 74,824 104.328
1100 212 ! Dental Insurance 5,114.89 5,595 6,354 7,961
1100 213 [Life Insurance 540.00 540 54C 612
1100 214 ; Disability Insurance 1,360.44 ') 1,335 1 ,665 i 2,035
1100 220 'Social Security 45.469.86 45,889 49,651
I
49,893
1100 232 Retirement 16,942.46 15,354 19,780 i 18,814
1100 250 'Unemployment 856.98 980 3,570 1.794











1100 430 : Repairs & Maintenance Services
j





17,667.66 18,460 21,718 ! 23,620
1100 641 ! Books & Other Printed Media 16,224.54 16,450 15,454 23.300
1100 650 I Computer Software 1.204.35 500 1,000 i 1 .000
1100 731 iNew Equipment 5,108.95 4,245 2,246 i 3,155
1100 735 •Replacement Equipment 4.744.99 3,700 520
|
250
1100 890 Miscellaneous 3,489.90 3,800 3.800 4,300
Total 48,957.39 47,855 45,638 56,525
mo 114 Teacher Aide Salaries 24,929.96 27,450 36,990 36,360
1110 220 Social Security 1,907.04 2,099 2,829 2,782
mo 250 Unemployment 35.94 38 202 100
mo 260 Workers' Compensation 220.00 220 328 324
Total 27,092.94 29,807 40,349 39,566
1
1120 114 Substitute Salaries 16,415.24 10,0001 1 2,000 20,000
1120 220 Social Security 1,300.37 765! 918 1,530
1120 250 Unemployment 12.97 15! 66 90
1120 260 Workers' Compensation 80.00 80 ; 107 178





i WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT Expended Budgeted Voted 1 Proposed
FLORENCE RIOEOUT 1997-98 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 1
[
113C 114 Homebound Tutor Salaries 1,243.001 8,000 8,000:1 8,000
1130 220 Social Security 95.10 383 612 612
1130 250 Unemployment 1.68 10 4A 22
1130 260 Workers' Compensation 64.0C 64 71 71
!
Total 1,403.78 8,457 8,727 8,705
!
1
Regular Education Totals 820,497.32 822,494 918.993 970,038
I
1
Specis 1 Edu ration Programs
1210 112 SPED Teacher Salaries 93,913.58 93,632 98,366 98,996
1210 211 Medical Insurance 13,271.57 10,001 17,285 15,940
1210 212 Dental Insurance 931.36 1,005 1,071 1,305
1210 213 Life Insurance 108.00 108 108 108
1210 214 Disability Insurance 238.44 232 247 309
1210 220 Social Security 6,958.03 7,163 7,525 7,573
1210 232 Retirement 2,930.90 2,706 3,000 2,940
1210 250 Unemployment 221.80 227 541 272
1210 260 Workers' Compensation 740A7 748 875 881
Total 119,314.15 115,822 129,018 128,324
1210 430 Repairs & Maintenance Ser/ices 270.00 400 400 400
1210 610 General Supplies/Paper/Tests 785.44. 1.700 1,700 1,500
1210 641 Books & Other Printed Media 466.96 1.750 1,900 1.500
1210 650; Computar Software 0.00 400
1210 731
;
New Equipment 675.94 2.430 1,800
1210 735 Replacement Equipment 0.00 60
Total 2 'QQ Id. S.29C 4,000 5.7601
i
1211 114; SPED Aide Salaries 39.38c. 31 44.540 34,056 37,^94
1211 220 Social Security 3.051.25 3,414 2.605 2.353'
1211 250 Jnemplcyrner.t 57.35 50 137 1031
1211 260: /Vorkers' Compensation 357.00 357 303 333
i Total 43.352.51 43,471 37,151 40,793
Revised 2/1/99
S28
1 WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT Expended 5udgeted ' Voted ProDosed
1
FLORENCE RIDEOUT 1 997-98 1997-98 | 1998-99 1999-2000
r~ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL i I
i
!
1212 122 SPED Tutor Salaries (Summer) €,278.0C 5,912 6,000 €.000
1212 220 Sociai Security 403.78 452 459 459
1212 250 Unemployment 4.06 5 33 16
1212 260 Workers' Compensation 47.00 47 53 53
Total 6.732.84 6,416 6.545 €.528




1220 112 Pre-School Teacher Salaries 16,386.68 16,352
1220 211 Medical Insurance 2,691.76 2,586
1220 212 Dental insurance 157.09 ! 168
1220 213 i Life Insurance 0.00 18
1220 214 ! Disability Insurance 0.00 •
1220 220 Social Security 846.36 1,250
1220 232 Retirement 0.00
1220 250 Unemployment 27.05 28
1220 260 Workers' Compensation 130.00 130
Total 20,238.94 20,532
1220 610 General Supplies/Paper 0.00 1,150
1220 641 Books & Other Printed Media 0.00 100
1220 731 New Equipment 0.00 400
1220 890 Replacement Equipment 0.00 100
Total 0.00 1,750
1221 114 Pre-School Aide Salaries 3,975.60 13,572
1221 220 Social Security 304.14 1,038
1221 250 Unemployment 6.50 15









i; WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT , Expended Budaeted Voted Propcsec






129C) 561 Public - In State Tuition 1 1.377.0C) 4,000 5.000 4.500
129C 552 Public - Out of State Tuition o.oc
129C 569 Private in & Out of State Tuition 26.655.94 28,000 40,000 46,000
,
Total 38.032.94 i 32,000 49.000 50,500
•




2122 1 1 2| Guidance Salaries 16,532.00 16,531 17,366 17,366
2122 211 Medical Insurance 2,427.58 3.103 4,179 5,084
2122 212 Dental Insurance 184.91 201 2141 261
2122 213 Life insurance 0.00 22 22 22
2122 214 Disability Insurance 78.40 54
2122 220; Social Security 1,202.84 1,264 1,328 1,328
2122 232 Retirement 504.55 461 530| 516
2122 250f Unemployment 21.91 26 96!: 48
2122[ 2 60| Workers' Compensation 128.64 133 1555 155
1
Total 22,080.83 21,741 23,890 24,834
1
2122 323 Professional Services (Testing) 416.84 1.500 1 ,500 1,500
2122 610 General Supplies/Paper/Tests 79.20 400 400' 400
II
Total 496.04 1,900 1 ,900 1,900





2134 112 Nurses Salaries 39,939.00 39.939| 40,959f 40,959
2134 211 Medical Insurance 3,797.40 3,830 5,160? 6,277
2134 212 Dental Insurance 308.18 335 357f 435
2134 213 Life Insurance 36.00 36 36j 54
2134 214 Disability Insurance 102.95 102) 104! 128
2134 220 Social Security 3,031.66 3,055J 3,133' 3,133
2134 232 Retirement 1,218.94 1,150! 1,249' 1,216
2134 250 Unemployment 62.05 66 225" 112
2134 260
j
Workers' Compensation 317.28 3201 365' 365
Total 48.813.46 48,833 < 51,588' 52.679
Revised 2/1 /S 9
S30
WILTON ?CHOO^ DISTRICT Expended Budaeted Voted Proposed





2134^ 323 Professional Sen/ices (Physicals) 3S4.00 560 650 720
2134J SSOJTrave 1 COO 100 100 100
2134; 610 Genera! Supalies/Paper 609.50 600 834 845
2134' 650jCcmputer Software 0.00
2134| 731 iNew Equipment 0.00 C




Totali 1.1 11 .50 1 ,460 1.584J 1,765




21 43 ; 11 4 ; Associate Psychologist Salary 10.000.00 10,000
|
10,500: 14,000
2143! 220! Social Security 764.82: 765 803; 1,071
2143i 232 i Retirement c.ooj 0, 320; 416















2143J 580!Travel 0.OOJ 50: 50
2143! 61 0i General Supplies/Paper 268.85' 500: 500i 550
"1 i f i
1 ?
Total; 268.85 550' 550| 550
! F 1 t 1
[Psychological Service Totals 11,126.56^ n,4io ! T2,324| 16,201
i 1
SPED Support Services
2142j 3 23! Psychological Testing Services 810.90; 2,000' 2,000; 2,000
2143' 323 1 Psychological Counseling Services 0.00- 700 i
2152| 3231 Speech Services O.OOi; 0; 0!
21 53! 323|Audiological Testing Services 0.00; 400' 4001 400
21 62j 323 iPhysical Therapy Services j 0.00'
2163j 323 1 Occupational Therapy Services t O.OW 300{








Total; 3,625.36 7,900 9,400 8,400
!
:SPED Suoport Services Totals 3.625.36 7,900 9,400 8,400|
Revised 2/1/99
S31




FLORENCE RIDEOUT 1997-98 | 1997-98 1998-99 < 1999-2000
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
i
ISPED Related Services - SAU
1
2159 ' 323 1Speech Services S, 130.001 5,130 8.629 17,978
2161 323JO.T. and ?.T. Services 24.638.00 24.638 22,154 23,865
1
1
1 ctal 33.768.00 33,768 30,763 41,843
SPED Related Serv. SAU Totals 33,768.00 33,768 30,783 41,843
V
Improvement of Instruction Services
221 05 240|Tuition Reimbursement 1,214.30 3,000 3,000 3.000
221 Oj 290 1 Staff Development 3,753.81 3,000 4,000 4,000
2210 649 (Other Information Resources 0.00 29 34
j
Total 4,968.11 6,000 7,029 7,034
jlmpr. of Instr. Services Totals 4,968.11 6,000 7,029 7,034
j
3
Suppoi t Services - Instruction 1
1
2212 290<lnst. & Curriculum Development 156.60 1,000 1.000 : 1,000
|
.




Support Serv. instr. Totals 156.60 1,000 1,000= 1,000
j j
Educat ional iMedia Services _[_
2221i n4|Library Aide Salary 8,948.56' 9,126: 9,450! 9,990
2221; 220,'Social Security 684.57! 698; 723. 764
2221' 250 1 Unemployment n.3i: 15 sti 27

















2222 J 610iJGeneral Supplies/Paper 723.86; 800
\
850! 850
2222] 641; Books & Other Printed Media 2,981.69^ 3,000 j 3,000 3,000
2222 649! Other Information Resources 456.07;! 450 450 450











1 Total 5,094.14 ; 5,350: 6,010' 5.751
Revised 2/1/99
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WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT Exoenoed Budgeted Voted Prooosed








Audio Visual Services , i
2223' 610 General Suppiies/Paper 49S.26 934 889 800
! 2223 731 New Eauiornent o.co





184 1,289 1 ,200
i




2310 120 Census Enumerator 600.00 580 580 600
2310 220 Social Security 45.90 45 45 46
2311 120 School Board Members 300.00 300 300 300
2311 220 Social Security 22.95 25 25 23
2312 120 Clerk 50.00 50 50 50
2312 220 Social Security 3.83 5 5 4
2313 120 Treasurer 400.00 400 400 400
2313 220 Social Security 30.60 25 31 31
2314 120 Ballot Clerks/Moderator 0.00 22 22 20
2314 220 Social Security 0.00
2317 120 Auditor 150.00 200 150 150
2317 220 Social Security 11.48 12 12
2318 330 Professional Services (Legal) 4,896.50i 2,500 2,500 2,500
2319 319 Supervisors/Town 75.00 150 100 75
2319 520 S.B. Liability Insurance 2,311.0$ 2.500 2,311 2.311
2319 534 Postaae 362.07 250 260 370
2319 540 Advertising ! 1,218.15 1,500
2319 610 General Supplies/Paper 398.96 600 200 400
2319 310 Dues & Fees 2,155.77 2,000 2,080 2,200




13,743.96 10,752 11,371 11,692

















FLORENCE RIDEOUT 1997-98 i 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Executive Administration Services SAU
2321 312, Office of the Superintendent 56.070.00 56.070 54,423 61.255
Total 56,070.00 56,070 54,423 61,355
[Specific Area Administration Services SAU
2332' 319 SPED Administration 33,445.00 33,445 26,032 31,371
Total 33,445.00 33,445 26.032 31,371
SAU Administration Totais 89,515.00 89,515 80,455 92,726
Support Services - School Administration
2410 113 Principal Salary 54,628.00 54,628 56,813 58,517
2410 211 Medical Insurance 5.392.89 1,000 6.965 8.474
2410 212 Dental Insurance 314.83 335 357 435
2410 213 Life Insurance 36.00 36 36 36
2410 214 Disability Insurance 142.08 138 138 183
2410 220 Social Security 3,983.24 4,179 4,346 4,477
2410 232 Retirement 1,667.12 1,573 1,733 1,738
2410 250 Unemployment 70.14 80 312 161
2410 260 Workers' Compensation 437.00 437 505 521
Total 66,671.30 62.406 71,205 74,542
2410 430 Repairs & Maintenance Services 2,867.96 2.200 2,600 3.200
2410 531 Telephone 3,191.71 2,500 2,400 3,000
2410 534 Postage 979.52 850 750 900
2410 550 Printing 1,144.45 900 700 800
2410 580 Travel/Conferences 208.32
j
500 500 500
2410 610 General Supplies/Paper 3,586.79! 1,500 1,600 2,700





2410 731 jNew Equipment 0.00
2410 810 Dues & Fees 470.00 450 470 470
f
"












WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT Expended Budaeted Voted PrcDosed
FLORENCE RIDEOUT 1997-98 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2411 114 Secretarial Salary 18.381.17 17,052 19,437 21,349
2411 211 Medical Insurance 4 :S33.55 5,171 6,965 S.474
2*11 212 Dental Insurance 308.18 335 357 435
2411 213 Life Insurance 33.00 36 36 36
2411 220 Social Security 1,347.52 1 ,304 1,487 1,633
2411 250 Unemployment 23.06 25 107 58
2411 260 Workers' Compensation 136.00 136 173 190
Total 25,162.49 24,059 28,562 32,175
2490 890 Assembly Expense 100.00 500 500 500
Total 100.00 500 500 500
School Administration Totals 104,457.54 96,365 109,787 119,729
Operation & Maintenance of Plant Services
2620 114 Custodial Salaries 49,035.84 49,666 51,459 51,432
2620 211 Medical Insurance 4,782.68 5,106 6,882 5,278
2620 212 Dental Insurance 500.46 670 714 870
2620 213 Life Insurance 72.00 102 102 72
2620 220 Social Security 3,751.35 3,799 3,937 3,935
2620 250 Unemployment 70.05 75 283 142
2620 260 Workers' Compensation 397.00 397 458 458
Total 58,609.38 59,815 63,835 62,187
2620 411 Water/Sewer 12,215.00 14,230 1 5,400 13,000
2620 421 Disposal Services 2,254.29 1,900 1,900 2,300
2620 422 Snow Plowing Services 340.00 700 700 700
2620 424
j
Lawn & Grounds Care 1,280.26 900 500 500
2620 430 Repairs & Maintenance Services 25,707.38 22,475 27,475 22,460
2620 5 20 [Building Insurance 7,225.00 6,200 7,800 7,300
2620 610iGeneral Supplies/Paper 5,650.07 4,800 4,800 5,500
2620 622 Electricity 16,193.96 17,200 17,200 17,200
2620 624 Oil 16,491.35 16,000 18,000 18,000
2620 735 Replacement Equipment 1,062.19 1,100 300 2,140
Total 88,419.50 85,505 94,075 89,100
!
\
iOperation & Maint. Totals 147,028.88 145,320 157,910 151,287
Revised 2/1/99
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WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT Expended Budoeted Voted Proposed
FLORENCE RIDEOUT 1997-98 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
n
[Stude 'it Trzimportation Services
1
i 2721 519 Student Transportation 73,133.40 71,064 71,064 78,827j
I 2722 51S SPED Transportation (All) 43.528.00 37,382 55,000 5', 155;
2554 510 Field Trip Transportation 265.00 500 500 500
Totai "15.926.40 108.946 126.564 130,482
Student Transportation Totals 118,926.40 108,946 126,564 130,482
Fundi ransf ers
5222 930 Special Revenue Funds 2..400.00 2,500 2,500 2.500
5251 930 Capital Reserve Fund 10,000.00 10,000 20,000
Total 12,400.00 12,500 22,500 2,500
Fund Transfer Tctais 12,400.00 12.500 22,500 2,500
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR F1FCTION OF OFFirFRS ON MARCH Q. 1939
To the inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District in the
Towns of Wilton and Lyndeborough, in the County of Hillsborough, State of New
Hampshire
,
qualified to vote in the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet on the Ninth Day of
March 1 999 - Wilton voters at the Wilton Town Hall at
1 0:00 o'clock i n the forenoon and Lyndeborough voters at
Lyndeborough Central School at 1 0:00 o'clock i n the forenoon.
To vote for District Officers:
1
.
To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose three ( 3 ) Members of the School Board, by ballot, one ( 1 ) from the
Town of Wilton and one ( 1 ) from the Town of Lyndeborough for the ensuing
three ( 3 ) years; and one ( 1 ) from the Town of Wilton to serve an unexpired term
of two ( 2 ) years.
3. To choose two ( 2 ) Members of the Budget Committee, by ballot, one ( 1 ) from
the Town of Wilton and one ( 1 ) from the Town of Lyndeborough for the ensuing
three ( 3 ) years.
4. To cheese two (2) Auditors, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
Polls will open for balloting at 10:00 A.M. and will net close before 7:00 P.M.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS 10th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1 999
_ Geor ga_3irner Gratchen Dunn _ Robert Howe _
Robert Nields Christopher Owan SCHOOL BOARD




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING ON MARCH 5, 1999
To the inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District in the Towns of
Wilton and Lyndeborough, in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative Junior-Senior High School i n said District on
Friday, March 5, 1999 at seven-thirty (7:30) o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town Meeting to be held at the
Wilton Town Hall in Wilton and the Lyndeborough Central School in Lyndeborough at 10:00
o'clock in the forenoon on Tuesday, March 9, 1 999.
5. Shall the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,476,775.00 for the
construction of an addition and renovations to the existing cooperative school including
furnishings, equipment, architectural and other fees, for site development and for any
other items incidental to or necessary for said construction; all of such sum to be
raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and i n compliance with the
Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1 et seg.
,
as amended; to authorize the school board to
apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be available
for said project and to comply with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the
school board to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize
the school board to take any other action on or to pass any other vote relative thereto?
(
2/3 's vote required) (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the Budget
Committee)
6. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $2,91 6,998.00 for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school district officials and
agents, and for payment cf statutory obligations cf the district. This article dees not
include appropriations voted i n other warrant articles. (Supported by the School
Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
7. Shall the district vote to raise and appropriate up to $50,000.00 to be added to the
school district building maintenance Capital Reserve Fund previously established,
with such amount to be funded from the year end undesignated fund balance available en
July 1 ? (Supported by the School Beard - Supported by the Budget Committee)
Shall the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 00,000.00 for the
purpose cf renting, including set-up and utilities, three portable dual classrooms for
the next schcel year? (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the Budget
Committee)
S43
9. Shall the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200,000.00 for the
purpose of renovating and repairing the existing gymnasium floor? (Supported by the
School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
1 0. Shall the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 for the
purpose of renovating and repairing the existing roof? (Supported by the School
Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
1 1
.
Shall the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000.00 for the
purpose of addressing state fire code requirements required for school opening in
September 1999? (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the Budget
Committee)
1 2. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
1 3. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS 10TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1 999.
George Birner Gretchen Dunn Robert Howe
Robert Nields Christopher Owen
SCHOOL BOARD








WILTON-LYNDEBOROUOGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 6, 1998, Wiiton-Lyndeborough High School
The meeting was opened at 7:3C p.m. by Moderator Richard Rockwcod.
ARTICLE 5
Robert Howe moved, Robert Nieids seconded, that reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees, or Officers chosen, be accepted as printed in the Annual School District
Report.
The article passed on a voice vote with no discussion.
ARTICLE 6
Robert Nielcis moved, George Bimer seconded, That me District raise and appropriate the
sum of two million, nine hundred eighty-eight thousand, six hundred twenty-five dollars
($2,988,625) for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officers, agents
and for the payment of statutory obligations of me District.
Heiner Strube asked for an explanation of the reported 9.2 percent rise in the budget.
Barry Greene said that increase represents the total increase in the budget, including a
1 .3 percent rise in Special Education and a 7.9 percent increase in the regular budget,
and said the majority of the increase was out of the School Board's control. Health care
costs have risen about 30 percent, the Board has to put the numbers given them into the
budget, but the Board is still looking for ways to reduce that figure. The Board does not
have the right or ability under state law to simply not offer a negotiated benefit. Of the
budget increase, 60 percent is negotiated.
The article passed on a voice vote with no dissent.
ARTICLE 7
George Bimer moved, Gretchen Dunn seconded, that the District raise and appropriate
the sum of thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000) for the feasibility and design of an
addition to Wiiton-Lyndeborough Cooperative High School.
Debbie Ducharme asked why $35,000 had to spent to see if the plan is feasible. Gretchen
Durm explained the history of the Space Needs Study, how they had arrived at the plan to
add the second floor to B wing; that the school is crowded now; and said when the school
was designed in 1 969 a second story was planned for but not built.
Ms Ducharme asked about the total enrollment and capacity of the school. Mr. Greene
said the "physical capacity" became 400 students when the two classrooms were
constructed at the rear of the cafeteria. He noted that the plan is 30 years old, designed
S45
before ADA, Special Education, and current codes were adopted. The core facility was
designed for 500 students. He said the second floor was not built originally because the
planners felt it was too expensive. We have to make sure the original construction meets
current standards, have to measure and test, and the work has to be certified.
Asked about the original architect, Ms. Dunn said he had passed away.
In answer to questions about construction timetables, Mr. Greene said, with any luck, ^he
second story floor has beer, poured. It is planned to have the outside wails and roof
completed during summer months. Typicaly school construction takes three years, but
with the feasibility and design done together, it could be shortened to two years. State aid
of 4-5 percent is expected. If we find the second floor is not feasibile, we are back to the
beginning and that could mean temporary classrooms.
Asked about the affect of the total budget on ihe tax rate, Mr. Greene said S2.G3 per
$1 ,000 valuation for Wilton, and $1 .94 for Lyndeborough.
Asked if the whole school has to be brought up to currerf codes, Mr. Greene said they
wouldn't know until after the study, but he expected the majority of the building would have
to addressed, such as wider doors for wheelchairs, bathroms, etc. for handicapped
access and it wouid be cheaper to combine the whoie renovation into one package.
The article passed by voice vote with no dissentions.
ARTICLE S
Barry Greene presented a matted and framed section of the old blue carpet from the
school library to William Keefe, who, as chairman of the Budget Committee iong opposed
the replacement of that carpet. Mr. Keefe has retired from the Budget Committee after
nine years of service.
George Birner and Robert Nields presented an appreciation gift to Barry Greene who is
retiring after three terms on the Board.
The meeting adjoiurned at 8 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,





MODERATOR (vote for one /one year term):
Richard D. Rockwood 252
SCHOOL BOARD (vote for one/three year term):
Barry Greene 17 write-ins
various candidates 3 each write-ins
BUDGET COMMITTEE (vote for one/three year term):
Kelly Eshback 255
BUDGET COMMITTEE (vote for one/one year term):
Margaret Pratt 4 write-ins
Mike Davidson 1 write-in
AUDITORS (vote for two/one year term):
LYNDEBOROUGH
MODERATOR (vote for one/one year term):
Richard D. Rockwood 254
Marge Hallyburton 13 write-ins
various candidates 1 each write-ins
BUDGET COMMITTEE (vote for one/three year term):
Burton Reynolds 252
various candidates 1 each write-ins
AUDITORS (vote for two/one year term):
G. Fereshetian 11 write-ins
various candidates 1 each write-ins
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT
The 1938 school year began with 330 students with grade enrollments
as follows: grade seven - 73; grade eight - 58; grade nine - 60; grade
ten - 53; grade eleven - 48; and grade twelve - 38.
New faculty members for the 1 998 school year include: Lisa Goodell
in Physical Education, Leland Anderson in Mathematics & Science, Laurie
Muilin English & Reading, Linda Draper as a Special Education Aide, Nancy
Sweeney as a Special Education Aide, Deirdre Field as Study Skills Aide,
and Robert Potter as the Assistant Principal.
At the annual school district meeting in March 1998, the district
voters approved an appropriation of $3,023,625 and a warrant article of
$35,000 to plan and design an addition to the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative Jr. Sr. High School. Mr. George Birner was appointed
chairperson and Mrs. Gretchen Dunn was elected vice-chairperson of the
school board. Mr. Lawrence Brown was appointed treasurer, and Mr. Nathan
Hastings and Ms. Krystal Jensen were elected by the student body as
student representatives to the school board.
The Wilton-Lyndeborough Girls Softball team clinched the class "S"
State Championship.
In September the Wilton-Lyndeborogh Cooperative faculty had their
on-site visit by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC) and we are currently awaiting the final report by the visiting
committee.
In October I was notified that the following teachers were selected to
a very unique group of teachers of Who's Who Among America's Teachers
of 1998: Olympia Clark, Diane Doran, Daniel Horn, Daniel Pare, Pamela
Webb, and Judi Wing. There is no greater honor for a teacher than to be
recognized for excellence by former students.
The Building Committee was formed in April 1 998 to evaluate the
facility at the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative. The Building Committee
along with the Architect designed an addition and renovation plan that
S48
will best serve the needs of Wilton and Lyndeborough for the next decade.
The School improvement Program (SIP) continued with a steering
committee comprised of a school board member, parents, faculty
members, and an administrator who met on a bi-weekly basis. Their work
this year involved communication between the parents and the school as
well as getting more parent volunteers into the school assisting the
teachers.
Wilton-Lyndeborough heid graduation on June 1 2th and Mr. George













































t* Paula Sue McComish
Joses Ian Morin
++ Katherine Elise Osborne
++ Ernest Elwood Waters Paro
* John Anthony Perfito
Joshua Johannes Pieterse
Justin Adam Rocca
++ Joshua Ryan Rowsey
Warren Bryan Shattuck
Melina Ann St. Laurent
Melissa Rae St. Laurent
++ Elizabeth Fair Taylor
Michael A. Thompson
*++ Kathleen Mae Tighe
Lisa Cathy Travis
Benjamin Gary Tuttle
t* Julie Lynn Tuttle
Jonathan Fletcher Vanderhoof
Anita Louise Wadleigh
t National Honor Society
* Top Ten
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ANNUAL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
1997-98
NURSING ACTIVITIES/STUDENT CONTACTS:





playground, gym, classroom, etc
interscholastic sports (practice, games)
home injuries
Screenings:








immunizations, school physicals (assisted MD)
Health Education:














WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1,1997 to June 30, 1 998




Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from Trust Funds
Received from all Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid










7/13/98 Lawrence A. Brown, Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements,
and other financial records of the treasurer of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative
School District, Wilton, New Hampshire of which the above is a true summary for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1 998, and find them correct in all aspects.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 998
EXPENDITURES 1997-1998
REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAM
1100-112 TEACHER SALARIES $ 921,082.90
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 204,973.93
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES 7,645.01
442 RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT 0.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER/TESTS 36,816.96
641 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA 27,1 75.85
650 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 6,093.26
731 NEW EQUIPMENT 12,783.79
731 NEW EQUIPMENT - WARRANT 15,000.00
735 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 26,263.08
890 MISC. - MUSIC INSTRUMENTS 1 08.60
1110-114 TEACHER AIDE SALARIES 8,577.94
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 759.64
1 1 20-1 1
4
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER SALARIES 24,871 .75
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 2,1 1 0.03
1 1 30-1 1 4 HOMEBOUND/ESL TUTOR SALARIES 621 .00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 69.77
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1210 112 SPED TEACHER SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER/TESTS
630 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA
650 COMPUTER SOFTWARE
731 NEW EQUIPMENT
1211-114 SPED TEACHER AIDE SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS














OTHER SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1290-561 PUBLIC-IN STATE TUITION 0.00
562 PUBLIC - OUT OF STATE TUITION 0.00
569 PRIVATE - IN & OUT OF STATE TUITION 1 49,738.46
VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS





















2122-112 GUIDANCE SALARIES 57,919.23
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 14,269.52
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES 54.88
531 TELEPHONE 0.00
534 POSTAGE 440.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER/TESTS 2,191.44
641 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA 436.45
650 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 0.00
731 NEW EQUIPMENT 299.00
735 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 2,998.00
810 DUES & FEES 335.00
1410-1 12 CO-CURRICULAR SALARIES-ACADEMIC
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS








430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES




810 DUES & FEES
890 MISCELLANEOUS
1490-591 PURCHASED SERVICES/PRIVATE SOURCES
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21 29-1 1 4 GUIDANCE SECRETARY SALARY 7,384.33
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 636.54
HEALTH SERVICES
21 34-1 1 2 NURSES SALARIES 29,737.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 9,705.34
323 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (PHYSICALS) 300.00
534 POSTAGE 60.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 982.33
641 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA 0.00
731 NEW EQUIPMENT 1,923.52
810 DUES & FEES 95.00
SPECIAL ED SUPPORT SERVICES
21 42-323 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING SERVICES 4,81 8.02
2143-323 PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING SERVICES 0.00
2153-323 AUDIOLOGICAL TESTING SERVICES 212.80
21 90-323 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES 1 0,1 63.97
PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING SERVICES
2143-114 ASSOCIATE PSYCHOLOGIST 33,634.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 2,572.94
SPECIAL ED RELATED SERVICES - SAU
2159-323 SPEECH SERVICES 9,937.00
21 91-323 OCCUPATIONAL & PHYSICAL THERAPY 8,874.00
IMPROVEMENT OF INST. SERVICES
2210-240 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 3,700.00
290 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 6,590.23
2212-290 INSTR. & CURRICULUM DEV. 5,144.25
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES
2222-1 1 2 MEDIA GENERALIST SALARY 1 9,835.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 6,166.46
430 REPAIRS & MAINT. SERVICES 361.58
442 RENTAL OF FILMS 39.90
534 POSTAGE 1 00.00
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 1,286.22
641 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MEDIA 7,045.53
649 OTHER INFORMATION RESOURCES 1 ,633.03
650 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 1,334.48
731 NEW EQUIPMENT 249.01
S59
AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES
2223-532 DATA COMMUNICATIONS/INTERNET 467.14
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 1,052.69
SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
231 1-1 20 SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 538.25
2312-120 CLERK 608.64
2313-120 TREASURER 645.90
2314-1 20 MODERATOR & BALLOT CLERKS 1 0.78
2317-120 AUDITORS 215.31
2318-330 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (LEGAL) 6,721.60
23 19-319 SUPERVISORS/TOWNS 1 50.00
520 S. B. LIABILITY INSURANCE 2,31 1 .00
534 POSTAGE 247.55
540 ADVERTISING 5,386.42
610 GEN. SUPPLIES/PAPER 633.01
810 DUES & FEES 2,375.87
890 MISCELLANEOUS 729.36
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION SERVICES - SAU
2321-312 OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 58,313.00
SPECIFIC AREA ADMINISTRATION SERVICES - SAU
2332-319 SPED ADMINISTRATION 43,841.00





























810 DUES & FEES
890 MISC. - NEASC SELF-STUDY
2411-114 PRINCIPAL'S SECRETARIES SALARIES
200 BENEFITS
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT






422 SNOW PLOWING SERVICES
424 LAWN & GROUNDS CARE

























2721-51 9 STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
2722-519 SPED TRANSPORTATION (ALL)
2743-5 1 9 VOCATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
2744-5 1 9 ATHLETIC TRANSPORTATION






BUILDING ACQUISITION & CONSTRUCTION





5221-930 TRANSFER TO FOOD SERVICE
5222-930 TRANSFER TO SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
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Cooperative
Budget - Sehool District of Wilton-Lyndeboroueh FY 1999-2000 KS-S7
^ a £ C c
ESTIMATED
WARR, Actual Revenues Revised Revenues REVENUES
AC£t-# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Current Year ENSUING r.SCA.1. VEAR
REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES 2ZZZ2ZZZ2ZXZZ2ZX. «rZ2C2£2**"**yyy jzzzsz
Il300-1349truitj.on
.400-1 44 9f?TMfrt5ortation fear
:X500-lE99Car7U.r.er on Znvcraaants .3.810 13,000 I 13.000
.600-1699IFoext Service S&j.Bg
1700-1799 Srudar.t Xeri.vlt.igc 2,000 |
1800-lg99ICoamuru.tv SmTV±eme ie;:vm»«
190C— I999IOthr Legal Soure««
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3110 Foundation Aid 56,029 j 46,581 | 63,032
3120 ISharvd Rmrmue
3210 ISehooi Buildinc Aid
I,3220 lKind«rB»rtOT Aid







REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCE MWk
<I00-"-.S29lF«o«ral J>rccrs=i Grants 4.863 3,300 3,300
4540 rvtVeeatiojial Education
4550 'Adult "dueat^or.
4560 igilld *h2triti=n >^J^ ?6.nnn
bi»abiliti»B
Msdieaiea d Piatririution
4590-4999IOth«r r«aor*l Source* laxent 48101
4B10 tFadral ?sragt a»i«rr«
OTHER FINANCIMG SOURCES 'JZ2ZZZZZ2ZX scs ~ - ~~
5110-5139lS»l« of Bonds or Net** j
6, 476, 775
5221 !?ransr'«r front 7ood STvieg-3T»c.3>»v.rund
iTrancf^r Jr~ Cthar rseeial ?wwnu« Tunda
S82
Budget - School District of
Wiiton-Lyndeborough _„ 1999-2000FY KS-27










OTHER FINANCING SOURCES CONT. 2=J^r3^Z^i3C ZZ3Z2Z2ZX2Z2-^ZX afrvrvwji
£220 !rran«icr Jroc C*cittl Preset Fund*
£251 rr«n«f«r Jroe Cacitti R»»«rv» Funds 1
£252 tranefar froc Expandable Truat Funds
£253 t5r«n«f«r free Noi>-Ejn»«ndAbl» tru»t Fund* 1





5X40 TEIS SECTION FOR CANCELATION OF JttN's
(KcaffinK5QffiK7 anticipation notes) ptf. ss
198:20-D FOR CATASTROPHIC AID BCRROHTNG
RAN. Rarvanua This TV * laaa
RAN, Ravaaua Last rr
-he; rah
isu?=laa*ntai Arcrocrists.cn (Ccr.trs.) 1
Voted Frem Fund Balanca
Fund Balance to Reduce Tasss ! ins RP7 5C.000





SU2TCTAL 1 Xs-ercrcr:. anions Receaaendad (irea vaac 3) 2.916-998 2.916.99S
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Reeosunandad (iron oace 4) 6,526.775 6.526.775
SU2TOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Artielas Raeonmandad (fron ©acre 41 49«; onn nc nno
TOTAL Awsrooriations Raeoaaandad 9,868,773 9,866,773
Lass: Aaount of Estimated Ravanuas i Credits (fron aJsove) 6.650,507 6,650.507











Monday, Tuesday, & Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
91 1 Emergency or
91 1 Emergency or












Board of Selectmen meet Monday Night
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Office Hours:




Florence hideout elementary school 654 - 6714
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL







* Open May 1st - September 30th







1 :00 - 5:00'
1 :00 - 7:00
Closed
WILTON PUBLIC & GREGG FREE LIBRARY
Library Hours:






& 2:00 - 8:00
9:00- 12:00
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH YOUTH CENTER 654-6053
